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ABSTRACT 

The passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996represented the culmination ofthe 

theoretical shift in the philosophy ofbroadcast ownership regulation. After decades of 

government regulations maintaining the structure oflocal broadcast markets,policies of 

deregulation slowly began to restructure local media markets under a marketplace 

approach to broadcast regulation. This dissertation explored the consequences ofshifting 

from a managed structure ofregulation to an open market structure ofderegulation in 

small media markets. In particular,this dissertation sought to answer research questions 

and test hypotheses related to the public interest standards ofownership and content 

diversity under both types ofregulatory philosophies. To answer the research questions 

and test the hypotheses,this dissertation operationalized the public interest concept of 

media ownership and content diversity at the local market level. Using data from 

industry yearbooks about daily newspapers,television stations and radio stations in small 

metropolitan statistical areas,a database ofinformation related to the number ofowners, 

type ofowners,news content and numerous other variables was created for a time period 

from 1972 to 1998. Multiple regression analyses tested the hypotheses. Overall,the 

statistical analysis suggested that there was a limited impact on ownership and content 

diversity when considering the gradual change from regulation to deregulation. 

However,the data analysis suggested that there has been a negative impact on ownership 

and content diversity since the Telecommunications Actof1996in the small markets. 

The results indicated that the Federal Communications Commission and other agencies 

should reconsider certain ownership policies in small media markets. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A theoretical shift in the philosophy ofbroadcast regulation has created a rich 

atmosphere for testing the public interest assumptions related to the ownership ofthe 

mass media. The political concepts oflocalism and diversity,once heralded as 

cornerstones ofpublic interest philosophy,have been replaced with the economic 

concepts ofcompetition and efficiency. Has this philosophical change achieved the goal 

ofderegulation: to allow the marketplace to satisfy the standards ofthe public interest, 

convenience and necessity? This study seeks to answer a part ofthis question by 

exploring the public interest in terms ofmedia ownership and content diversity in smaller 

markets. Recent research in large media markets suggested that the policy shift 

decreased the amountofownership diversity in the radio and television industries 

(Drushel, 1998;Howard,1998). In smaller markets,where fewer outlets can be 

supported,the shift awayfrom regulatory policies grounded in the restrictive nature of 

the spectrum scarcity principle to the policies ofderegulation framed in the unlimited 

resources ofthe digital environment might have different public interest outcomes. This 

dissertation will test the validity ofthe assumptions ofderegulation for smaller markets. 

In particular,it will explore the political economy ofmedia diversity and test the 

propositions ofthe marketplace theory ofderegulation. Overall,the goal ofthis study is 

to identify whether the policies ofderegulation have increased or decreased media 

diversity in small markets. 

The public interest theory guiding the regulation ofthe broadcast radio and 

television industries emphasizes the importance ofa vibrant marketplace ofideas. Local 
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radio stations,television stations and newspapers contribute to this marketplace ofideas 

by providing local news and information. In the past,the Federal Communications 

Commission(FCC)managed the broadcast marketplace ofideas with various structural 

and content regulations designed to uphold the public interest,convenience and necessity. 

Local ownership policies such as the duopoly and cross-ownership rules were designed to 

prevent the monopolization ofthe local news and information marketplace. The 

development ofcable television and other new media technologies,combined with a 

political atmosphere geared towards deregulation,drove Congress and theFCC to switch 

from a managed-structure regulatory paradigm to a market-driven deregulation paradigm. 

This theoretical shiftfrom regulation to deregulation is based on the presumptions offree 

market economics that have led critics to question the effectiveness ofusing the 

principles offree market competition to sustain the marketplace ofideas instead ofthe 

various regulatory mechanisms. Most ofthe questions concem the effect ofderegulation 

on the diversity ofviewpoints within a local media market. According to critics of 

deregulation,it would appear that the increase in the level oflocal media consolidation 

would lead to a decrease in the number ofviewpoints or media diversity available within 

a market(Bagdikian,1985). On the other hand,proponents ofderegulation suggest that 

increases in the availability ofdifferent media outlets(Loevinger,1979)or the 

development ofmonopoly power(Steiner,1952)leads to an increase in the level of 

media diversity within a market. Which scenario is more appropriate for the local 

marketplace ofideas-the managed structure(regulation)paradigm or the open market 

(deregulation)paradigm? To answer this question,this dissertation will evaluate the 

effectiveness ofgovernment regulation and deregulation in meeting various public 
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interest standards by examining the diversity ofmedia ownership in small and medium 

media markets. In addition,this dissertation will test specific hypotheses concerning the 

relationship between the concentration ofownership and the marketplace ofideas. 

Finally,this dissertation seeks to identify and evaluate effective government policies 

related to the ownership ofmedia. 

The relaxation oflocal radio and television ownership rules resulting from the 

passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996led to unprecedented consolidation 

within local markets. Local Marketing Agreements(LMAs),duopolies,and local 

consolidation or'clustering'in the local radio and television industries appear to 

contradict the goal ofderegulation by limiting rather than maximizing the marketplace of 

ideas,and emphasizes the need to study the issues related to ownership deregulation in 

smaller markets. Industry statistics indicated that the radio industry has lost 981 owners 

since 1995(BIAa,1999). In the television industry,only 348 companies operate the 

1,300 broadcast television stations(BIAb,1999). Bypassing the Telecommunications 

Act of1996,Congress and the FCC opened the door for testing the free market ideals of 

deregulation against the managed structure paradigm ofbroadcast regulation. The 

passage ofbroadcast deregulation policies such as those found in the 1996Actforced the 

FCC to utilize the economic ideals ofmarketplace competition to manage the market 

structure,conduct and performance ofthe local broadcast industry. As a result,the 

nature ofbroadcast station ownership in local media marketplaces changed raising 

numerous questions about the ability offree market competition to provide broadcast 

service that continues to serve"the public interest, convenience and necessity" 

(Communications Act, 1934,Section 309(a)). Organizations critical ofbroadcast 
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deregulation such as the Media Access Project claimed the broadcast deregulation 

policies both stifled broadcast media competition and limited the level ofdiversity within 

local media markets. 

The growth oflocal marketing agreements(LMAs),duopolies,local station 

clusters,and various types ofjoint ventures in both the radio and television industries 

renewed interest in the study ofthe public interest and the marketplace ofideas(Irving, 

1999,p.l). Initial evidence from industry sources(McConnell,1998)and scholarly 

studies(Drushel, 1998;Howard,1997;Bates&Chambers,1996)indicated problems 

with marketplace theory,the currentframework for broadcast deregulation. There is 

growing concern that the new deregulation policies initiated by the passage ofthe 

Telecommunications Actof1996has led to a loss ofcompetition and diversity in local 

media markets(Ness,1996;Irving, 1999). In particular,the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration(NTIA)voiced concern about the 

effect ofderegulation on the smaller markets(Irving, 1999). 

Background ofProblem 

For years,theFCC managed local radio and television competition by tightly 

controlling the number and type oflocal competitors based on the number ofavailable 

frequencies,the fulfillment ofvarious public interest obligations and the characteristics of 

potential broadcast owners. The Commission regulated the public interest in media 

markets using structural rules controlling the number ofbroadcast properties and owners 

with uniform standards. In other words,every market,regardless ofsize and structure, 

would adhere to the same policies. With the passage ofthe Telecommunications Actof 

1996(Telecommunications Act, 1996),Congress acknowledged the effect ofmarket size 
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and type ofcompetition on the amount ofmedia diversity in local markets. In the larger 

markets,more properties could be controlled byone entity. Atthe same time,certain 

ownership allowances required the presence ofa specific number oflocally available 

media outlets. Despite this recognition ofstructural differences within markets,the 

unresolved problem related to deregulation is the use ofa blanket policy to regulate the 

ownership structure ofmedia markets. 

Unlike large markets like New York,Los Angeles,Chicago,and Dallas-Fort 

Worth,small markets such as Great Falls,Montana,Texarkana,Texas and Jackson, 

Tennessee might have more to lose from a reduction in the number ofcompeting voices 

through local media consolidation(Williams,1998). Under the current ownership 

schemes,acompanyin the smallest market can control four radio stations and/or 50 

percent ofthe audience. In markets where there may only be eight to ten radio stations, 

the loss ofthree or four owners could drastically impactthe overall level ofdiversity 

within the market. Recent industry statistics revealed that 18 ofthe top 25 radio groups 

have made station purchases in small and medium markets(Rathbun,1998,pp.33-45). 

Some ofthe largest radio groups such as Clear Channel Communications,Citadel 

Communications and Cumulus Media have targeted markets outside the top 100to grow 

their companies. For example.Cumulus Media,acompany with 310radio stations in 61 

markets,has increased its number ofradio properties by purchasing clusters ofradio 

stations in small and medium-sized markets(Cumulus Enters California, 1999,p. 1). 

Likewise,Citadel Communications,a company with 123 radio stations in 37 markets, 

acquired Liggett Broadcasting,which owned stations in markets like Lansing,Michigan 

and Worcester,Massachusetts(Citadel Adds,1999,p. 1). Byclustering stations in these 
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small and medium markets,companies have been able to develop strategies for 

purchasing by the marketinstead ofjust the station. As a result,companies that 

previously had no ties with a local community have been able to acquire and operate 

multiple stations and dominate the marketplace ofideas. 

The switch from structural regulation to free market deregulation has forced FCC 

Commissioners to re-evaluate the public interest standards related to ownership. In a 

speech before the National Association ofBroadcasters,FCC Commissioner Susan Ness 

remarked: 

"Atthe heart ofa public interest determination is the impact 
ofa transaction on the diversity ofvoices and competition 
in the local market. Our democracy is strongest when ownership 
ofbroadcast licenses is widely held. Onlythrough a diversity of 
voices can we nurture our shared freedom,ourcommon bonds, 
our local and national communities. And excessive consolidation 

ofa local market can drive out competition,reducing the diversity 
ofvoices"(Ness,1996,p.4). 

The very nature ofmedia competition at the local level has changed dramatically 

since the dawn ofbroadcast deregulation in the early 1980s. Markets once characterized 

by a large number ofdifferent owners using various programming strategies to attract 

larger audiences transformed into a small group ofsimilar owners using corporate 

programming strategies to maintain a large share ofthe audience. For example,in 

Honolulu,Hawaii,Raycom Mediaformed the first local television duopoly(Raycom, 

2000,p. 1). Former competitorsjoined by various types ofownership arrangements are 

changing the structure and performance ofthe local media marketplace. 

By passing the TelecommunicationsActof1996(Telecommunications Act, 

1996),Congress assumed that legislating the free market ideals ofmarketplace theory 

would provide the necessary standards for meeting and maintaining the public interest in 
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all telecommunications markets. Although the goal ofthe 1996Act was to open up 

competition,early studies ofindividual industries indicated unprecedented consolidation 

oflocal properties for radio(Drushel,1998)and an increase in merger activity among 

major television groups(Howard,1997). The 1996Actrevolutionized the structure of 

broadcast industries by relaxing the ownership rules preventing local consolidation of 

properties. 

Initial reports ofthe radio industry indicated unprecedented consolidation oflocal 

properties in large and medium markets(Drushel,1998). For television,the early effects 

ofthe 1996Act suggested large groups were buying up other groups(Howard,1997). 

Unfortunately,without a clear definition ofthat public interest standard,the primary 

agency charged with administering the vague ideals ofthe 1996Act,theFCC,continued 

to arbitrarily regulate and/or deregulate the telecommunications industries on a case-by-

case basis. One policy area that is beginiiing to become the proving ground for the ideals 

ofmarketplace theory is local broadcast ownership. After deregulating the radio and 

television industry's market structures,the FCC shifted the public interest pendulum 

awayfrom regulating ownership diversity toward allowing the marketplace to determine 

the amount ofownership diversity. These decisions provide an excellent opportunity to 

evaluate these differing public interest approaches local media diversity. 

The passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996represented a watershed for 

media ownership deregulation. Using the ideals ofmarketplace theory,the federal 

government sought to expand the marketplace ofideas from both a political and 

economic perspective. Politically,the goal ofthe legislation was to provide the public 

with more diversity in terms ofinformation choices. On the other hand,the Actof1996 



sought to provide traditional media owners with economic reliefby relaxing the rules of 

local ownership. The Act revolutionized the structure oflocal media and the 

performance ofthe marketplace ofideas. In addition,its passage highlighted the need to 

reconsider the traditional measurement~or non-measurement~ofvague public interest 

standards. The evaluation ofthe public interest provides researchers with unique 

problems ofdefinition and measurement. Typically,past research in the area ofmedia 

ownership deregulation has defined the public interest on a national level(Bagdikian, 

1983;Compaine,1982)or at the intra-industry level(Drushel,1998;Lacy&Davenport, 

1994). Although theFCC sets a national policy for local markets,little research has 

operationalized the concept ofthe public interest oflocal media ownership or has 

explored the issues ofmedia ownership in the smaller markets. Therefore,this 

dissertation will examine media ownership at the local level in the smallest metropolitan 

statistical areas as measured by the U.S.government,using multiple measures for the 

public interest. By analyzing the public interest by defining it in terms ofboth a political 

and economic marketplace ofideas,this dissertation will make a valuable contribution to 

the scholarship ofmedia economics and public interest research. 

The stated goal ofcommunications deregulation is to allow the actual public to 

determine public interest standards. Vague public interest goals such as ownership and 

content diversity,it was argued,would be better served by the economic realities ofthe 

local media marketplace. However,recent deregulatory policy decisions implementing 

the ideals ofmarketplace theory have created questions concerning the diversity ofmedia 

ownership in local markets. In fact,theFCC soughtcomments concerning the effect of 

new ownership policies on the diversity within media markets(Federal Communications 
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Commission,1998a). Recent research ofthe television(Howard,1995),radio(Drushel, 

1998),newspaper(Lacy&Davenport,1994)and cable(Waterman&Weiss,1997) 

industries reported trends ofconcentration ofownership. Instead ofthe marketplace 

providing competition and diversity ofownership,it appears that deregulation policies 

are allowing existing local media companies to consolidate properties and stifle 

competition and diversity. 

This dissertation seeks to fill a theoretical and empirical void in the literature 

regarding media concentration. Several studies have explored the issues associated with 

media ownership;however,most ofthese studies focused on the largest markets. Olien, 

Donohue and Tichenor(1978)argued that community structure affected the media use 

within a market. Economic theory suggests that as the number ofcompetitors increases, 

the amountofcompetition increases. By examining the new ownership rules for radio, 

the FCC's ownership policyfavors the largest markets. In the small markets where an 

owner can control up to five stations,two companies can control 70percent ofthe 

stations in the marketplace. This dissertation seeks to benchmark the current trends of 

small market media ownership. Atthe same time,there has been an empirical question 

related to the measurement ofdiversity within a local market. Most ofthe literature 

focused on concentration ratios to determine the level ofcompetition within a 

marketplace. Although these types ofratios provide rigor,not all markets have audience 

share information readily available. Therefore,it is important to consider altematives to 

traditional concentration measurement. 

Overall,the dissertation focused on the question ofwhether the theoretical 

justification for regulation or deregulation provided an effective framework for 
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determining media ownership diversity in smaller media markets. In addition,the 

dissertation tests various relationships between the major variables related to media 

diversity and regulatory philosophy. Specifically,media diversity was treated as a 

dependent variable and different periods ofmedia ownership regulation as the 

independent variables. Media diversity was defined from both a source and content 

perspective. Overall,source diversity was defined in terms ofvoice diversity where a 

media voice represented the ownership ofmedia outlets. The measure for source 

diversity included a relative measure ofdiversity where a ratio ofvoices to outlets 

determined the degree ofdiversity within a market. Other factors included in source 

diversity were ownership type and commercial status. Content diversity measures 

included the presence ofa local news programming and the number ofwire services. 

Further,a local news outlet was determined by the existence ofa daily newspaper and the 

number ofnews directors in a smaller media market. Assuming that news programming 

is an important public interest standard associated with a rich marketplace ofideas,a 

ratio ofthe number ofmedia outlets with news content to the total number ofpotential 

news outlets in the market will be calculated to provide another measure ofmedia 

diversity. 

Based on these definitions,specific hypotheses tested the relationships between 

the regulatory philosophies and the various measures ofmedia diversity. To test these 

relationships, multiple regression analysis was used to determine ifthe trends found in 

the data were due to a natural function ofthe marketplace or affected by deregulation. T-

tests were used to test whether the differences in the levels ofthe diversity measures 

between the periods ofregulation and deregulation were real or due to chance. Chi-
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square tests ofassociation tested the differences in diversity among markets with low, 

moderate and high diversity. Finally,correlation was used to determine the degree ofthe 

relationship between various media diversity measures and the impact ofpopulation, 

retail sales,and total personal income within a smaller media market. 

In sum,media diversity proved to be a concept that was difficult to measure and 

analyze. Despite its vagueness,this dissertation outlined the relevant literature related to 

source and content diversity. Using a secondary analysis methodology,data was 

collected from yearbooks associated with the newspaper and broadcasting industries. 

Based on the data, various statistical tests were used to determine the degree ofthe 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Finally,the dissertation 

summarized the results ofthe statistical tests and maderecommendations as to the impact 

ofderegulation policies on smaller media markets. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATUREREVIEW 

The regulatory foundation for local media ownership changed with the passage of 

the Telecommunications Act of1996. The relaxation ofnational ownership limits and the 

re-structuring oflocal radio and television ownership rules that resulted from the passage 

ofthe 1996Act altered the structure,conduct and performance oflocal media markets. 

The public interest standard that once governed the local media marketplace had 

maintained the structure,conduct and performance with regulations limiting the size and 

number ofmedia competitors. The ownership policies ofderegulation,beginning with 

the 1984 changes to the Multiple Ownership Rules,shifted the public interest standard 

awayfrom government regulation ofthe structure oflocal media markets to the natural 

mechanisms offree market competition. Based on this shift in policy,the nature oflocal 

media market structure changed in terms ofthe number and type ofelectronic media 

owners. Markets once maintained by strict guidelines limiting the number and type of 

owners changed with the relaxation ofvarious ownership rules and policies. The 

revolutionary changes in ownership regulation created new local media market structures 

where the marketplace,not government regulation,determined the public interest 

standards. Based on these changes,the new market structures challenge the traditional 

interpretation ofthe public interest standards for media ownership. Markets once limited 

by the number ofavailable radio and television frequencies have now become markets 

filled with an abundance ofmedia outlets. Cable systems,Internet Service Providers,low 

power television stations,and additional television and radio stations have created new 

types ofcompetition for the traditional newspaper and broadcasting industries. Future 
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policies related to the ownership ofloeal media outlets require new research in the effect 

ofownership deregulation and its effect on market performance. 

Anystudy oflocal media ownership must deal with the concept ofthe public 

interest,convenience and necessity. According to Section 302ofthe Communications 

Actof1934,"[t]he Commission may,consistent with the public interest, convenience and 

necessity,make reasonable regulations governing the interference potential ofdevices 

which in their operation are capable ofemitting radio frequeney energy"(47,U.S.C.A.). 

Although Congress required the FCC to regulate in the public interest,convenienee and 

necessity,the legislation did not include a clear definition ofthis cornerstone of 

communication policy. In historical studies about the public interest standard, 

researchers painted different pictures ofthe adoption and application ofthe standard. 

Manyresearchers such as Creech(1993)traced the public interest standard to the railroad 

industry and the Federal Transportation Act of1920. Although most researchers would 

agree on the historieal background ofthe publie interest standard,some researchers have 

argued that the application ofthe standard has favored the industry rather than the public 

(Rowland,1997;Com-Revere&Carveth, 1998). Corn-Revere and Carveth(1998) 

concluded theFCC had to representthe best interest ofthe industry because 

"broadcasting is a business and it generally ean provide greater service to the publie when 

business is good"(p.71). For the most part,the FCC's ownership policies have 

attempted to balance the industry's'public interest' with the public's public interest. 

Research aboutthe public interest 

Overall,the literature about the public interest foeused on the various political and 

economic dimensions ofthe marketplace ofideas(Levin, 1954;Coase,1974;Baxter, 
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1974;Owen,1975;Fowler&Brenner,1982;Entman& Wildman,1992;Hopkins,1996; 

Krasnow,1997;Napoli, 1999a). The marketplace ofideas metaphor developed from a 

dissent by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmesin Abrams v. United States. The Holmes 

vision ofa marketplace ofideas was grounded in the ideals offree speech and expression 

as stated in political treatises such as Milton's Areopagitica and Mills'On Liberty. The 

Abrams case centered around Abrams and other Russian immigrants who had been 

charged,tried and convicted under the Espionage Act for publishing and distributing 

5,000 pamphlets that were critical ofthe U.S.government during World War I. 

Specifically,the pamphlets called President Wilson a'coward'and encouraged resistance 

to the war. The Supreme Court upheld the convictions based on the clear and present 

danger test. In his dissent.Holmes offered to clarify the application ofthe clear and 

present danger test and its balance with the First Amendmentfreedom offree speech: 

"But when men have realized that time has upset manyfighting 
faiths,they maycome to believe even more than they believe the 
very foundations oftheir own conduct that the ultimate good 
desired is better reached by a free trade in ideas — that the best 
test oftruth is the power ofthought to get itselfaccepted in the 
competition ofthe market,and that truth is the only ground upon 
which their wishes safely can be carried out. That at any rate is the 
theory ofour Constitution"(cited m Abrams v. United States,250 
U.S.630(1919). 

Holmes used an economic analogy to explain the political importance ofa free trade of 

ideas. As the period ofcommunication policy regulation ended and deregulation began, 

the political nature ofthe marketplace ofideas focused on the economic aspects. 

Like the public interest,the marketplace ofideas metaphor has been used in 

several different applications. In a study about Supreme Court usage ofthe metaphor in 

various decisions,Hopkins(1996)found that the Court has recognized several,notjust 
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one,marketplaces ofideas. "Indeed,the Court has identified broadcasting,local 

communities,commercial speech,political speech,mail systems,school class rooms and 

libraries, state fairs, scholarly conferences and lectures,and picketing as marketplaces of 

ideas"(Hopkins,1996,p.48). Forthe electronic media,the welfare ofthe public interest 

resided in a robust marketplace ofideas;however,scholars and policymakers have 

struggled with the application and interpretation ofsuch a standard. 

From ownership rules to content regulations,the FCC has attempted to equate the 

public interest with diversity within the marketplace ofideas. In theory,the link between 

the public interest and the marketplace ofideas centers on the ideal ofviewpoint 

diversity. Owen(1975)characterized the marketplace ofideas as an economic market 

"in which information and entertainment,intellectual 'goods,' are bought and sold"(p. 

5). He emphasized the balance between the demands ofthe audience and the social 

responsibility ofthe press. Further,Owen stressed the importance ofpreventing the 

monopolization ofaccess to the transmitters ofinformation(p. 5). Unfortunately,the 

evaluation ofdiversity within the information marketplace has been problematic. Entman 

and Wildman(1992)argued that"a marketplace ofideas is problematic normatively and 

appears to be misleading empirically"(p.6). From an analytical perspective,concepts 

such as idea and product diversity are ideal as political constructs,but difficult to 

quantify. For example,in the radio industry, it is not difficult to imagine a market rich in 

idea and product diversity: a wide variety ofradio formats. From country to rock music, 

there are dozens ofdifferent radio formats. The problem for the radio industry is not the 

number ofdifferent overall formats but the number ofundifferentiated niches within the 

format. In other words,a radio market ofsix stations mightinclude a new country 
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station,a traditional country station,a news/talk station,an adult contemporary station,a 

contemporary hit music station and a sports/talk station. Although it appears that each 

station has a different format,there maybe content overlap for the country stations,the 

contemporary stations and the talk stations. How can you measure diversity between 

these station types? In theory,a vibrant marketplace ofideas is served by a diversity of 

opinions. Practically, diversity within the marketplace ofideas is difficult to gauge. 

Media Diversity 

In a media context, diversity is a multi-faceted conceptranging from issues 

related to the practical issues related to employment to the theoretical issues associated 

with the marketplace ofideas(Entman& Wildman,1992;McQuail,1992;losifides, 

1999;Napoli,1999b). McQuail(1992)outlined five aspects ofmedia diversity: source, 

channel,content as sent,content as received,and audience diversity. Ofthese aspects, 

the most popular areas for scholarly study have been those focussing on the channel and 

content as sent diversity. In particular, McQuail's(1992)diversity descriptions can be 

defined in terms ofmedia ownership and content as sent. Several scholars have studied 

issues ofmedia diversity in terms ofmedia ownership(Nixon&Ward,1961;Sterling, 

1975;Loevinger,1979;Compaine,1982;Bagdikian,1983,1997;Bustema,1988c; 

Powers,1990; Waterman,1991;Lacy&Davenport,1994;Howard,1998;Drushel,1998) 

and media content as sent(Besen&Johnson,1985;Hale,1988;Lacy,1988;Picard, 

1989;Riffe&Shaw,1990;De Jong&Bates, 1991;Lacy&Riffe, 1994). For the 

majority ofthese studies,there is a distinct linkage between ownership and content 

diversity. 
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The link between ownership and content diversity has been described in policy 

decisions and research. In ihe AssociatedPress v. U.S.(326 U.S. 1(1945),the Supreme 

Court related the number ofinformation sources with the public welfare. Recently,the 

FCC defined diversity as: 

"Diversity,particularly diversity ofviewpoints,is the other important part 
ofthe Commission's public interest mandate. The Commission's 
viewpoint diversity objective promotes a goal the Supreme Court has 
stated underlies the First Amendment. Asthe Court has said,the First 
Amendment"rests on the assumption that the widest possible 
dissemination ofinformation from diverse and antagonistic sources is 
essential to the welfare ofthe public...." Promoting diversity in the 
number ofseparately owned outlets has contributed to our goal of 
viewpoint diversity by assuring that the programming and views available 
to the public are disseminated by a wide variety ofspeakers. Moreover, 
our diversity concems are separate from our goal ofpromoting 
competition"(Federal Communications Commission,1998a,p.l). 

Likewise,Levin(1954)suggested that the diversity ofexpression"mayresult 

from diverse ownership..."(p.63). The link between ownership and content diversity 

has been used during different phases ofelectronic media policy. 

Mostofthe research dichotomized the application ofvarious public interest 

standards for obtaining media diversity in terms ofgovernment regulation or 

deregulation. Under both ofthese models ofpolicy,diversity in the marketplace ofideas 

has been the primary goal;the change occurred in the theoreticaljustification ofthe 

policy. Coase(1974)suggested that if"in the market for goods,government regulation is 

desirable, whereas,in the market for ideas,government regulation is undesirable and 

should be strictly limited"(p.384). Researchers have dichotomized periods ofregulation 

and deregulation as social value or market economics(Entman& Wildman,1992), 

democratic theory or economic theory(Napoli, 1999a),and public policy or free market 

(losifides, 1999). Each set ofdichotomies represented the policy model used by theFCC 
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to manipulate various aspects ofthe electronic media. From an ownership perspective, 

these dichotomies have been classified as the political and economic school ofthought. 

Media DiversitvFrom the Political School ofThought 

The tenets ofthe American democratic system focus on the marketplace ofideas 

where individuals seek outinformation from a diversity ofviewpoints in order to make 

informed decisions about the political process. During the 20""century,the marketplace 

ofideas expanded as the print and electronic mass media developed into important 

information sources for the American public. Realizing the role ofnewspapers and 

broadcast stations,government agencies used various regulatory policies to safeguard the 

marketplace ofideas. 

Overall,the Supreme Courtand theFCC recognized the importance of 

maintaining diversity through ownership regulations. According to the Supreme Court, 

the First Amendment"rests on the assumption that the widest dissemination of 

information from diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the welfare ofthe 

public"(Associated Press v. United States.326 U.S. 1,(1945). Using diversity of 

sources as a regulatory guideline,the FCC devised various ownership policies to ensure 

the diversity within the marketplace ofideas. 

TheFCC managed the marketplace ofideas by regulating the structure oflocal 

media markets. The ownership philosophy emphasized the importance ofa local and 

diverse media owner base. Policies such as the 1941 Report on Chain Broadcasting 

(Federal Communications Commission,1941), 1970's One to a MarketRule(Federal 

Communications Commission,1970)and the 1975 Cross-Media Ownership(Federal 

Communications Commission,1975)rule restricted the number ofproperties and the type 
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ofproperties one owner could operate within a local media market. In RulesRelating to 

Multiple Ownership(Federal Communications Commission,1970),the FCC argued that 

the"proper objective is the maximum diversity ofownership that technology permits in 

each area. We are ofthe view that60 different licensees are more desirable than 50,and 

even that 51 are more desirable than 50"(cited in Carter,Franklin& Wright,1993,p. 

166). This emphasis on the structure ofmedia markets influenced ownership decisions 

until the period ofderegulation. 

Media Diversitv From the Economic School ofThought 

Until the 1980s,the government regulated the broadcast media as individual 

industries where the development ofmarket power needed to be restricted. National and 

local ownership policies such as the Multiple Ownership Rules,the Duopoly Rule,and 

the One-To-A-MarketRule,attempted to prevent the development ofmarket power 

within both the national and local marketplace. By controlling the number and type of 

broadcasting properties one owner could control,the FCC developed an economic 

regulatory regime maintaining both the public and the industries'interests. During the 

period ofregulation,the combination ofinter- or intra-media properties was viewed as a 

detriment to the economic health ofindividual media industries. Regulatory policies 

restricting the structure ofmedia markets sought to maintain a level ofdiversity from an 

economic perspective. 

As the number ofmedia competitors increased and the economics ofthe 

individual media industries became more interdependent,theFCC changed its policy 

rationale from regulation to deregulation. TheFCC used marketplace theory to 

implement policies ofderegulation. Marketplace theory links the economics of 
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competition to the diversity ofviewpoints found within a local market. The basic 

premise ofthis theory is that an increase in the number ofmedia outlets promotes service 

to narrower segments ofthe community. Additionally,this approach to regulation 

"emphasizes the role ofnew competitors,and new competition among existing firms to 

ensure service to the public interest"(Fowler&Brenner,1982,p.231). Byrecognizing 

the impact ofnew types ofmedia firms such'as cable,satellite delivery and other new 

technologies,the FCC changed its focus from the source diversity to the amountof 

content diversity found within the marketplace ofideas. 

Between 1980 and 1992,the FCC initiated policies ofderegulation. Using the 

assumptions ofmarketplace theory and realizing the growth ofcompetition across 

various media types,theFCC revised the Multiple Ownership Rules for broadcast media 

in 1984. During this period ofderegulation,the FCC changed its philosophy regarding 

the marketplace ofideas. Byfocusing oii the number ofchoices available to the public 

instead ofthe number ofowners,theFCC reasoned that the public interest would be met 

by marketplace standards rather than government rules and regulations. The public 

would actually determine'the public interest'standards. 

Since 1992,the development ofnew technologies such as the Internet forced the 

FCC to enter a second phase ofderegulation. This current period ofderegulation 

recognizes the multi-channel media environment where individual audience members 

have hundreds ofavailable information choices. Policies ranging from the 1992 decision 

to allow radio duopolies to the 1996 Telecommunications Act attempted to maintain the 

marketplace ofideas by fostering new competition among the choices available to 

consumers. These policies ofderegulation relaxed local ownership rules where fewer 
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owners could control more media properties. The revolutionary ownership mles changed 

the structure ofthe industry and the marketplace ofideas. 

Overall,both the political and economic schools ofthought attempted to manage 

the degree ofdiversity within the marketplace ofideas. The main problem with both 

schools ofthought has been the inability to develop an effective evaluative framework for 

establishing and maintaining acceptable benchmarks ofdiversity within the marketplace 

ofideas. Part ofthe problem rests with the development ofbroad,macroeconomic 

ownership policies that have been unable to accountfor the uniqueness oflocal media 

markets. Most ofthe problem lies with the uncertainty ofthe theoretical and practical 

implications ofmedia concentration on the marketplace ofideas. For years,the structure 

oflocal broadcast markets was managed with strict rules preventing the developmentof 

monopoly power for the local broadcasting industries(Owen,1975). However,new rules 

have created new types ofstructures that have not been studied theoretically or 

practically. In light ofthese new markets,researchers must explore the historical trends 

ofownership regulation and its impact on the public interest standard ofownership 

diversity within the marketplace ofideas. 

The public interest and ownership regulations 

The public interest theory governing the electronic media industries evolved from 

a set ofpolitical regulations aimed at implementing certain democratic ideals into a set of 

deregulated economic policies attempting to safeguard specific electronic media 

industries. Horwitz(1989)defined the public interest theory ofregulation as"regulation 

... established in response to the conflict between private corporations and the general 

public"(p.23). Since 1927,the Federal Radio Commission and later,the FCC attempted 
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to balance the wants ofthe electronic media industry with the needs ofthe audience. 

Foley(1990)explained that"many ofthe FCC's actions is a generally shared value which 

holds that the publie should have access to diverse sources ofinformation"(p.282). 

Based on this interpretation ofthe public interest,theFCC attempted to manage the 

marketplace with various structural regulations. Furthermore,the Commission linked its 

ownership rules with the assumptions ofindustrial organization theory tojustify the 

regulation or deregulation ofbroadcast markets. 

A History ofMultiple Ownership Rules: A NationalandLocalPerspective 

The FCC's public interest philosophy toward the regulation ofthe broadcast 

marketplace evolved from a primaryfocus on the national implications ofbroadcast 

ownership to an emphasis on the local diversity ofthe mass media marketplace. Overall, 

the history ofmultiple ownership rules for broadcast properties centered on the 

application ofa national public interest standard applied to unique,local markets. Issues 

ofchain ownership,common ownership,group ownership and cross-media ownership 

caused the FCC to attempt regulating local ownership diversity with national ownership 

rules. 

As the radio industry developed during the 1930s,theFCC began to investigate 

complaints against the primary network providers,NBCRed,NBC Blue and CBS. A 

fourth national radio network,the Mutual Broadcasting System(MBS),sought relief 

from the FCCregarding the difficulty in obtaining network affiliates in the largest 

markets. After several hearings and testimonyfrom more than 90 different parties,the 

FCC released its Report on Chain Broadcasting m.1941(Federal Communications 

Commission,1941). In this report,theFCC described the status ofchain broadcasting in 
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the United States. Atthe time,three companies controlled four networks; NBC,CBS 

and MBS. These networks dominated the majority ofradio markets with almost two-

thirds ofall radio stations affiliated with a network. The 1941 Report eliminated dual 

network operation. The Supreme Court upheld the policies ofthe Reportin a case 

{NationalBroadcasting Company V. U.S., 1943). During the same time 

period,the FCC established duopoly rules in 1940 that prevented the ownership of 

common broadcast properties in a single market(DuopolyRules,1940). The report 

included provisions to limit the ability ofafew companies from dominating an industry 

on both a national and local level. After the passage ofthe 1941 Report,it appeared as if 

the FCC used both national and local standards to regulate broadcast market structures. 

National Ownership Rules 

The FCC's history ofnational multiple ownership rules followed the growth ofthe 

new electronic media technologies~FM radio,television,cable,satellite television 

distribution and the Internet. Sterling(1975)reported that the number ofbroadcast 

outlets had increased 900 percent between the 1940 and 1970. Since 1970,new media 

technologies such as cable television, direct broadcast satellites and computer-mediated 

technologies such as the Internet have increased the total number ofmedia choices 

available to audiences. From the Report on Chain Broadcasting to the 

Telecommunications Actof1996,there have been several hearings,cases and rules 

related to the national ownership structure ofbroadcast properties. 

According to Howard(1979),the FCC began to investigate the issues ofnational 

multiple ownership rules in 1940 with limits on the number ofFM radio stations(6)and 

experimental television stations(3). Combined with the passage ofthe Report on Chain 
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Broadcasting,the FCC's limits on chain ownership ofradio stations forced a challenge 

from the powerful NBC and CBS networks. The results ofthe NBCv. U.S. andKQW 

cases would establish the FCC's 1953 Multiple Ownership Rules. 

In NBCV. U.S.(National, 1943),the Supreme Court upheld the FCC's rules 

promulgated with the Report on Chain Broadcasting. The Courtreasoned that the public 

interest would be better served in a marketplace where there was a more diverse field of 

network operators. As a result ofthe decision,NBC's networks.Red and Blue,were split 

and the Blue network was sold to Edward J. Noble who started the American 

Broadcasting Company(ABC)(Howard,1979). Later,CBS petitioned the FCC to allow 

the network to purchase an additional station in San Jose California. The station,KQW, 

would have given CBS a total ofeight AM radio stations. TheFCC,citing localism 

issues, prohibited CBS from purchasing the station(Federal Communications 

Commission,1946). 

The 1953 Multiple Ownership Rules sought to promote the diversification of 

ownership and maximize the diversity ofprogram and service viewpoints. Originally,the 

Rules limited the number ofbroadcast properties one company could own on a national 

basis to five television,seven AM radio and sevenFM radio stations. A year later,in an 

attempt to promote UHFtelevision stations,the Commission adopted the'Rule ofSeven,' 

where a company could own seven broadcast properties in each band. TheFCC reasoned 

that a large group ofdiversified licensees would better serve the public interest. Howard 

(1989)argued that this'Rule ofSeven'sanctioned group ownership by encouraging 

companies to purchase seven stations. Regardless ofthe outcome effects on the number 

ofgroup owners,the FCC did not re-visit the Multiple Ownership Rules until 1984. 
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The evolution ofnew media technologies such as cable television and satellite 

television distribution forced the FCC to reconsider the Rule ofSeven. In 1984,the FCC 

relaxed the Multiple Ownership Rules to allow owners to control up to 12 television, 12 

AM radio and 12FM radio stations(Federal Communications Commission,1984). After 

debate within the Commission regarding the arbitrary numerical restrictions,theFCC 

restricted the total potential audience reach ofa single group. In other words,a group 

owner could control 12 television stations as long as the group's total audience did not 

reach more than 25 percent ofthe total potential national audience. Howard(1989)noted 

that theFCC attempted to correct the numerical flaw ofthe original rules by placing the 

reach restriction on group owners. 

Economics prompted the FCC to further change the radio portion ofthe national 

ownership rules in 1992 and 1994. A national recession caused both AM andFM radio 

to suffer financial distress. Based on the overall economic effects ofthe recession,the 

FCC lifted the'Rule of12'for radio ownership. First,the Commission allowed one 

company to own 18 ofeach service;then,two years later, a company could own 20of 

each service. These rules would regulate the national market structure ofradio group 

owners until the Telecommunications Act of1996. 

In the Telecommunications Act of1996,Congress changed the national market 

structure for both television and radio by lifting the limit on the number ofproperties one 

company can own on a national basis. For radio,this allowed the developmentofmajor 

radio groups like Chancellor Media,CBS radio,and Clear Channel Communications. 

For television however,the rules retained a national audience reach cap. A single 
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television group owner cannot reach more than 35 percent ofthe total potential national 

audience with no limit on the number ofstations. 

Local Ownership Rules 

Throughout its history,theFCC used national rules to structure both the national 

and local broadcast markets. One ofthe major problems with this duality has been the 

inability to equally apply these vague ownership regulations into different and unique 

markets. In fact,in the FCC's 1984 Multiple Ownership Rules,the Commission admitted 

the importance ofthe local community when considering the marketplace ofideas: 

"Within the United States,the mostimportant idea markets 
are local. For an individual member ofthe audience,the 
richness ofideas to which he is exposed turns on how many 
diverse views are available within his local broadcast market" 

(Federal Communications Commission,1984,37). 

In local communities,the FCC has used licensing criteria, duopoly restrictions,local 

service rules and cross-media ownership rules to maintain a diverse local marketplace of 

ideas. 

For the majority ofthe history ofbroadcast regulation,the FCC maintained local 

broadcast market structures by enforcing a policy limiting the establishment ofradio or 

television duopolies. A duopoly is the common ownership oftwo same-service 

properties. For example,a radio duopoly would include the ownership oftwoFM 

stations in the same community. Overall,the primary rationale for maintaining this type 

ofmarket structure has relied on the public interest principle oflocalism. 

During the evolution ofthe broadcasting industry,the FCC was interested in the 

ideals oflocalism. FormerFCC Commissioner Andrew Barrett defined localism as the 

"basic notion that the best practicable service to the public is rendered by the broadcaster 
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who maintains close ties with the communityserved and who provides programming that 

responds to issues affecting residents ofthat community"(1993,p. 147). Newton(1995) 

defined two methods ofFCC regulation oflocalism-geographic and audience. 

According to Newton(1995),geographic or spatial localism was"exemplified by the 

distribution oflicenses to various communities and the traditional preference granted to 

local ownership in initial licensing"(p.79). On the other hand,audience localism 

obligated the licensee to "identify and program for the needs and problems ofthe 

community"(p.79). In the original Communications Actof1934,the licensing rules 

required an owner ofa station to be involved with the daily operations ofthe station and 

be involved in the local community. As network radio gobbled up affiliates in various 

markets,the FCC became concerned with possible loss oflocal programming. 

In 1943,theFCC issued its first duopoly rule that banned all commonlyowned 

radio stations having overlapping coverage(Howard,1979). The duopoly rules 

embraced the notion that a diverse number ofowners would equate into a diverse 

marketplace ofideas. When the FCC initiated the Multiple Ownership Rules in 1953,it 

equated localism with a diversity ofviewpoints. Localism was a key aspect,but diversity 

meant a wide selection ofdifferent viewpoints within a market. TheFCC's position 

regarding the maintenance ofa diverse marketplace ofideas through structural 

regulations was evident in the One to a MarketRule(Federal Communications 

Commission, 1970). In their decision,theFCC maintained that it was their opinion that 

51 owners were better than 50 owners in a local market. 

The duopoly rules for radio stations existed until 1992 when the Commission 

allowed radio duopolies in all markets. According to the duopoly rules,in markets with 
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more than 14 stations an operator could control two AM and twoFM stations(Federal 

Communications Commission,1992). In smaller markets,the duopoly rules allowed an 

owner to operate three stations~two ofthe same service~ as long as the duopoly does 

not attract more than 50 percent ofthe audience share ofthe market(Hagin,1994). The 

Commission relaxed the duopoly rules for large market television stations in Fall 1999 

(Federal Communications Commission,1999a,p. 1). Although some ofthe television 

duopoly rules have been lifted,the new policy affects onlythose markets where there are 

eight or more television stations(Federal Communications Commission,1999a,p.l). 
1 
1 

Related to the issue ofduopolies has been the developmentofregulations 

allowing certain types ofjoint service agreements. Like a newspaper Joint Operating 

Agreement(JOA),the FCC began to allow time brokerage agreements in 1971(Hagin, 

1994). A time brokerage or local management agreement(LMA)"allows the licensee of 

another broadcast facility to operate a station in retum for a share ofthe profits"(Creech, 

1993,p. 84). In the early 1990s,more than 866 radio stations were involved in a duopoly 

orLMA enterprise(Hagin, 1994). For television,LMAshave been a recent 

phenomenon. According to Russell(1999),three television markets are.experimenting 

withjoint service agreements wheretwo television stations share news and sales. These 

markets include Lubbock,Texas,Fort Myers,Florida and Scranton,Pennsylvania 

(Russell, 1999). 

The development ofFM radio and television technologies created new 

combinations oflocal broadcast markets that theFCC sought to regulate. Specifically, 

the Commission issued rules and regulations related to the developmentofmultiple 

ownership and cross-media ownership within local communities. In 1970,the FCC re-
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enforced the localism rationale in ownership regulation by passing the One to a Market 

rule. This rule limited an owner to one broadcast property per market. In other words,an 

owner could only control one AM,oneFM or oneTV per market(Federal 

Communications Commission,1970). The One to a Marketrule emphasized the value of 

a larger number ofdifferent broadcast owners providing a wide diversity ofviewpoints. 

A year later,theFCC eased the rule to permit the formation ofnew AM-FM combination 

stations and,in some cases,a combination ofradio and UHF stations. 

The link between a large number ofowners and the diversity ofviewpoints played 

a major role in the development ofthe FCC's Cross Media Ownership Rules of1975 

(Federal Communications Commission,1975). According to the FCC,"multiple 

ownership rules rest on two foundations: the twin goals ofdiversity ofviewpoints and 

economic competition"(Federal Communications Commission,1975,p. 1074). These 

goals resulted in the prohibition ofany future common ownership ofbroadcast stations 

and daily newspapers. TheFCC analyzed basic media ownership and reasoned that 

"diversity in ownership is a means ofenhancing diversity in programming service to the 

public"(Federal Communications Commission, 1975,p. 1079). According to the FCC,a 

local television station,radio station and a daily newspaper competed in the same product 

and geographic markets. Bycompeting in the same markets,cross-media ownership 

would allow companies to limit or control the marketplace ofideas. As Creech(1993) 

explained,"this policy is based upon the theoretical assumption that media audiences will 

be exposed to more than one opinion on issues ofpublic importance"(p. 85). Despite the 

dire warnings ofa decreased level ofdiversity in markets where cross-media ownership 

existed,the FCC allowed existing cross-media combinations to continue. 
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Overall,the rules associated with the structure oflocal broadcast markets equated 

a numerical limit on the numberofbroadcast owners with a supposed numerical 

representation ofthe degree ofdiversity within the marketplace ofideas. Duopoly,local 

service rules and cross-media ownership rules sought to restriet the number oflocal 

broadcast multiple owners. In 1992,Congress and the FCC began to deregulate various 

rules including ownership policies. During this period ofderegulation,theFCC switched 

its theoreticaljustification ofa managed structure philosophy ofdiversity to a free market 

philosophy ofcompetition. Table A-1 provides an overview ofthe major ownership 

policies'. 

The Changes in Ownership Rules and Public InterestPhilosophy 

Over time,the FCC used varying public interest rationales when enforcing the 

ownership rules and regulations. PastFCC decisions characterized the'twin-goal 

philosophy'ofviewpoint diversity and economic competition in the ownership of 

national and local broadcast media. Although this twin-goal philosophysought to ensure 

a robust marketplace ofideas,the two goals utilized two separate approaches to 

maintaining the public interest ofa robust marketplace ofideas. One ofthe rationales 

envisioned the marketplace ofideas served by a diverse pool ofbroadcast voices in a 

local market. In order to develop a diverse pool ofbroadcast voices,the Commission 

developed structural regulations aimed at forcing diversity on local markets with 

numerical limits on ownership. On the other hand,the second rationale viewed the 

marketplace ofideas in terms ofeconomics. Instead ofregulating numerical limits on the 

number ofvoices,the FCC used the ideals offree market competition to maintain the 

'All tables are placed in Appendix A. Figures are placed in Appendix B. 
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marketplace ofideas. By allowing duopoly and expanding the limits oflocal ownership, 

audience demand through the forces ofcompetition would determine the public interest. 

During the 1970s,economics began to drive the decisions related to the 

ownership ofbroadcast properties within local markets. Specifically,theFCCreasoned 

that free market competition better served the marketplace ofideas(Fowler&Brenner, 

1982). This approach argued that the marketplace determined audience preferences in 

terms ofprogramming and ownership. From this economic perspective,it was the 

marketplace and not government regulations that would determine the most effective and 

efficient number ofvoices. The development ofcable television, satellite broadcasting 

and other new technologies provided the Commission with further economic reasons to 

allow the individual broadcast industries to compete in the free market without 

cumbersome regulations aimed at maintaining diversity. Audience fragmentation and the 

potential loss ofadvertising revenuejustified deregulation. The revised multiple 

ownership rules of1984 and the subsequent rules lifting the national limits for radio 

stations in the early 1990s represented a deregulatory atmosphere that sought to provide 

economic relieffor the traditional broadcast industries facing competition from new 

media technologies. 

After a national recession pounded local owners ofbroadcast properties,the FCC 

began to investigate the limitations oflocal broadcast multiple ownership. In 1989,the 

FCC announced that large markets with more than 30 separate media owners could 

support a local broadcast multiple consisting ofan AM,FM and VHF station. TheFCC 

supported this change in policy because ofthe assumption that 30 different media owners 

represented a large number ofseparate voices within the marketplace ofideas. 
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According to the TelecommunicationsAct of1996,local radio owners can now 

operate up to eight stations overall with a station cap per band in the largest markets 

(Telecommunications Act, 1-996). The local rules for radio define markets in terms ofthe 

number ofradio stations. The largest markets include at least45 radio signals. The 1996 

Act defined small radio markets as having up to 14 stations. In the smallest markets,one 

owner can control up to 5 radio stations as long as the combined audience share does not 

equal 50 percent ofthe market. 

Howard(1979)provided an exhaustive history ofmultiple ownership rules and 

their impact on television until the early 1970s. For the most part,the major policies 

regarding electronic media ownership focused on broadcast duopolies and broadcast-

newspaper cross-ownership within local markets. 

The watershed deregulatory legislation wasthe Telecommunications Actof1996. 

Recent research indicated that the Top 50radio markets are moving towards moderate 

concentration levels ofradio ownership(Drushel, 1998). In other words,owners are 

using the relaxed rules to purchase large numbers ofradio properties in local markets. 

From an economic perspective,the radio ownership structure has the potential to change 

from monopolistic competition to a more oligopolistic structure. Howard(1998) 

explored the impacts ofthe 1996Acton the television industry. Hefound that for the 

first time in all ofhis studies aboutthe television industry,eight out of10 stations in the 

Top 100 markets were controlled bya group owner. 

Since the passage of1996Act,the traditional broadcasting industries have 

experienced high levels ofstation trafficking, higher profit margins and consolidation of 

electronic media properties(Drushel,1998;Howard,1998). For example,a recent study 
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by BroadcastInvestment Analysts(BIA)found that more than 20 percent ofall radio 

stations were sold and bought for approximately$18 billion in 1997(Merli, 1998,p.40). 

Atthe other end ofthe spectrum,the currentFCC Chairman,William Kennard and 

members ofCongress who oversee the issues ofthe telecommunications industries have 

sparred about the state ofownership deregulation. According to Representative Billy 

Tauzin,Republican chairman ofthe House subcommittee on telecommunications, 

"Chairman Kennard has been offon these other agendas before he has completed the 

work he was assigned to complete~the deregulation ofthe marketplace"(Labaton, 

1999,p. 1). The battle between Congress and the FCC resulted from the regulatory 

paradigm shift where structural regulations designed to maintain vague public interest 

standards were scrapped for deregulated standards designed to respond to free market 

competition. 

The Public InterestPolicy Paradigm Shift 

The passage ofthe Telecommunications Actof1996sjmibolized the shift in the 

theoretical basis for electronic media regulation. Until the 1981 decision to deregulate 

the radio industry,theFCC and other government agencies,charged with the 

maintenance ofthe electromagnetic spectrum,used various structural and content 

regulations to guarantee public interest compliance from broadcast and other types of 

electronic media(Krasnow,1997). Owners ofbroadcast station exchanged the promises 

ofacting as public trustees for broadcast licenses(Creech,1993). As public trustees,the 

Federal Radio Commission maintained "the station itselfmustbe operated as ifowned by 

the public..."(cited in Krasnow,1997,p. 5). During the 1970s,"the philosophy 

preserving the public trustee model ofregulation shifted away from maintaining the 
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structure and content ofthe electronic media industries to monitoring the performance of 

the electronic media marketplace. 

The deregulation ofthe radio industry ushered in the new era ofderegulation for 

other electronic media industries. In 1981,the FCCformally deregulated the radio 

industry(Federal Communications Commission,1981). In its Report and Order,the 

Commission eliminated the non-entertainment programming guideline(except for the 

generalized obligation to offer programming responsive to public issues), ascertainment 

rules,commercial guidelines and program logging requirements. Basing its decision on 

the power ofmarketplace economics,theFCC reasoned "that we will best assure that the 

bedrock obligation contemplated by the'public interest' will be fulfilled with the least 

governmentintrusion and with the most licensee flexibility"(p.982). Fowler and 

Brermer(1982)argued that the marketplace approach to broadcast regulation allows 

broadcasters to "enforce the paramount interests oflisteners and viewers"through 

"perceptions ofpopular demand"(p.241). Trauth and Huffman(1989)defined the 

marketplace approach to broadcast regulation as"allowing open markets to determine 

profit; refraining from achieving profit predictability through government regulation; 

eliminating protectionism;relying on market forces as an alternative to regulatory 

enforcement;and refraining from adopting technical standards in favor ofmarket-

determined standards"(p.251). TheFCC presumed that the marketplace would function 

as 'regulator'for radio stations. From a programming aspect,the deregulation decision, 

as well as subsequent decisions, passed the authority to determine what types of 

programming radio stations would provide to the economic players in local markets. 
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Just as the broadcasting industry asked for regulation in the 1920s,the financial 

realities ofthe industry in the 1980s dictated a deregulatory atmosphere. The Supreme 

Court interpreted the radio industry's ability to measure and provide programming for its 

listening audience in Federal Communications Commission v. WNCNListeners Guild 

(450 U.S.582(1981)). Although a'public' was complaining about a station's format 

change,the FCC's policy regarding content was to "rely on market forces to promote 

diversity in entertainment programming and thus serve the public interest"(cited in 

Carter,Franklin,&Wright,1993,p. 143). Before the Fairness Doctrine stopped being 

enforced,the Commission released 1985's"Fairness Report." In this report,the 

Commission outlined its reasons for no longer enforcing the Fairness Doctrine. The 

major reason was that the public interest is"fully served by the multiplicity ofvoices in 

the marketplace today"(cited in Carter,Franklin &Wright,1993,p.281). The increased 

number ofmedia outlets would naturally provide programming for the public interest. 

Measuring the Effectiveness ofPublic Interest Regulations 

Congress required the FCC to review telecommunications ownership rules on a 

biennial basis(Telecommunications Act, 1996). This requirement focused on the 

changing nature ofthe public interest standard related to local media ownership. In 

particular,the Commission's charge was to analyze the public interest standard of 

diversity in terms ofeconomics. According to Section 11 ofthe amended 

Communications Act of1934,the FCC"shall determine whether any such regulation is 

no longer necessary in the public interest as a result ofmeaningful economic 

competition" and requires that the Commission "shall repeal or modify any regulation it 

determines to be no longer necessary in the public interest"(Federal Communications 
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Commission,1998a,p.l). Despite the focus on economic competition,the Commission 

attempted to recognize the importance ofdiversity. 

In the first post-Telecommunications Actreport on ownership,theFCC layered 

its evaluation ofownership in the public interest into viewpoint,outlet and source 

diversity(Federal Communications Commission,1998a). The Commission defined each 

ofthese diversity measures: 

"Viewpoint diversity refers to helping to ensure that the material presented 
by the media reflect a wide range ofdiverse and antagonistic opinions and 
interpretations. Outlet diversity refers to a variety ofdelivery services 
(e.g.,broadcast stations,newspapers,cable and DBS)that select and 
present programming directly to the public. Source diversity refers to 
promoting a variety ofprogram or information producers and owners" 
(Federal Communications Commission,1998a,p. 1). 

Rather than limiting the diversity analysis to telecommunications industries,the 

FCC reasoned that other types ofinformation providers such as the print media should be 

included in any analysis related to the diversity ofthe marketplace. After the passage of 

the Actof1996,theFCC Commissioners released statements related to the paradox of 

competition and the public interest(Federal Communications Commission,1998b). It 

was clear from the statements that two ideologies existed within the Commission. First, 

Chairperson Kennard,Commissioner Tristani,and Commissioner Ness supported the 

concept that a diversity ofvoices or ownership would provide the public interest in local 

broadcast markets. FCC Chairperson Kennard called for the Commission to "stay 

focused on the two key aspects ofthe public interest: promoting competition and 

promoting diversity"(Keimard,1998,p. 2). Ness equated diversity with the number of 

antagonistic sources. According to Ness,"[ajntagonistic sources can only be truly 

antagonistic(in the best sense ofthe word)ifthey are separately owned and genuinely 
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compete in the marketplace ofideas"(Ness,1998,p.3). Furthermore,Kennard argued 

that broadcast diversity rests in the ownership ofbroadcast properties: "Broadcast 

remains the way that most Americans get vital information about their local community. 

So retaining diversity ofownership ofbroadcast outlets is, in my view,vital to the 

democratic process"(Kennard,1998,p. 3). On the other hand.Commissioners Powell 

and Furchtgott-Roth suggested that diversity was a subjective concept that was difficult 

to define. For example,Powell suggested that the FCC should evaluate diversity of 

ownership,programming and outlets separately and in combination before establishing a 

workable framework for examining telecommunications industries. Likewise, 

Furchtgott-Roth suggested that theFCC should uphold the ideals ofthe First Amendment 

by not placing limitations on govemment power in the regulation ofbroadcast market 

structure(Furchtgott-Roth,1998,p.6). 

When the Commission decided to relax local television ownership rules,the free 

market camp collided with the structural regulation camp(Federal Communications 

Commission,1999b,p. 1). According to the Order,"the Commission said the revised 

niles reflect the growth in the number and variety ofmedia outlets in local markets, 

including cable and direct broadcast satellite, and the Commission's desire to permit 

broadcasters to realize the efficiencies ofcommon ownership where consistent with its 

ongoing concern for diversity and competition in broadcast markets"(Federal 

Communications Commission,1999b,p. 1). '"Increasing the number ofoutlets for 

community self-expression'" represents a "'long-established regulatory goal in the field of 

television broadcasting'"(Federal Communications Commission,1999b,p. 1). 
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Throughout the history ofFCC regulation and deregulation,the agency attempted 

to maintain certain core values ofthe public interest,convenience and necessity. These 

core values have included diversity,competition and localism(Besen,Krattenmaker, 

Metzger& Woodbury,1984). For theFCC,measurement ofthese values required 

recognition ofthe number ofantagonistic voices and the total number ofoutlets available 

in a market. The Commission equated a large percentage ofdifferent voices as a good 

indicator ofdiversity. Under the rubric ofmanaged structure regulation,the ownership 

rules sustained these values with strict national and local ownership rules. Atthe national 

level,chains or groups ofstations were limited to twenty-one or thirty-six total 

properties. Locally,managed structure regulations prevented one ownerfrom controlling 

more than one,and in some cases,two media properties per market. When the policies of 

deregulation began lifting the ownership restrictions,the core values did not disappear. 

Deregulation did not delete the public interest goals ofdiverse ownership or competition. 

Regulators continued seeking the public interest by promoting diversity and competition. 

Atthe national level,owners ofradio stations were allowed as many properties as 

financially possible. The new law allowed television owners to control as many stations 

as possible without reaching more than 35 percent ofthe national audience. Although 

there were some limitations as to the total number ofproperties one company could own 

at the local level,the nature oflocal media market structure changed. These changes 

created new types ofmedia markets that required the updating ofavailable theory. 
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Theoretical Framework 

Various researchers in the area ofmedia economics have established industrial 

organization theory as an acceptable framework to analyze media markets(Chan-

Olmstead,1997; Wirth&Bloch,1995;Bustema,1988a). Industrial organization theory 

bases its explanations about economic markets within the structure-conduct-performance 

paradigm. According to the theory,the structure ofa market determines the conduct of 

firms and subsequent performance ofa particular market(Wirth&Bloch,1995; 

Bustema,1988a;Sheperd,1985;Scherer,1980;Stem&Grabner,1970). In practical 

terms,this theory explains that the number and characteristics ofparticular organizations 

will determine the competitive behavior ofthese firms that will result in the satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction ofthe consumers in the marketplace. 

One ofthe most important applications ofthe industrial organization model of 

economics is the ability to link market stmcture with market power. Ifa market contains 

a firm with market power,then the market might experience certain types ofconduct 

from the dominant firm,resulting in an overall decrease in the market's performance 

(Ferguson&Ferguson, 1988). In particular,the dominant firm may use various pricing 

strategies to exclude current or potential competitors; or,a firm may use its power to 

differentiate its products or services to prevent other firms from entering the market. 

Therefore,it is important to define the structure,conduct and performance ofa market. 

Once the stmcture ofa market has been defined,then assumptions can be made about the 

conduct ofindividual firms and performance ofthat market. 

Economists classified a market as a group ofbuyers and sellers exchanging 

substitutable goods and services(Picard,1989;Sheperd,1985). Unlike other industries, 
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local media exist in a dual product market~ the market for audience and the market for 

advertisers(Picard, 1989). Daily newspapers,local television stations and local radio 

stations compete for audience time on an intra-industry and an inter-media level. At the 

intra-industry level,each media type competes with similar media types for audience and 

advertising revenue. For example,a radio station will produce a differentiated product, 

or format,to attract a listener. Each station will compete against other radio stations for 

listeners and advertisers. Atthe inter-media level,each media type will compete with 

different media types for an audience and an advertiser. Atthis level,a radio station 

mightcompete with a newspaper in terms oftime spent listening rather than time spent 

reading the newspaper. Likewise,the radio station will compete with a daily newspaper 

for a share ofthe local advertising revenue. Based on the complexity ofa local media 

market,it is important to understand market structure both at the intra-industry and inter 

media levels. 

The structure ofa market can be defined in terms ofthe size and distribution of 

owners,the amountofproduct differentiation, and the number ofentry barriers within a 

local market(Albarran, 1996;Picard, 1989). For each type oflocal media industry,there 

will be a specific number ofowners and owner types. In some markets,there maybe one 

daily newspaper,three television stations,and ten radio stations. Each medium in this 

market would be a part ofa newspaper,television and radio market structure where each 

firm would have an owner type and produce a media content product. In addition to the 

intra-industry market structure,the newspaper,television and radio stations exist in an 

inter-media market structure,characterized by the same structural elements. 
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The size and distribution offirms is an essential elementin the economic 

definition ofmarkets. According to theory,the greater number ofsimilar firms leads to a 

more competitive market(Picard, 1989). Specifically, markets operate in perfect 

competition,monopolistic competition,oligopoly or monopoly. Monopolistic 

competition shares some similarities with oligopolistic competition. To be a market 

under monopolistic competition,a market must have a large number ofproducers,a 

degree ofproduct differentiation,no entry barriers,no firm interdependence,and no 

market share above 10 percent(Sheperd, 1985). Under oligopolistic competition,a 

market will have small number ofleading firms,some'fringe' competitors,and a degree 

ofinterdependence among firms(Picard, 1989;Sheperd, 1985). One method to 

determine the structure ofa marketin terms ofthe size and distribution offirms is 

through a measure ofconcentration. 

Market concentration provides an indication on the efficiency ofmarket 

participants in delivering the product. A competitive market would include a number of 

firms providing a product for consumption. Market concentration"shows the extent to 

which production ofa particular good or service is confined to afew large firms" 

(Ferguson&Ferguson,1988,p. 39). Ifa market has a dominant firm,that firm will lead 

to entry barriers and prevent competitors from offering consumers an alternative product 

or service. 

Overall,the structure-conduct-performance paradigm provides a useful 

framework for analyzing economic markets. Despite the successful application of 

industrial organization theory to studies ofthe media industry,recent research suggested 

the need to re-examine the basic premise ofthe paradigm due to rapid changes in media 
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market structures(Young,2000). In particular,convergence and concentration have 

created new types ofmulti-channel media markets(Chan-Olmstead, 1997). 

Based on a strict interpretation ofthe industrial organization theory,there are no 

mechanisms to deal with varying market structures. Young(2000)concluded that future 

research in industrial organization must get past the interpretation ofthe relationship 

between market structure and performance and observe the strategic interactions between 

competitive firms. Wirth and Bloch(1995)argued:"Strategic behavior undermines the 

direct links between market structure and conduct,such as those associated with static 

equilibrium models ofperfect competition,monopoly and oligopoly"(p.24). The 

relaxation ofbroadcast ownership rules changed the structure ofthe local media market. 

Television duopoly,radio market clusters and other'new'ownership types have re 

structured the media marketplace requiring further development ofindustrial organization 

theory. 

According to Chan-Olmstead(1997),firms using similar strategies will form 

strategic groups to compete with other strategic groups within the multi-channel media 

environment. Depending on the level ofinterdependence,the strategic groups will 

behave in an oligopolistic maimer on an intra-group basis; at the same time,the overall 

market will behave in a monopolistic competitive manner. Based on this model,one can 

begin to explore the local media environment using various market structures to predict 

certain types ofconduct resulting in specific levels ofmarket performance. 

Media researchers classified the daily newspaper industry as existing in a state of 

monopoly(Albarran,1996;Picard, 1989). In most markets,the newspaper industry has 

developed into a natural monopoly where one firm becomes so efficient in producing and 
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delivering its product that it becomes difficult for a competitor to exist in the same 

market. Recent research examined the status ofnewspaper market structure(Lacy& 

Davenport,1994;Picard, 1994;Udell,1990;Bustema,1988b). Overall,the general trend 

within the newspaper industry indicated that the number ofchain newspapers has doubled 

since 1960(Bustema,1988b). In addition.Lacy&Davenport(1994)concluded that the 

daily newspaper market was highly concentrated. Litman(1988)attributed the 

monopolization ofthe daily newspaper market to economies ofscale andjoint operating 

agreements. These results support the notion that the newspaper industry exists within a 

monopoly market. 

An attempt to preserve competition and avoid the development ofmonopoly 

power within daily newspaper markets was the NewspaperPreservation Actof1970, 

authorizingjoint operating agreements. Despite this legal maneuver avoiding anti-tmst 

action,research suggested the Act has failed to preserve many newspapers(Bustema, 

1988b). In the case ofthe newspaper industry,local newspaper markets will remain in a 

monopoly stmcture until economies ofscale and other entry barriers decrease. 

The broadcast industries have wavered between oligopoly and monopolistic 

competition. In particular,stmctural regulations were designed to maintain diversity 

"through a multiplicity ofsources,rather than within each source"(Bates,1995,p. 5). 

The majority ofresearch describing the stmcture ofthe broadcast industry focused on 

television(Howard,1998,1995;Bates, 1993;Larson, 1980). On a national level, 

Howard(1998)found that group ownership ofTV stations reached an all-time high in 

1995. Atthe local level. Bates(1993)analyzed local television market stmcture in terms 

ofthe audience and advertiser markets. Based on 1987 and 1992 data.Bates(1993) 
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concluded that the concentration levels were lower in the audience market than in the 

advertising market. From a radio perspective,few studies have explored the issue of 

ownership(Drushel,1998;Chan-Olmstead,1995). Drushel(1998)reported that there 

appeared to be movementtoward oligopoly in the Top 50radio markets. Chan-Olmstead 

(1995)found supportfor the notion that the relaxation ofduopoly rules was leading to an 

expansion ofownership within local markets. Overall,the results ofbroadcast ownership 

studies indicated a level ofcompetition on a national and local level. Despite these 

findings,the broadcast industry,unlike the print industry,had been limited in the number 

ofbroadcast properties one can possess in a single market. The new rules changed the 

structure ofthe broadcast marketplace. 

Overall,it appears that each ofthe traditional,local media industries-daily 

newspapers,local radio and local television stations~ have maintained or moved toward 

moderate or high levels ofownership concentration. In other words,fewer owners of 

local media are controlling larger numbers oflocal media outlets. Before deregulation, 

the FCC limited the number ofradio and television stations one company could own. 

Research indicated that local markets were dominated by chain ownership ofnewspapers 

(Lacy&Davenport,1994)and group ownership oftelevision stations(Howard,1995). 

However,the rules regulating the radio industry favored independent or small-group 

ownership ofradio properties. After the decision to allow radib duopolies(Chan-

Olmstead, 1995)and the passage ofthe 1996Act(Drushel,1998),the local radio industry 

began to follow the tendency toward large group ownership. 
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Linking Ownership with the Public Interest 

Throughoutthe industry's development,several scholars have studied the market 

structure ofthe mass media(Nixon&Ward,1961;Loevinger,1979;Bagdikian,1978, 

1983,1990;Compaine,1982;Lacy,1987; Waterman,1991). The majority ofthese 

studies focused on ownership descriptions ofnational and local mass media industries 

(Nixon& Ward,1961;Bagdikian, 1978, 1983, 1990;Compaine,1979,1982;Loevinger, 

1979;Larson, 1980;Howard,1989,1995,1998;Waterman,1991),market competition 

(McComhs,1972;Owen,1978; Wirth& Allen, 1979;Dimmick&Rothenhuhler, 1984; 

Lacy,1987;Powers,1990; Waterman,1991;Bates, 1993;Powers,1993;Drushel, 1998) 

and the effects ofmarket structure on market performance in terms ofpublic interest 

programming(Bustema,1988;Gormley,1976;Prisuta, 1977;Wirth& Wollert, 1979). 

Overall,these studies indicated(1)a growing trend towards a concentration ofownership 

among a few media giants(Compaine,1982;Bagdikian,1990)and(2)a healthy debate 

on the actual ofeffects ofmedia concentration on the public interest(Loevinger, 1979; 

Entman& Wildman,1992; Jeffres, 1994;losofides, 1999;Napoli,1999a). There is no 

question that there has been an increase in the levels ofconcentration for each local mass 

media industry; however,there is some doubt on the actual effects ofconcentration on 

market performance. 

For media,the link between market structure and market performance has 

provided numerous research opportunities and yielded somewhat less than satisfactory 

results. The major area ofresearch regarding the link between'market structure and 

performance has been the developmentofmedia concentration. This research area 
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Stimulated discussion in several different arenas ranging from government-sponsored 

symposiums to traditional scholarly research. 

Before Ben Bagdikian wrote The Media Monopolv.he participated in a 1978 

symposium on media concentration sponsored bythe Federal Trade Commission. FCC 

Commissioners,economists,media scholars,industry representatives and several others 

participated in the two-day event and discussed the ownership trends in the print, 

broadcast,and other media technologies and the effects ofownership changes on media 

diversity. Most ofthe discussion centered on the impactofthe recent cross-ownership 

ruling restricting the future development oflocal newspaper-televisionjoint operations. 

James Dertouzos(1978),a professor ofeconomicsfrom Stanford University,provided 

the best assessment ofthe symposium in his paper concerning media conglomerates: "In 

assessing the role ofmarkets and the participating agents,it is necessary to proceed with 

recognition ofthe complexity and interdependence in the competitive media 

environment"(1978,p.472). Overall,the symposium provided the framework for future 

debates on the effectiveness ofregulating media ownership. 

The core issue ofmedia concentration research is the effect ofownership on the 

performance ofa media market. Ifa company controls the majority ofthe media outlets, 

then that companycan monopolize the dual product ofmedia~ the audience and the 

advertiser. Bagdikian(1990)contended that media concentration would stifle the 

diversity ofviewpoints available to the American public. In his research,Bagdikian has 

used national data to argue that the majority ofinformation and entertainment options are 

controlled by afew companies. For critics ofmedia concentration,the public interest is 

not served by monopoly control oflocal information outlets. A different perspective 
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suggested that media concentration does not exist because ofthe numerous local media 

options provided to the audience(Loevinger,1979). According to Loevinger,television 

stations,radio stations,neAvspapers,cable systems and various other types ofmedia 

outlets provide an acceptable level ofdiversity. One ofthe assumptions ofboth 

perspectives is that source diversity correlates with a diversity ofviewpoints. Although 

some researchers have complained about the difficulty in linking source diversity with 

content diversity(Chan-Olmstead, 1996),there are few alternatives to measuring an ever-

changing media environment. 

One ofthe primary areas about media ownership regulation concerned the 

government's managementofmedia concentration. As a rule,the concentration of 

ownership in a media market wasseen as a detriment to the public's welfare;in other 

words,a harm to the marketplace ofideas. For the better part ofthe 20""century,the 

market structure ofbroadcast industries were managed bytheFCCto prevent the 

monopolization offrequencies. As the 1980s ushered in a wave ofderegulation, 

ownership restrictions, once placed to prevent the development ofmarket power,were 

relaxed for both radio and television. Under both regulation and deregulation,research 

explored two main areas ofmedia concentration — ownership type and program choice. 

Types ofOwnership 

For newspapers and broadcast stations,one ofthe keyissues ofmarket structure 

has concerned the tjq^e ofowner controlling the media property. Individual newspapers 

can be classified as an independent,ajoint operating agreement or as a member ofa 

chain. Individual broadcast stations are defined as an independent,a group member,a 

duopoly or an local marketing agreement. Independent newspapers or broadcast stations 
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have been characterized as having a local owner. As a JOA(newspaper),duopoly or 

LMA(broadcast),newspapers or broadcast stations have combined with another local 

newspaper or broadcast station(same type). In theory,these types ofshared service 

arrangements maintain diversity by keeping separate editorial departments. However,in 

practice,the economic interest in maintaining two outlets creates a one-owner situation. 

Finally,a chain or group newspaper or broadcast station means that the outlet is part ofa 

regional or national company with other like media in other markets. Although 

independents can develop a degree oflocal monopoly power,critics using arguments 

aboutlocalism and communityinvolvement focus attention on the development ofchain 

newspapers or broadcast group stations. 

For the newspaper industry,past research has indicated mixed support for the 

argument that chain ownership has a negative effect on the amount ofdiversity. Hale 

(1988)used 16 editorial diversity measures to analyze chain and independent 

newspapers. Ofthe 16 measures,only one ofthe editorial diversity measures for chain 

newspapers differed from independent newspapers. According to Hale,chain 

newspapers did not devote fewer editorial pages and/or content than independent 

newspapers. Although this research focused on the concept ofdiversity,the majority of 

newspaper research dealt with issues related to diversity. Demers(1991)discovered 

some support that corporate structure was related to the emphasis on profits at chain 

newspapers. While there was partial support emphasizing the difference between 

independent and chain newspapers regarding the emphasis on profits,Demers did not 

find support for the notion that chain newspapers would place a greater emphasis on 

product quality than independent newspapers. Lacy&Fico(1990)found no effect on 
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news quality based on ownership type. Donohue,Olien and Tichenor(1985)suggested 

that papers with multiple newspaper ownership interests outside the state ofMinnesota 

reported local conflict at a lower rate than papers with in-state owners. Finally,Picard 

(1989)concluded "locally owned papers tend to do a betterjob ofcovering community 

controversies as news,but there is evidence that chain-owned papers-perhaps because 

they are less affected by adverse local reactions-take more editorial positions on local 

issues than do local papers"(p. 80). Generally,there appears to be little difference in the 

effect ofnewspaper ownership-type on the diversity ofthe newspaper content. 

From a broadcast perspective,past research resembled the results ofnewspaper 

industry studies(Bustema,1988c;Gormley,1976;Prisuta, 1977;Wirth& Wollert, 

1979). Regarding broadcast diversity,Howard(1995)concluded that diversity existed 

since 150 different entities owned the 547 group-owned stations in the top 100television 

markets(p.395). Besen and Johnson(1985)reviewed research concerning the effects of 

group ownership on broadcast diversity. After their review,Besen and Johnson 

concluded that group ownership does not create market power and has little effect on 

content. Like newspaper research,some studies have examined the ownership and its 

effect on issues related to diversity. Wirth and Wollert(1979)concluded "being owned 

by another media firm(either within the same city or in another city)has very little effect 

on public interest program quantity performance"(p.326). Lacy and Riffe(1994) 

studied the effect ofradio group ownership on radio news. The authors concluded that 

group ownership had no impact on financial commitment or lo'cal emphasis in radio news 

coverage. In related research,Riffe and Shaw(1990)suggested group,ownership had a 

positive effect on the amountofradio news programming. 
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Overall,the type ofownerfor a newspaper or broadcast station does not appear to 

have a negative effect on the amountofcontent diversity. Particularly for broadcast 

stations,the amount ofnews programming and the level ofdiversity might be increasing 

rather than decreasing. Although these empirical studies provided mixed results,it is 

important to examine the related aspect ofconduct when thinking aboutthe effects of 

owner type on the performance ofthe market. 

The major argument concerning the conduct ofmedia firms is the development of 

market power. One ofthe primary concerns ofderegulation critics has been that market 

power would result in a decrease in diversity. In particular,past research has questioned 

the ability ofmonopolyfirms to stifle competition with high entry barriers, pricing 

strategies and other types ofcompetitive leverage to prevent the development of 

competitors. 

Past research concerning the conduct ofmonopoly and competitive newspapers 

provided little support for the argument that monopoly papers decrease the level of 

diversity. After summarizing past research into editorial differences between competing 

and monopoly newspapers,Picard(1989)found no important differences in the amount 

ofnews or editorial content. Lacy(1988)concluded that newspapers operating under 

joint operating agreements resembled competitive and monopoly newspapers when 

considering allocations to wire services,reporters and news space. Based on these 

findings,issues ofdiversity are closely related to the level ofcompetition within the 

newspaper market. 

For newspapers,competition forces individual firms to,alter content in order to 

maximize the number ofreaders. In general,studies supported the notion that 
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competition will have a positive effect on the number ofservices provided to the 

consumer(Wanta&Johnson, 1994;Lacy,1990, 1989). Unfortunately,research has 

indicated support that non-competitive markets will give monopoly newspapers the 

opportunity to decrease the amountofhard news content(Wanta&Johnson, 1994). 

Studies into the area ofbroadcast conduct and diversity issues followed the trends 

in newspaper conduct research. Broadcast conduct research has focused on competition 

within network television news programming(Dominick&Moffett,1993;Powers,1993; 

Powers,1990; Atwater,1984)and network entertainment programming(Lin,1995; 

Grant, 1994). In general,the studies indicated that an increase in competition increased 

the level ofprogram-type diversity. Apparently,competition in the local television news 

market relates to an increase in the amountofnews and in the types ofnews stories 

(Powers,1993;Dominick&Moffett, 1993). 

Like newspaper firms,the conduct ofbroadcast stations within a market is related 

to the level ofcompetition. As a result ofthis competition,it appears as ifbroadcast 

stations and newspapers alter their conduct-to the benefit ofconsumers. Overall,the 

degree ofcompetition determines the individual conduct ofmedia firms. Theoretically, 

the greater the competition among media firms,the greater the level ofcontent diversity. 

Since media firms are in the business ofcreating and maintaining audiences,the more 
I 

competition for the audience,the more likely an individual firm will differentiate its 

product in response to audience demand. 
I 

Overall, it appeared that there were similarities between the print and broadcast 

research into the area ofmedia concentration. In terms ofstructure and conduct,past 

research into the broadcast industry corresponded with similar research into the 
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newspaper industry. Generally,there were found to be few differences in the effect on 

diversity due to ownership type, ha addition,there were similarities regarding the level of 

competition and the level ofdiversity in broadcast television and newspaper markets. 

From a stmctural and conduct viewpoint,media mergers do notseem to have a negative 

impact on media diversity. However,it is important to consider the effect ofownership 

on the amountofchoice in the marketplace ofideas. 

The SteinerModel 

According to industrial organization theory,market structure and conduct are 

related to the performance ofa market. A second area ofresearch related to media 

concentration research has developed from the audience perspective. This area of 

research focused on the amount ofchoice provided by outlets to the audience. Entman 

and Wildman(1992)charaeterized program choice as product diversity. According to 

Entman and Wildman,"product diversity is the range ofvariation in product attributes 

that are available(or potentially available)in a particular product or service(1992,p. 8). 

The program choice or product diversity literature started with the development ofniche 

programming ofradio in the 1950s. 

The majority ofresearch focusing on broadcast competition and the availability of 

program choice has a link to Steiner's(1952)landmark study into the workable 

competition ofthe radio industry. Steiner maintained that competition led to program 

duplication. This program duplication did not serve the public interest. Steiner 

suggested the"problem...is that a series ofcompeting firms,each striving to maximize 

its number oflisteners, will fail to achieve either the industry or the social good"(p.206). 

This tendency led to the idea ofa discriminating monopolist would produce a radio 
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market where there is a high degree ofdiversity for radio program choices. A monopolist 

would attempt to maximize the entire market-notjust a segment. 

For example,ifa monopolist controlled all five stations in a radio market,then 

he/she would not duplicate programming. There would not be a reason to duplicate 

programming on more than one station. On the other hand,a competitive market would 

be more likely to have program choice duplication. The primaryreason is the division of 

the audience into non-equal segments;in other words,there would be a majority 

preference for a particular program type. According to the Steiner model,at leasttwo 

stations would 'divide'the majority preference audience and provide the same type of 

programming to attract that audience. This competitive situation would result in a degree 

ofduplication within the radio market. 

For Steiner,the diversity in local markets varied directly with the number of 

competing signals in a market(Steiner, 1952;Haring,1975). The only way a broadcast 

system would be able to provide an acceptable level ofprogram choice diversity would 

be for a considerable increase in the number ofcompeting stations. Until that time, 

minority-interest programming will not be served by competition. 

There were several problems with the Steiner model. First,the modelrequired an 

unreasonably high number ofassumptions. Second,Steiner assumed that there was no 

value in listening to a particular radio program. Despite these problems,the Steiner 

theory spawned a valuable academic debate aboutthe relationship between ownership 

structure and the provision ofbroadcast programming 
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Steiner Applications | 
I 

Since Steiner,there have been few attempts to study the effects ofbroadcast 

competition and radio program choice(Wiles,1963;Haring,1975;Owen,1977; Glasser, 

1984; Greve,1996;Rogers& Woodbury,1996). The majority ofresearch in the area of 

broadcast competition and program choice has been focused primarily on the structural 

aspects ofadvertiser-supported and pay television(Noll,Peck,&McGowan,1973; 

Owen,Beebe&Manning,1974;Spence&Owen,1975;Owen,1975;Spence,1976; 

Spence&Owen,1977;Noll, 1978;Owen& Wildman,1992),the number ofchannels 

available on cable television(De Jong&Bates, 1991),content aspects related to the 

conduct ofvarious mediasuch as television and cable television(Grant, 1994)and the 

home video and theatrical marketplace(Hellman&Soramaki,1994; Waterman,1992). 

Overall,there has been a distinct difference in the theoretical applications between the 

television and radio industries. 

The Steiner Model and Television 

For the most part,the studies dealing with television have rejected the Steiner 

theory on the basis ofaudience preferences. Economists such as Noll(1978),Spence and 

Owen(1975),and Owen and Wildman(1992)have refuted the Steiner examples by 

analyzing the advertiser-based and pay television-based systems ofdelivery in terms of 

audience preferences. Owen(1978)argued against the Steiner model on the basis of : 

"unrealistic assumptions aboutthe structure ofviewer preferences"(p.45). Overall,these 

economists pointed to audience preferences as the most important variable in the program 

choice equation. 
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Related to the structure and influence ofaudience preferences to program choices, 

research tested the Steiner model in terms ofindustry structure. According to Owen 

(1978),"monopolistic competitors(that is,firms which are small relative to the market 
\ 

but which produce products which are not perfect substitutes for one another)tend 

systematically to underproduce a certain kind ofproduct"(p.45). Spence and Owen 
f 

(1975)rejected the idea ofa monopolist supplying more diversity: "an advertiser 

supported monopolist produces fewer programs-and has the same biases-as a 

competitive advertiser-supported system"(1975,p. 164). Noll(1978)qualified Steiner's 

theory ofa discriminating monopolist providing a higher degree ofdiversity than a 

competitor: "First, monopolists will diversify programming onlyifthe net gain from a 

new program type offsets its costs,whereas a competitive network will make decisions 

based upon its total audience"(1978,p.254). In addition,Noll argued "viewers ofthe 

mass audience programs maynot be indifferent between one versus two simultaneous 

programs ofthe same type"(1978,p. 255). In other words,the viewing audience will 

make discriminating choices between programs;the audience member will have certain 

preferences in selecting video programming. 

Modem program competition models have attempted to account for the lack of 

consideration for audience preferences found in the traditional models(Owen& 

Wildman,1992). In the modem program choice models,there is some support for the 

Steiner hypothesis. According to these models,a monopolist might provide diversity in' 

programs — ifaudience tastes are homogenous and the service is priced at a marginal cost 

ofzero(p. 148). 
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The Steiner Model and Radio 

Overall,the traditional and modem models ofprogram choice reject the Steiner 

theory-for television. Owen(1975)and Noll(1978)acknowledged the differences 

between the television and radio industries. Owen(1975)argued that the major 

difference between television and radio wasthe latter industry's wide range ofprogram 

types and the number ofcompetitors. Further,Owen suggested there would be more 

freedom ofexpression ifthe television industry were stractured like the modem radio 

industry. In other words,the larger number ofcompetitors,the larger number of 

viewpoints. Noll(1978)found support for the Steiner model when applied to the radio 

industry. It appeared as ifincreased competition(number ofcompetitors)has led to a 

variety offormats. 

Explicit tests ofthe Steiner model have provided mixed results. Recognizing the 

distinct differences between the radio indiistry and the television industry(large number 

ofcompetitors and program choices,uniform distribution oftastes, listener preferences of 

more than one station,no identical costs, and advertiser interest in audience 

demographics),Owen(1977)concluded "the Steiner models tell us exactly nothing about 

the efficiency ofcompetitive advertiser-supported radio broadcaster,because they contain 

no information on the strength or intensity ofconsumers'preferences"(p.312). For 

Owen,the presence ofadvertising and the continuous change ofconsumer preferences 

provided the necessary system ofchecks and balances needed to ensure the level of 

diversity in local radio markets. 

Regarding program choice and diversity,the literature has provided mixed 

support for the Steiner conclusion about the positive correlation between the number of 
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competing signals and the level ofdiversity(Haring, 1975;Rogers&Woodbury,1996). 

First,Haring(1975)used Levin's(1971)index ofdiversity to test the level ofradio 

format choices in local radio markets. Overall,both studies supported the model 

predicting that an increase in the number ofstations would result in higher programming 

diversity. However,Haring(1975)concluded"the distribution oflistener preferences is 

such as to require relatively large numbers ofcompeting signals(20 or more)to generate 

'minority' programming formats in the existing advertiser supported system"(p. 107). In 

addition,Haring found that the current system ofradio programming in local markets 

produced a higher proportion of'popular'programming than'minority'programming. 

Rogers and Woodbury(1996)agreed it would take an unrealistic addition to the number 

ofradio stations licensed per market before any considerable changes in format provision 

would be realized. For example,"[a]n increase in the number ofstations by 10 percent 

will increase the number offormats by only2percent"(p.91). These findings suggested 

that the addition ofstations or media outlets to a market does not guarantee an increase in 

the level ofdiversity. 

Overall,the program choice literature indicated the importance ofthe dual 

product nature ofbroadcast programming. Audiences and more importantly,advertisers, 

play an integral part in the media diversity equation. In addition,initial tests ofthe 

Steiner theory suggested that a monopolist would provide more diversity than a 

competitor due to the nature ofprogram duplication. Finally,the results showed that 

while an increase to the number ofstations in a market provides some increase to the 

level ofprogram diversity,it requires a large number ofstations in the market. The 
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program choice literature expanded the theoretical basis for analyzing media 

concentration. 

Summary ofLiterature Review 

In summary,the structure-conduct-performance paradigm has provided 

researchers and policymakers with several different assumptions about the effect of 

media concentration. First,there have been different approaches to the managementof 

market structure at the national and local level. Second,empirical studies about the effect 

ofregulation or deregulation produced mixed results regarding the diversity performance 

ofthe local marketplace ofideas. Finally,the literature indicated a lack ofattention paid 

to the influence ofthe actual economic marketplace on the notion ofmedia diversity. 

For years,the federal government maintained a level ofownership diversity with 

specific rules and regulations regarding the structure ofbroadcast and cable markets. In 

particular,the FCC highlighted the need to maintain ownership diversity with a wide 

variety ofvoices in a local market(Gormley,1976)and with an emphasis on local 

ownership(Compaine 1979). From the Reporton Chain Broadcasting(Federal 

Communications Commission,1941)to the Cross-Media Ownership Rule{Broadcasting 

(Federal Communications Commission,1975),theFCC attempted to maintain local 

control ofbroadcast properties. However,the 1980s brought a decade ofderegulation to 

the broadcast industry when the federal government began relaxing ownership rules and 

the concept oflocalism. 

The deregulation ofthe broadcast ownership rules allowed radio and television 

group owners to expand into several different markets. Instead ofbeing limited to seven, 

twelve or twenty markets,broadcast group owners could purchase across markets to 
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become owners ofhundreds ofradio and/or television stations. For example,before 

1992,Clear Channel Communications could notown more than40radio stations. In 
I 

I 

1996,Clear Channel owned 102 radio stations; currently,the companynow controls 

more than 800radio stations. Locally,the deregulated radio ownership rules allow 

owners like Clear Channel to control up to eight stations in the largest markets and five 

stations in the smallest markets. 

The new local ownership rules for radio allowed companies to create a new type 

oflocal radio organization,the local radio cluster. According to the rules,in markets 

where there are 45 or more stations,one company can control up to eight stations with no 

more than five in the same service. In markets where there are at least 30 stations,the 

rules allow a company to control up to seven stations with no more than fourin the same 

service. For markets with 15 to 29 stations,a company can own up to six stations with no 

more than four in the same service. Finally,in the smallest markets with one to 14 

stations,one companycan control five stations with no more than three in the same 

service. In addition,small market radio operators cannot control more than 50percent of 

the audience and/or revenue with their total number ofstations. These new ownership 

rules appear to favor ownership diversity in the large markets. For small markets,the 

rules,regardless ofthe audience cap of50percent,do notfavor ownership diversity. For 

example,ifa radio owner controlled the limit offive,stations in the smallest market,that 

owner would control 35 percent ofthe stations in the market(ifthere were 14 stations in 

the market). As you move up the FCC's scale,the percentage ofoutlet ownership 

decreases. In the largest markets where there are at least45 stations,one companycan 

only control 17%ofthe total number ofstations. Mathematically,it seems as iftheFCC 
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ownership policies limit the diversity ofowners in smaller markets;therefore,the policy 

changes provide an excellent opportunity to explore the trends ofownership diversity in 

the smaller markets. 

Another aspect ofthe changes in the ownership rules has been the abandonment 

ofthe localism concept in favor ofabsentee media ownership(Sterling, 1975;Bagdikian, 

1995). Sterling(1975)described the level ofgroup ownership in local television and 

daily newspaper industries,finding that the control ofstations by groups,chains or 

conglomerates across media markets increased from 1950to 1970. Howard(1998) 

reported that 80 percent ofthe television stations in the top 100 markets are controlled by 

groups,the size.oftelevision groups is expanding,and the level ofcross-media ownership 

between newspaper owners and television groups has stabilized. For the newspaper 

industry,Bustema(1988a)reported that the number ofcompeting newspapers has 

decreased while the number oflarger chains buying small chains has increased. 

The local mass media ofthe 1990s have experienced numerous changes in the 

structure and competitive nature ofmedia markets. Overall,there has been a 

concentration ofownership for daily newspapers,television stations,radio stations and 

cable operators(Albarran&Dimmick,1996). Unfortunately,the majority ofthe studies 

exploring concentration have been limited to the largest markets(Raring,1975;Sterling, 

1975;Howard,1995). Most ofthe research that hasfocused on markets ofall sizes have 

been limited to the newspaper industry(Bustema,1988a;Lacy&Davenport,1994). The 

lack ofresearch about the smaller markets combined with the new local ownership mle 

stmctures for the radio and television industries,highlight the need to explore market 

stmcture from a small market perspective. 
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The number ofcompetitors appears to be increasing and the lines ofcompetition 

continue to become blurred. Mostofthe research into the actual effects ofmedia 

concentration failed to provide concrete answers to the theoretical questions concerning 

the best model ofpublic policy. Theoretically,there are two schools ofthought governing 

the FCC's ownership policy. Both schools ofthought attempt to maintain diversity of 

ownership and content through differing philosophical approaches to the degree of 

competition within local markets. The first school ofthought,a political economy 

approach,underscored the need for government intervention to maintain certain types and 

amounts ofsocial, political and cultural media content(Entman& Wildman,1992; 

Bagdikian, 1995;Napoli, 1999a;losifides, 1999). According to this model ofregulation, 

government policies restricting the number and type ofbroadcast media owners would 

help prevent the development offirms with monopoly power and the consequences of 

media concentration(Entman& Wildman,1992;Bagdikian,1995). Atthe other end of 

the spectrum,the second school ofthought,the open-market approach,relished the ideals 

ofeconomic efficiency providing favorable environments for technological development 

and product diversity(Loevinger, 1979;Entman& Wildman,1992;Napoli,1999a; 

losifides, 1999). The open-market school ofthought favored the ideals ofmarketplace 

theory to provide diversity within the marketplace ofideas. Despite the extensive 

theoretical development ofthese schools ofthought,most ofthe research in the area of 

media concentration has been unable to empirically support one school over the other. 

The problem for most ofthe research has been two-fold ~ the limitation ofan intra-

industry research focus and the inability to measure one variable across media. 
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Overall,the quantitative research about media concentration has not focused on 

cross-media comparisons in local markets. Studies using national aggregate data or 

studies dealing with single media industries have constituted the majority ofresearch in 

media concentration. Despite the lack ofquantitative research supporting or refuting the 

effects ofmedia concentration,manyresearchers have studied issues ofmedia ownership, 

chain ownership and media mergers and acquisitions(Compaine,1982; Waterman,1991; 

Ozanich& Wirth, 1993). 

Typically, media economists conceptualized the local media industries as existing 

in separate product markets. Outofthis limitation grew a limited number ofstudies 

devoted to the issues oflocal,inter-media competition(Nixon&Ward,1961;Loevinger, 

1979;Wirth& Allen,1979; Wirth&Bloch,1985;Lacy,1987; Waterman,1991). 

Unfortunately,the majority ofthese studies focused on the introduction ofa new medium 

such as radio,television or cable and its effect on an existing medium such as the daily 

newspaper(Lacy, 1987). Little research has explored competition in terms ofa broader-

defined market where more than two types ofcompetitors exist. 

The second problem associated with the mixed results ofthe previous studies has 

been the inability to develop a diversity measure across media types. From an ownership 

perspective, measures ofdiversity have ranged from simple ratio measures ofowners to 

outlets(Sterling, 1975)to sophisticated concentration ratios using market share(Bates, 

1993). Each technique has advantages and disadvantages. Obviously,the concentration 

ratios using market share provide accurate descriptions ofthe amountofcompetition in a 

market. Although market share information is widely available,the lack ofinformation 

in smaller markets might explain the reason there is a lack ofresearch related to media 
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concentration in small markets. In addition,smaller markets pose problemsin the 

calculation ofconcentration ratios because ofthe wide distribution ofmarket shares. 

Policymakers must be able to formulate a measure ofownership diversity in the smaller 

markets that does not require marketshare information. 

Related to the issue ofmeasuring ownership diversity is the difficulty in the 

measurementofcontent diversity. In theory, all media provide information;however,in 

practice,the technology differentiates the reception ofthe information. Lacy and 

Vermeer(1995)outlined several methodological approaches to measuring newspaper and 

television news competition. The researchers called for further research exploring the 

intermedia relationships ofnews. Bustema(1988c)studied various types oftelevision 

ownership structures and the amountofnews,public affairs and entertainment 

programming on local television stations. In his study,Bustema(1988c)assumed that 

"local programming serves the public interest better than non-local programming" 

(1988c,p.64). For Bustema,news and public affairs programming"served the public 

interest better" than other types ofprogramming such as sports and entertainment" 

(1988c,p. 64). The presence ofnews in a market has been associated with the 

marketplace ofideas. Markets where there are fewer local news outlets would be 

associated with lower levels ofdiversity within the marketplace ofideas. 

The final area ofconcem based from the review ofthe literature wasthe apparent 

lack ofconsideration given to the effect oflocal marketfactors on the developmentof 

media concentration. Although the FCC's CarrollDoctrine recognized the availability of 

economic resources,few policies since that time have factored local market 

characteristics into ownership policies. Mostofthe concentration research(Nixon& 
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Ward,1961;Sterling, 1975;Bustema,1988c;Howard,1995;Drushel,1998)failed to 

account for local economic factors when exploring the effects ofownership. Some 

studies have accounted for certain market variables(Lacy, 1987; Bates,1991;Bates, 

1993). In a study about newspaper competition,Hagner(1983)isolated five market 

characteristics ofcompetitive newspaper markets. Hagnerfound that the number ofcities 

in the standard metropolitan statistical area,the population size,the proximity to a larger 

metropolitan area and the land area were predictive ofthe competitive status ofa 

newspaper market. Lacy(1987)reported that during the early days ofradio "a market 

with a growing economy could have supported two newspapers and several radio 

stations"(p.781). Furthermore,research in the area ofurban growth found that firms 

active in the merger process tend to buy companies in larger market areas(Blair& 

Endres, 1991). 

Measuring Media Diversity and the Public Interest 

The problem with the public interest concept ofdiversity is the inability of 

developing an effective measure for evaluating media diversity within markets. 

Essentially,there have been two areas ofconcern hindering the development ofan 

appropriate evaluative tool. First,there is the problem ofrigorously defining media 

diversity. The second problem area is the definition ofa local media market. Each of 

these areas has limited the number ofmajor analyses oflocal media diversity, especially 

in smaller media markets. 

Overall,the primary function ofthe media is to provide information choices for 

the public. Based on past research,the two major public interest areas are the diversity of 

media ownership and the diversity ofmedia content. Deregulation based on the 
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assumptions ofmarketplace theory presumed a diversity ofoutlets served the public 

interest. Loevinger(1979)supported the basic philosophy ofmarketplace theory by 

arguing that the sheer number ofoutlets available to the public created an acceptable 

level ofdiversity within the marketplace ofideas. However,it appears that the 

deregulation policies grounded in the assumptions ofthe marketplace are not serving the 

public interest. The relaxed ownership rules are not creating new competitors or new 

competition;rather,the initial evidence suggests that the traditional owners are 

consolidating properties and creating entry barriers for new competition(Drushel,1998). 

Scholars such as Bagdikian(1983; 1990; 1997)warned ofthe consolidation and 

conglomeration ofthe mass media. Since 1983,Bagdikian(1983;1990; 1997)argued 

that there have been a decreasing number oflarge conglomerates controlling the media 

content available to consurners. His primary concern was the control or ownership ofthe 

information choice. Bagdikian(1983;1990; 1997)feared that monopoly control of 

information outlets would prevent the free expression ofideas in the American 

democracy. 

The primary public interest goal ofmedia ownership regulation is the 

achievement ofa maximum level ofdiversity within the marketplace ofideas. 

•Essentially,the political economyofthe marketplace ofideas provides two different 

conceptualizations ofmedia diversity. The current paradigm characterized media 

diversity from a source and a content diversity perspective(Entman&Wildman,1992; 

Napoli, 1999a;Isofides, 1999). Within both ofthese conceptualizations,there are 

differing degrees ofmedia ownership and content diversity. In theory,the highest level 

ofownership and content diversity would include a market where each media outlet had a 
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separate owner and provided a unique type ofcontent. The problem for researchers has 

been the measurementofthese concepts. 

MeasuringSource Diversity 

Based on past research and court decisions,the concept ofsource diversity was 

linked to the idea that separate owners stimulate the marketplace ofideas. In particular, 

most researchers have agreed that daily newspapers,local television stations,and local 

radio stations play or have the potential to play a major role in the marketplace ofideas 

(Levin,1954;Dertouzous; 1978;Olien,Donohue&Tichenor,1978;Carroll, 1985;Lacy 

&Riffe, 1994). These local outlets for news and entertainment information participate in 

the marketplace ofideas and act as sources ofinformation. Control or ownership ofthe 

source has been an important variable in the measurementofdiversity. Scholars have 

linked the ownership ofindividual media properties with the diversity within the 

marketplace ofideas(Levin,1954;Nixon&Ward,1961;Sterling, 1975;Bagdikian, 

1983). The theoretical link between diversity and the marketplace ofideas centered on 

the construct offree expression(Levin, 1954;Owen,1975). In individual media markets, 

the ownership ofinformation access influences the amountoffree expression. In other 

words,a market where the sources ofinformation are controlled by one entity is not as 

diverse as a market where the sources ofinformation are controlled by several entities. 

From an ownership perspective,a media owner controls the access and 

dissemination ofmedia content to the public. Regardless ofmedia type,media owners 

control the number ofviewpoints mediated within the marketplace ofideas. Bagdikian 

(1983)argued that a diversity ofownership was a necessary requirement in order to have 

a diversity ofviewpoints. Likewise,in responding to the FCC's consideration offurther 
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relaxation ofownership rules for television,the Center for Media Education stated that 

"diverse ownership is necessary to ensure a diversity ofviewpoints"(Media groups, 

1998,p.2). In order to measure this type ofpolitical diversity, media ownership needs 

to be distinguished from a media outlet. 

A media ownerrepresents an independent voice within the local marketplace of 

ideas. Economists characterized media diversity as evolving from the source of 

programming or the control ofaccess to information(Owen,1978). Sterling(1975)and 

Nixon and Ward(1961)defined a media voice as a separate,antagonistic owner ofa 

media property within a local market. According to a coalition of16 public interest 

groups criticizing the FCC's proposal to grant ownership waivers for local television 

station groups,the FCC should "require a minimum of30independent voices in any 

market before granting an ownership waiver"(Today's News,1997,p. 1). Voices should 

not be confused with media outlets. 

Some scholars have attempted to link diversity ofopinion with the number of 

different media outlets within a local market(Loevinger, 1979). A media outlet differs 

from a media voice because an owner controls the value ofthe license through 

management decisions such as employment. In other words,owners control the outlets. 

Regulations dealing with licensing,joint operating agreements and other ownership 

restrictions control the number ofoutlets any media owner can operate within a local 

market. Industry supporters ofderegulation decisions such as the Telecommunications 

Actof1996argued that the high number ofmedia outlet alternatives supplies the local 

marketplace ofideas with viewpoint diversity. According to representatives from the 

ABC television network,"there has been'explosive growth in the number and diversity' 
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ofalternative media outlets,including 'vastly increased'cable penetration and the arrival 

ofDBS and the Internet"(Media groups,1998,p. 1). Likewise,the Newspaper 

Association ofAmerica,which supports the relaxation ofthe cross-media ownership ban, 

stipulated that"cross-ownership restrictions 'clearly are not necessary to ensure 

diversification or safeguard competition"(Today's News,1997,p. 1). Despite these 

types ofarguments promoting outlet diversity as an acceptable definition ofviewpoint 

diversity,the economic control ofmedia outlets lies with the voices,or media owners. 

Using these'media voice' and'media outlet' distinctions for local media 

ownership,a maximum level ofdiversity would equate an owner for each individual 

media property. In a less diverse market,there would be fewer owners controlling more 

media outlets-or fewer voices within the marketplace ofideas. Ifa market operated 

with a one to one ratio,then that media market would provide the public interest with the 

maximum number ofavailable viewpoints within the marketplace ofideas. This 

maximum diversity level for media content would allow an audience memberto have 

access to all available information choices in the daily newspaper,local television,and 

local radio industries. Therefore,the diversity measure would be a market proportion of 

voices to outlets for each media market. 

The majority ofpolicy decisions related to the structure oflocal media markets 

have been economic in nature. Essentially,government agencies such as the FCC,the 

Supreme Court,and the Justice Department used economic rationales to prevent the 

development ofmedia monopolies for radio and television. For the most part,economics 

allowed daily newspaper industry and cable television industry to develop into natural 
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monopolies. Overall,the primary goal ofregulation targeting the market structure of 

local media was to prevent anti-competitive situations within individual industries. 

A major concem for government regulators has been the ability ofpowerful 

media companies to prevent the entry ofnew media competitors. For the broadcast 

industries,the duopoly rule,combined with strict local licensing policies,prevented 

companiesfrom establishing economies ofscale that could lead to entry barriers. 

However,the passage ofsuch policies such as the Telecommunications Actof1996 

eliminated these types ofstructural restrictions and provided an atmosphere conducive to 

the development ofscale economies and,possibly,entry barriers. In other words, 

deregulation has led to a situation where 'the big get bigger.' 

Several researchers have studied the issues ofeconomic diversity and media 

ownership(Sterling, 1975; Waterman,1991;Bates, 1993). Using measures of 

concentration,researchers traced the increasing concentration ofownership for daily 

newspapers(Lacy&Davenport, 1994),radio(Drushel,1998)and local television 

(Powers,1990). The problem with these types ofstudies is the results are industry 

specific;there is not a standard to measure concentration across media types. An 

appropriate method ofstandardizing 'concentration' at the local market level would be 

the calculation ofproportions for the various ownership types(Sterling, 1975). 

Like the political marketplace ofideas,the control ofthe marketplace ofideas 

needs to be analyzed according to the diversity in the types ofeconomic voices available 

within a market. However,the economic public interest should focus on the media's 

other audience-the advertiser. To support their outlets,local media voices compete with 

each other within the advertising revenue market. Just as theFCC used regulation or 
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deregulation to maintain the public interest in the political marketplace ofideas,the 

Commission used the same rationales tojustify policies targeted at preventing monopoly 

control ofadvertising revenue within a local market. From Report on Chain 

Broadcasting(Federal Communications Commission,1941)to the updatedioca/ 

Television Ownership rules(Federal Communications Commission,1999a),the 

Commission recognized the economic factors related to broadcast market structure. 

Under the political economy approach to broadcast ownership regulation,the FCC based 

its decisions related to the degree ofcompetition within local markets by limiting the 

number and type ofradio and television station owners. For the open-market approach to 

broadcast ownership deregulation,the FCC has relaxed local radio and television 

ownership rules to maintain competition within local markets. Overall,the goal of 

regulation and deregulation has been competition. A competitive media market should 

effectively utilize the available advertising revenue in a local market. From a diversity 

perspective,a media advertising market existing in a state ofperfect competition would 

be characterized by a large number ofsimilar firms setting prices according to amount of 

advertiser demand(Picard,1989;Albarran, 1996). In this type ofsituation,no one firm 

would command monopoly or oligopoly power and set monopoly pricing and advertisers 

could efficiently distribute the available advertising revenue across the economic 

marketplace. By effectively distributing the revenue across the media market,the 

'economic'marketplace ofideas would benefit as a level ofeconomic diversity could be 

achieved. A market with economic diversity would be characterized by a large number 

offirms reacting to rather than manipulating demand. 
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Overall,there are three approaches to measuring this economic diversity concept. 

First,the distinction between an economic voice and outlet needs to be made. For the 

electronic media,there are two types ofoutlets,commercial and non-commercial. A 

commercial outlet is one that seeks advertising revenue from the marketplace. A non 

commercial outlet is one that does not seek advertising revenue. Although a non 

commercial outlet does not compete for advertising revenue,non-commercial outlets do 

compete,in a sense,for the audience. Some ofthe financial support ofnon-commercial 

outlets comes from the support ofaudience members. There is some degree of 

competition for the audience between commercial outlets and non-commercial outlets. 

As the number ofnon-commercial outlets increased in a market,the degree of 

competition for available audience and advertising revenue should increase as well. 

Therefore,one measure ofdiversity within a market would be the number ofnon 

commercial outlets. 

A second approach to measuring the economic diversity ofa market will focus on 

the type ofeconomic voice. Critics ofmedia concentration(Compaine,1982;Bagdikian, 

1997)argued about the effects ofgroup ownership on the ability to generate economies 

ofscale and scope that would ultimately damage the marketplace ofideas. According to 

these critics, group owners will use market power to create barriers to entry and use 

monopoly pricing strategies to restrict local,independent media ownersfrom effectively 

operating within a local media market.Industry data suggested the growth in the level 

group ownership for radio and television and the decline ofindependent owners(BIA, 

1999a;BIA,1999b;McConnell,1998). The decrease in the number ofindependent 

owners within media markets relates to the loss ofa type ofeconomic voice and a 
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subsequent reduction in the degree oflocal media diversity. Therefore,an effective 

measure ofeconomic diversity in terms ofmedia ownership type would compare the 

number oflocal owners with the number ofabsentee owners in a market. Specifically,a 

proportion oflocal owners to absentee ovraers would provide a useful measure oflocal 

ownership diversity. A large proportion would indicate more local owners in a market 

and a higher level oflocal ownership ties to the market. 

In order to measure this type ofeconomic diversity,a typology ofmedia 

ownership needs to be developed. Although newspaper and broadcast ownership types 

have been characterized with several different terms(Sterling, 1975;Waterman,1991), 

this dissertation will limit the typology by classifying the media as being locals or 

absentees(Sterling, 1975). Building on Sterling's definitions,a local medium will 

include any local broadcast,newspaper or cable owner who does not own or control any 

other medium. A local multiple is a local owner who controls more than one broadcast 

station or newspaper or cable operation within a local market. A local cross-media owner 

is an owner who controls a local combination ofbroadcast and newspaper,broadcast and 

cable,or cable and newspaper but does notown any media properties outside the market. 

A local cross-media owner can be classified as either a local or an absentee. An absentee 

owner is characterized as an owner who controls the same or different type ofmedia in at 

least one other market. 

A current issue related to the classification ofownership type is the duopoly or 

local marketing agreement. Since 1970,there have been regulatory decisions that have 

allowed common economic or editorial control ofmore than two same-type media. For 

newspapers,the Supreme Court allowed Joint Operating Agreements(JOA)between 
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local newspapers. For broadcast,Local Marketing or Management Agreements(LMA) 

allowed the common economic control oftwo or more broadcast stations. These 

regulatory policies allowed the combination oflocal media properties when one was in 

danger ofshutting down. Although the rationale behind these policies required the 

maintenance ofseparate editorial departments for each JOA orLMA,the economic 

control ofcommon properties led some critics to scrutinize the ability ofmanagement to 

separate economicsfrom content. Specifically,the Media Access Project argued: "There 

is no diversity ofviewpoint where a large number ofofferings are undercommon 

economic or editorial control"(Today's News,1997,Communications Daily,p. 1). 

Based on this argument,a JOA orLMA should be considered as a single ownership 

entity. 

Measuring ContentDiversity 

Another aspect ofmedia diversity is the media content. From this perspective, 

there is the assumption that the type ofmedia owner will influence a specific type of 

media content(Riffe&Shaw,1990;McChesney,1997). In particular,the concem about 

the influence ofownership in content has focused on issues related to the amount and 

type ofavailable news programming(Gormley,1976;Bustema,1988c;Hale,1988; 

Gaziano,1989;Lacy&Fico,1990;McKean&Stone,1992;Coulson,1994;Lacy& 

Riffe, 1994;Wanta&Johnson,1994;Blankenburg,1995)and the relationship between 

staffand content(Riffe&Shaw,1990;Demers,1993;Stamm&Underwood,1993; 

Albarran&Ludwig,1995). Critics ofderegulation often link the homogenization of 

media content with the concentration ofownership across markets(Bagdikian,1985; 

McChesney,1997). The critics assume that the type ofownership will have a negative 
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impact on the diversity ofmedia eontent(Bagdikian,1997). In particular,there is the 

strong suggestion that group or corporate owners will decrease the diversity ofmedia 

content(MeKean&Stone,1992; Greve,1996). However,the majority ofstudies 

conceming the effect ofmedia ownership with content diversity have indicated mixed 

results at best(Besen&Johnson,1985;Lacy&Riffe, 1994). Overall,it appeared that 

there are both positive and negative effects linked to the type ofmedia owner and the 

type ofmedia content. 

Since the studies have been inconclusive regarding the effect ofgroup or 
I 

independent ownership on media content,there are two approaches to measuring this 

type ofdiversity. First, a primary goal ofthe political marketplace ofideas is the idea of 

an informed citizenry. Mostresearch into the issues ofmedia ownership and content has 

linked the marketplace ofideas with the presence or absence news content(McKean& 

Stone, 1992;Lacy&Riffe, 1994;Bates&Chambers,1996; 1997). While entertainment 

content has the potential to makesome sort ofcontribution to the marketplace ofideas, 

the link between news content and the idea marketplace is undeniable. Ifone assumes 

that local media,like daily newspapers,local television stations,and local radio stations 

can be classified as either a news provider or an entertainment provider,then a viable 

measure ofpolitical media content diversity can be generated. For example,daily 

newspapers,a radio station programming a news format,or a local television affiliate 

with a local newscast can all be considered as a contributor to the local marketplace of 

ideas. On the other hand,radio stations with a popular musicformat or local television 

stations with no local newscast would be considered as entertainment channels. From a 

diversity perspective,the assumption is that ifa market has more news operations then 
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the marketplace ofideas will be more diverse than in a market with fewer news 

operations. Therefore,a larger number ofnews outlets in a market would show a higher 

degree ofcontent diversity and a broader marketplace ofideas. On the other hand,a 

smaller number ofnews outlets would indicate a market where the idea marketplace was 

limited by a smaller number ofnews providers. 

A second approach to measuring content diversity would be to concentrate on the 

number ofwire services and network affiliations available to local media outlets. Each 

type ofmedia relies on various wire services such as Associated Press,CNN and many 

others. These types ofservices provide content about national and regional issues. At 

the local level,daily newspapers,radio stations and television stations depend on these 

types ofservices to help fill the news hole. A diverse media market would maximize the 

number ofavailable wire services and network affiliations. A less diverse market would 

limit the number ofthese tj^es ofservices. Using this approach to content diversity 

would allow a comparison to the total number ofwire services used on a national and 

local basis. 

Research Design 

The major problem with the traditional diversity studies ofBagdikian(1983, 

1985)and Loevinger(1979)was the inability to examine local media ownership on a 

broad scale. In particular,Bagdikian(1983)focused on the effects ofthe national 

conglomeration ofthe mass media. On the other hand,studies examining the local media 

ownership structure typically have only analyzed single industries such as daily 

newspapers(Lacy&Davenport, 1994),radio(Drushel, 1998),or television(Howard, 

1998). For the most part,the inherent problems with cross-media market definitions 
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prevented the effective analysis oflocal cross-media ownership structures and the 

diversity ofthose structures. Therefore,an effective local cross-media research design 

needs to account for the unique characteristics ofindividual markets and individual media 

systems. 

In order to account for the unique characteristics ofmedia markets,the research 

design needs to acknowledge the technological differences between media types. In 

other words,a daily newspaper may or may not have the same reach as a local television 

station. Conceptually,media markets need to be considered not as individual industries; 

rather, media markets need to be defined in terms ofindividual media systems. Diversity 

research about the cable industry focusing on individual cable systems(Waterman& 

Weiss,1997;De Jong&Bates, 1991)provided a good framework for exploring the 

diversity ofownership in local media markets. Byconsidering each media market as a 

media system,distinct measures political and economic diversity can be calculated. 

For example,De Jong and Bates(1991)defined diversity in basic cable television 

programming"in terms ofthe channels or program services made available to subscribers 

rather than in terms ofspecific programs"(1991,p. 161). Using Levin's(1971)absolute 

and relative diversity measures,De Jong and Bates(1991)found that deregulation 

contributed to an increase in the level ofboth absolute and relative diversity for cable 

television. Due to the nature ofthis study,absolute and relative diversity measures will 

provide a valid indication ofthe diversity ofmedia markets from a political and economic 

public interest perspective. 

At any given time,there are an absolute number oftraditional media owners and 

outlets available in a local media market. An absolute measure ofthe number of 
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newspapers,newspaper owners,television stations,television station owners,radio 

stations and radio station owners that operate within a media marketplace can be 

calculated and used for comparison purposes. In addition,the absolute number of 

network wire services can be used to compare different time periods and/or regulatory 

philosophies. From an analysis perspective,an absolute measure ofmedia diversity in 

terms ofcounts ofowners,outlets and news wire services would provide some insight 

into the trends ofownership pattems in small media markets. However,the primary 

focus ofthis dissertation is to explore the impact ofvarious deregulation policies on the 

ownership structure ofsmall media markets. In order to measure the impact ofthese 

types ofpolicies and assess their impact,a relative measure ofsource and content 

diversity would provide a useful insight into the structure ofsmaller media markets. 

Sterling(1975)used a proportion to measure the diversity ofownership within the largest 

media markets. Although this type ofmeasure lacks the sophistication ofconcentration 

ratios, it provides a useful standard to compare across media types. To calculate a 

relative measure ofsource diversity,the number ofmedia voices will be divided bythe 

number ofmedia outlets available in a market. A decrease in the proportion would 

suggest a decrease in the degree ofownership diversity in a market because there would 

be fewer owners. The relative measure for the degree oflocal ownership will divide the 

number oflocal owners bythe number ofabsentee owners available in a market. A 

higher proportion would indicate more local owners and fewer absentee owners within a 

market. A relative measure related to the commercial nature ofa market will be 

calculated by dividing the number ofnon-commercial outlets bythe number of 

commercial outlets. Like the relative measure for voice diversity,a decrease in the 
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proportion would suggest a decrease in the number ofnon-commercial outlets in a 

market. Finally,a relative measure for the amountofnews content available to the 

market will be created by dividing the number ofnews outlets by the number of 

entertainment outlets. An increase in this proportion would suggest a positive impacton 

the marketplace ofideas. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

Overall,the FCC has relied on two basic rationales tojustify the regulation or 

deregulation ofmedia ownership rules~the political school ofthought and the economic 

school ofthought. The political economy approach regards the concentration of 

ownership as a threat to media diversity(losifides, 1999). The open-market school of 

thought regards the concentration ofownership as a safeguard to media diversity 

(losifides, 1999). Unlike previous studies evaluating the effect ofmarket structure on 

market performance,there are two distinct periods oftime where the different approaches 

have been used to achieve media diversity. Since 1970,there has been a shift from the 

tmsteeship model ofregulation to the marketplace approach to deregulation. Between 

1970 and 1988,the government maintained the marketplace ofideas by utilizing various 

regulations aimed at the local media market structure. After the decision to begin 

deregulating ownership at the national level in 1992,the government began to manage 

the structure oflocal media markets with the ideals ofmarketplace theory. The research 

questions focus on these schools ofthought in smaller markets. In particular, what have 

been the source and content diversity trends in small markets? In addition,how have the 

policies ofderegulation, overall,impacted these diversity trends? Did the 
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TelecommunicationsActof1996have a negative or positive effect on the amountof 

source diversity within smaller markets? 

Based on the literature review,there were certain assumptions highlighted about 

each school ofthought that can be used to hypothesize specific relationships for both 

source and content diversity. First,recent research suggested moderate to high levels of 

concentration in the daily newspaper,television and radio industries(Lacy&Davenport, 

1994;Drushel,1998;Howard,1998). It would appear that deregulation has contributed 

to the concentration ofownership. Although the research focused on larger markets,it is 

assumed that the same type ofsituation exists in small markets as well. Therefore,the 

first set ofhypotheses dealt with the relationship between deregulation policies and an 

overall decrease in source diversity. 

Ifthe same type ofsituation exists in the smaller media markets as the larger 

markets,one would expect to find a decrease in the level ofsource diversity. In other 

words,there should be a decrease in the number ofowners in the smaller markets. By 

controlling more outlets at the local level,there would be a decrease in the number of 

voices that control the information output in a smaller market. Therefore,the first 

hypothesis predicted that since deregulation,there will be a decrease in the number of 

overall media owners in the smaller markets. 

HI: Since deregulation, there will be a decrease in the number ofoverall 

media owners in smaller markets. 

Based on the same assumptions,one should expect to find an overall decrease in 

the level ofvoice diversity in the smaller markets. Using Sterling's(1975)proportions as 

measures for relative diversity,the second hypothesis predicted that since deregulation 
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there would be a decrease in the proportion ofvoices to outlets in smaller media markets. 

Ifthis hypothesis is confirmed,the results would indicate a smaller proportion ofvoices 

to outlets since 1992compared to a larger proportion before 1992. 

H2: Since deregulation there will be a decrease in theproportion ofvoices to 

outlets in smaller markets. 

A second area related to the issues ofsource diversity was the status ofnon 

commercial outlets in smaller markets. According to theory,the greater number of 

producers in a market leads to more competition within that market. While non 

commercial outlets do not compete with commercial stations for advertising revenue,the 

non-commercial outlets do compete for audiences. Based on this relationship,one could 

assume that the greater number ofnon-commercial outlets in a market would equate with 

a higher degree ofcompetition within a marketplace. However,with the concentration of 

ownership trends,the overall level ofcompetition appears to be shrinking within local 

markets. The third hypothesis predicts that since deregulation there will be a decrease in 

the number ofnon-commercial outlets in smaller markets. Ifthis hypothesis is 

confirmed,then there will be fewer non-commercial outlets after the passage of 

deregulation policies. 

H3: Since deregulation, there will be a decrease in the number ofnon 

commercial outlets in smaller markets. 

In order to measure the relative diversity between the number ofnon-commercial 

outlets and commercial outlets,the fourth hypothesis predicted that there would be a 

decrease in the proportion ofnon-commercial outlets to commercial outlets in smaller 

markets. 
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H4: Since deregulation, there will be a decrease in theproportion ofnon 

commercialto commercial outlets in smaller markets. 

The third area related to source diversity dealt with the ownership status ofmedia 

outlets. The growth ofgroup ownership in the newspaper,television and radio industries 

suggested that more owners without ties to the local community were controlling local 

media outlets. From a source diversity perspective,the loss oflocal media voices would 

indicate a loss in the marketplace ofideas. The fifth hypothesis predicted that since 

deregulation there will be a decrease in the number oflocal owners in smaller markets. If 

this hypothesis is confirmed,the number oflocal owners would be higher in the period of 

regulation than in the period ofderegulation. 

H5: Since deregulation, there will be a decrease in the number oflocal owners 

in smaller markets. 

While this hypothesis examines the absolute differences between regulation and 

deregulation,one would expect to find that there would be a corresponding increase in 

the number ofabsentee owners in smaller markets. Therefore,the sixth hypothesis 

predicted that since deregulation,there will be an increase in the number ofabsentee 

owners in smaller markets. 

H6: Since deregulation, there will be an increase in the number ofabsentee 

owners in smaller markets. 

In addition,the seventh hypothesis explored the relative difference between the 

number oflocal and absentee owners in smaller markets. Specifically,this hypothesis 

predicted that since deregulation,there will be a decrease in the proportion oflocal 

owners to absentee owners in smaller markets. 
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H7: Since deregulation, there will be a decrease in theproportion oflocal 

owners to absentee owners in smaller markets. 

A second set ofhypotheses will focus on the effect ofownership structure on 

content. The research suggested mixed results for the effect ofgroup or chain-owned 

media operations on media content in the larger markets. The program choice literature 

suggested that monopoly markets would provide greater program choice in the 

marketplace ofideas. Ifthis type ofsituation is confirmed,then one would expect to find 

more types ofcontent within a market. Since news programming has always been 

considered a hallmark ofpublic interest programming,deregulation should have 

increased the number ofnews providers in smaller markets. In particular,the eighth 

hypothesis predicted that since deregulation there will be an increase in the number of 

news outlets in smaller markets. Ifthe results confirm this hypothesis,the number of 

news outlets will have increased since 1992. 

H8: Since deregulation, there will be an increase in the number ofnews outlets 

in smaller markets. 

Another area associated with content diversity was the number ofnews wire 

services in smaller markets. In a diverse marketplace ofideas,one would expect to find 

more sources ofinformation. One method for obtaining information by the traditional 

media outlets is the use ofnews wires. The ninth hypothesis predicted that since 

deregulation,there will be an increase in the number ofnews wire services in smaller 

markets. For this hypothesis to be validated,the number ofnews wire services during the 

period ofderegulation will be higher than during the period ofregulation. 
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H9: Since deregulation, there will be an increase in the number ofnews wire 

services in smaller markets. 

The final area ofresearch relates to the impact on the actual market on ownership 

diversity. Based on the lack ofresearch in this area ofmedia ownership,the third 

research question seeks to find out the characteristics ofa diverse,small,media market. 

In particular,are there certain economic characteristics ofa diverse media market? Past 

research in the newspaper industry(Hagner,1983)suggested that certain variables might 

contribute to the presence ofcompetition in a market. Lacy(1987)found that a growing 

economy led to an environment conducive to different types ofmedia existing in the 

same market. Therefore,one would expect to find that population size,the amount of 

personalincome in a market and the total retail sales in a market are positively related to 

ownership diversity. Each ofthese factors appears to be positively related to the level of 

competition within a market. For an advertising-based local media system,it would seem 

appropriate that larger audiences with higher incomes would result in an attractive 

marketplace for competitors. 

HIO: Aspopulation size increases, there will be an increase in source diversity. 

Hll: As the amountofpersonalincome in a market increases, there will be an 

increase in source diversity. 

HI2: As the amountoftotal retailsales in a market increases, there will be an 

increase in source diversity. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

To answer the research questions and test the hypotheses,this study will use a 

secondary analysis methodologyto gather and analyze ownership information. Due to 

the nature ofmedia ownership,the majority ofmedia economic studies used the 

secondary analysis method(Sterling, 1975;Larson, 1980; Waterman,1991). A recent 

study ofradio ownership rules employed a case study method(Williams, 1998). Other 

studies have analyzed the relationship between ownership and content(Bustema,1988c; 

Coulson,1994)using content analysis. The scope ofthis dissertation required exploring 

the effects ofderegulation in several markets across time. Therefore,the most efficient 

method to examine the issues related to deregulation was secondary analysis. 

A major problem with the analysis ofmedia markets is determining the 

appropriate geographic market(Albarran,1996;Picard, 1989). Broadcast television and 

radio signals do not conform to well-defined geographic limits. Likewise,the 

distribution network for a daily newspaper mightinclude various suburban areas not 

served by a radio or television station. Despite focusing on these transmission or 

distribution differences,broadcast stations and daily newspapers operate within the 

marketplace ofideas that can be defined geographically. 

There are several types ofgeographic market definitions available to media 

economists. Industry research companies such as Arbitron use the U.S.government's 

metropolitan statistical areas(MSA)to define a media market. For television,the A.C. 

Nielsen Media Research Company uses its own designated market area(DMA)to define 

a television media market. Some print media research companies such as the Audit 
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Bureau ofCirculation use various market measures,but recognize television markets as a 

useful tool for analysis. Arbitron uses the metropolitan statistical areas as a basis for 

audience analysis. Essentially,there are two choices when attempting to define media 

markets~ the MSA or the DMA. Both market definitions would provide a useful 

framework for ownership analysis. 

Past research(Sterling, 1975)used the top 100 television markets to track media 

ownership between 1922 and 1970. He argued that television markets provided the best 

framework for analyzing media markets. However,other studies have utilized the 

metropolitan statistical areas(MSA)as the units ofanalysis(Hagner,1983). An 

advantage to using the MSA as the unit ofanalysis is the ability to clearly define the 

limitations for inclusion in the analysis. For this study,the population will include all 

daily newspapers,local television stations and local radio stations licensed to the county 

or counties included in the MSA as defined bythe Bureau ofEconomic Analysis of 

United States Department ofCommerce. In order to be included in the analysis,the local 

medium must have appeared in the MSA county,as listed in Broadcasting&Cable 

Yearbook.Television&Cable Factbook.or Editor&Publisher Yearbook. Placing this 

limitation on the market definition eliminated fringe areas where there may not be 

competition from other media. 

According to the U.S.DepartmentofCommerce,there were 273 metropolitan 

statistical areas listed in 1998(United States Bureau ofthe Census,1998). The majority 

ofthe media concentration research to date has focused on the largest markets(Sterling, 

1975;Drushel, 1998). The need for research development lies in the smaller markets. 

The markets selected for this study were metropolitan statistical areas that contained 
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125,000 persons or less as measured by the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis ofthe United 

States DepartmentofCommerce in 1998. Using this as the criteria for selection,there 

were 52MSAsselected for the analysis(Appendix C). Byselecting these smaller 

metropolitan statistical areas,the study will focus on markets where there has been a lack 

ofattention in terms ofmedia ownership research. Atthe same time,bychoosing 

metropolitan statistical areas,pertinent economic information can be easily collected 

through government information resources. Bylimiting the study to the smaller markets, 

the dissertation will provide a benchmark for future research in the area ofsmall market 

media. 

The markets for the analysis were selected from the 1998 Census information 

(United States Bureau ofthe Census,1998). By using the 1998 market definitions, all 

outlets licensed to the market area in previous years would beincluded in the study. 

Starting with 1972,information about media owners and outlets were collected from each 

market. Sterling(1975)used a similar method oftracking ownership information. 

Instead oftracking ownership changes every year,the time period will track ownership 

changes every four years from 1972to 1992. Since theFCC began deregulating local 

broadcast ownership rules more frequently in 1992,the analysis will keep track ofthe 

ownership changes within the markets every year since 1992. 

Dependent Variables 

Overall,information about each medium located within the market was coded for 

the year ,market,medium name,medium type,owner name,owner type,news content 

'Since each yearbook contains dated information,the yearbooks selected for the analysis were advanced by 
one year. In other words,the infoimation for 1972 was selected from the 1973 editions ofthe yearbooks. 
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status,and network or news wire affiliation and entered into a database^. For 

newspapers,the outlet,owner and news wire service information was gathered from the 

Editor&Publisher International Yearbook for each year in the time frame. The 

television station information about the outlet,owner,network and news wire service 

information was gathered from Television&Cable Factbook and checked with 

Broadcasting&Cable Yearbook for each year in the time frame. For the radio station 

information about the outlet,owner,network and news wire service information,the data 

was selected from the Broadcasting&Cable Yearbook for each year in the time frame.In 

case ofmissing infonnation,the library's interlibrary loan department was utilized to help 

obtain the information. 

Specifically,each ofthese variables were measured using the following criteria: 

Medium Name 

This variable refers to the local brand ofa broadcast station or newspaper. For 

radio stations and television stations,the medium name was coded as the call letters of 

the station. For newspapers,the medium name wasthe actual name ofthe newspaper. 

Medium Tvpe 

For each medium,a type was assigned. Newspapers were coded as a morning or 

a evening newspaper. Television stations were coded as a VHF orUHF station. Radio 

stations were coded as an AM orFM station. 

Owner Name 

Each medium was catalogued with the owner's name. 

^ The data was collected and entered into a Microsoft Access database. 



Owner Type 

Each medium was coded as a local or absentee owner. A local owner existed 

when the owner did not operate or manage any property outside the market under 

consideration. An owner was coded as absentee ifthe owner operated or managed any 

type ofmedia property in another market. Absentee owners were cross-referenced with 

lists ofgroup owners in the industry yearbooks. In the event ofa broadcast or cross-

media local combination,a single owner was not counted more than once per market. 

News Content Status 

Each medium was assigned a news content status where newspapers were coded 

as news providers. Broadcast stations were coded as either an outlet with news or an 

entertainment-only outlet. A news outlet was defined as any outlet having a news editor, 

news director or anytype ofnews personnel listed in the yearbook information. 

Network or News Wire Affiliation 

For each medium,the number ofnetwork or news wire information was counted 

from the yearbooks. A network or news wire was defined as any outside source for news. 

Television and radio networks wereincluded in the count with any wire service 

(Associated Press,UPI,etc....). 

Once all ofthe data for each marketfrom each year was collected,summary 

counts for each category were calculated and placed into an SPSS database for analysis. 

Using this information,the dependent variables associated with source diversity — voice 

diversity, non-commercial diversity,and local diversity~ and two variables related to 

content diversity — news outlets, and news wires were operationalized from the market 

summaries. 
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Specifically,these measures were calculated using the following criteria: 

Voice Diversity 

Voice diversity was calculated for each market in each year as the proportion of 

voices to outlets. A media owner was considered as a media voice. Each medium was 

considered as a media outlet. This measure was calculated as the number ofmedia voices 

divided by the number ofmedia outlets. 

Non-Commercial Diversitv 

Non-commercial diversity was measured as the proportion ofnon-commercial 

outlets to commercial outlets. This measure ofnon-commercial diversity was calculated 

as the number ofnon-commercial outlets divided by the number ofcommercial outlets. 

Local Diversitv 

Local diversity was calculated as the proportion oflocal owners to absentee 

owners. This measure oflocalism was calculated by dividing the number oflocal owners 

by the number ofabsentee owners. 

Independent Variables 

In order to test for the effects ofderegulation,several independent variables were 

gathered to use in the analysis. The primary test ofderegulation included the two time 

periods ofregulatory philosophy. In addition,various economic variables were used as 

control variables.'Specifically,the independent variables related to deregulation were: 

Regulatorv Philosophv 

Theindependent variables,regulation and deregulation,were measured in terms 

oftime-periods and economic characteristics. First,there were two basic periods of 

regulation-structural regulation(1970to 1988)and deregulation(1992 to present). In 
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order to analyze the relationship between regulatory philosophy and the dependent 

variables,the year variable in the SPSS database was receded into a categorical variable 

where a"0" was assigned to the years between 1972 and 1988 and a"1" was assigned to 

the years between 1992 and 1996. To accountfor the effect ofthe Telecommunications 

Act of1996,a categorical variable was created byreceding the year variable into a time 

period before the 1996Act and after the passage ofthe Act. This recede variable was 

calculated by assigning a"0" to each yearfrom 1972 to 1995 and a"1"to each year from 

1996 to 1998. During these periods,there are identifiable regulatory policies that 

affected the local structure ofthe media marketplace. One problem area wasthe drastic 

changes in ownership policy since the Telecommunications Act of1996. However,if 

marketplace theory is the appropriate mechanism for determining the public interest,then 

the number ofpolicy changes should not affect the results. 

In order to control for differences in markets,various economic variables will be 

included in the analysis. Research related to media concentration issues suggested the 

influence ofvarious economic factors(Hagner,1983;Bates, 1993). From an economic 

perspective, variables such as retail sales and total personal income might have an impact 

on the number ofoutlets and type ofoutlets within a market. The market variables will 

be provided by market guide estimates based on information provided bythe U.S.Census 

as reported in the Editor&Publisher Market Guide. The independent variables used as 

control variables were: 
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Total Retail Sales 

Total retail sales referred to the amount ofretail sales within a market. 

Total PersonalIncome 

The average total personalincome wasthe average income per person in a 

market. 

Population Size 

The population size was based on the estimated market size information included 

in the Editor&Publisher Market Guide for each year in the time period. 

Overall,the Editor&Publisher Market Guide provides the retail sales and 

personal income information. Market size,number ofmedia type,number ofvoices, 

number ofvoices, audience reach,total retail sales and average personal income are ratio 

measures. 

Study Limitations 

The limitations ofthis studyincluded the reliability and validity ofthe 

infonnation. From a face validity perspective,the information appears to provide an 

acceptable degree ofvalidity. The stations and newspapers exist within the markets. 

However,there were problems related to reliability. First,the individual media firms 

voluntarily submit information collected by the industry publications. Although there 

could be questions conceming the reliability ofthe information,this type ofsample was 

the best available. Barring traveling to the markets and requesting information from 

hundreds ofmedia outlets,this type ofsample was the most efficient. A second area of 

concern was the validity ofthe information contained in the resource material. Since the 

firms voluntarily submitted the information to the publications,there might have been 
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problems related to the timeliness ofthe ownership information. Some recent ownership 

changes might not have been accounted for. A final area ofconcern wasthe reliability of 

coding ownership type. For radio and television,the Broadcasting&Cable Yearbook 

and the Television &Cable Factbook provide information related to the group ownership 

ofradio and television stations. In the Editor&Publisher International Yearbook, 

newspapers are noted as group owners. Although the yearbooks attempt to designate 

group ownership,checking across yearbooks was the most efficient method to check the 

reliability ofthe ownership type information. Despite these types ofproblems,the 

secondary analysis appeared to be the strongest method available for this type ofstudy. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULTS 

The primary goal ofthis dissertation was to analyze the effects ofgovernment 

regulation or deregulation ofbroadcast ownership rules on the level ofsource and content 

diversity within smaller media markets. In order to analyze these effects,two phases of 

analysis compared the different measures ofsource and content diversity. The multi 

phase analysis ofdiversity in smaller metropolitan statistical areas was divided into four 

areas~summary statistics, hypotheses tests related to source diversity,hypotheses tests 

related to content diversity and hypotheses tests related to market factors. 

Summary Statistics from the Macro Perspective 

Overall,the analysis included 52smaller metropolitan statistical areas(see 

Appendix 1). In these markets,there was a total of6,936 media outlets used in the 

analysis. Over the time frame,there were 777 newspapers,1,165 television outlets and 

4,994 radio outlets included in the analysis. The results indicated moderate growth in the 

newspaper,television and radio industries in terms ofboth individual media outlets and 

ownership ofthose outlets in the smallest metropolitan statistical areas. Overall,the total 

number ofmedia outlets increased 33 percentfrom 1972to 1998. Figure B-1 displayed 

the growth from 435 total media outlets in the smallest MSAsin 1972 to 654 outlets in 

1998. In addition.Figure B-1 showed the 30 percent growth in the total number ofmedia 

owners ofthose outlets. 

The increase in the total average number ofmedia outlets camefrom the 

television and radio industries. Table A-2summarized the average number ofmedia 
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outlets and media ownership for the newspaper,television and radio industries in the 

smallest metropolitan areas. 

The local television and radio industries experienced double-digit percentage 

increases while the local newspaper industry lost 15 newspapersfrom 1972 to 1998. 

Most ofthese newspaper outlet losses can be attributed to the closing ofafternoon 

newspaper editions across all markets. On other hand,the number oftelevision and radio 

outlets increased 44percent and 38 percent,respectively. One reason there has been 

growth ofthese types ofoutlets might be attributed to the allocation ofUHF television 

stations and FM radio stations by the FCC. Like other industries,a growing economy 

allowed the FCC to allocate more spectrum space for additional types oftelevision and 

radio stations. For example,the number ofUHF television stations in these small 

markets increased from 11 in 1972 to 54in 1998. Likewise,the FCC added 187FM 

stations to these markets from 1972to 1998. 

The trends in the ownership ofthese small market media outlets indicated overall 

growth that corresponded with the increases in media outlet growth. The ownership 

information provided in Table A-2 detailed the growth in the number oftelevision and 

radio owners and a decline in the number ofnewspaper owners. Despite increases in the 

number ofradio and television owners between 1972 and 1998,the results suggested 

interesting trends in the ownership patterns in small MSAs. In particular,the total 

number ofowners across the markets has decreased each year since 1995. 

Newspapers 

In Figure B-2,the graph illustrated the decrease in the number ofboth newspaper 

outlets and owners. The most drastic decline in the number ofsmall market newspapers 
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occurred between 1980 and 1988. The graph detailed the trend ofnewspaper companies 

closing afternoon daily newspapers. In the smaller MSAs,there were 11 markets with 

competitive newspapers in 1972;this number dropped to6 by 1998. For daily 

newspapers,the decrease in the average number ofnewspaper owners leveled offduring 

the 1980s. 

Television 

Figure B-3 illustrated the information related to the average number oftelevision 

outlets and owners in the smaller markets. Due to the FCC's tight control ofthe number 

oftelevision stations at the local level,there wasn't much difference between the lines for 

outlets and owners. Most ofthe markets where one owner controlled two television 

stations were in locations such as Casper-Riverton, Wyoming where one companyowned 

a station and a satellite station. However,as the graph indicated,during the 1990s,the 

FCC began allowing local marketing agreements in certain markets where one station 

was in need ofmanagement assistance by another company. Local marketing agreements 

explained the reason there was a wider gap between the number ofoutlets and owners 

throughout the 1990s. In other words,these types oflocal agreements allowed one owner 

to control the operation oftwo stations in the same market. Although television 

ownership appeared to have increased,the percentage increases have been less than one 

percent since the 1980s. 

Radio 

According to Figure 4.4,there were449 radio outlets and 316 radio owners in 

1994. Between 1995 and 1998,there was an increase of34radio outlets and a decrease 

of22 radio owners. Based on the trends depicted in Figure 4.4,it appeared that the 
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Telecommunications Actof1996had the mostimpact on radio ownership. Since 1996, 

the data indicated the gap between the average number ofradio outlets and owners 

widened. 

Owner Type 

Another important distinction ofmedia ownership was owner type. For this 

study,two types ofmedia owners were considered ~local owners and absentee owners. 

According to Table A-3,the average number oflocal owners for each ofthe media 

industries has been in decline. For newspapers,the number oflocal owners has 

decreased -79 percent since 1972;down from a high of53 local owners in 1972to only 

11 local owners in 1998. For television and radio,the number oflocal owners increased 

during the 1980s but both industries in the small markets experienced decreases in the 

number oflocal owners between 1994 and 1998. The number oflocal television owners 

peaked in 1988 with 34 but has dropped to 21 local owners in 1998. Likewise,the 

number oflocal radio owners decreased by22percent since 1994~from 233 to 181 

local owners. 

While there have been decreases in the number oflocal owners,the data showed 

dramatic increases in the number ofabsentee owners in small MSAs. Absentee 

ownership ofnewspapers,television stations and radio stations increased by327 percent, 

102 percent and 465 percent,respectively,from 1972 to 1998. These extraordinary 

increases in the number ofowners with media properties in other markets represented a 

shift in market structure with possible effects on market performance. 

A final aspect ofmarket structure under consideration was the commercial status 

ofmedia outlets. The information provided in Table A-4showed the positive growth of 
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non-commercial media outlets in small MSAs during the time-period. For the most part, 

the licensing ofnon-commercial radio stations provided the majorreason for the 221 

percent increase in the total number ofnon-commercial outlets. In fact,radio accounted 

for88 ofthe 103 non-commercial media outlets in 1998. 

From the news or content diversity perspective,the summary statistics revealed 
I 

increases in the average number ofnews outlets and network news service providers in 

the small markets. Overall,the total number ofnews outlets experienced growth from 

1972 until the mid-1990s. The trends depicted in Figure B-5 indicated the decrease in the 

number ofnetwork news providers and a stable numberofnews outlets. On average,the 

trends in the number ofnetwork news providers indicated strong growth until the passage 

ofbroadcast ownership rules beginning in the 1990s. In particular,the summary statistics 

suggested the influence ofthe deregulation oflocal ownership rules on the number of 

news outlets and network news providers in smaller markets. It appeared that there was 

growth ofboth news outlets and network news providersfrom 1972to 1992. After 1992, 

both variables experienced a plateau followed by a decrease after the 1996Act. 

The number ofnewspapers,television news outlets,television network news 

providers,radio news outlets and radio network news providers is presented in Table A-

5. The patterns in the data exhibited the effect oflosing radio news voices in the small 

markets. 

For every category except for the number ofnewspaper news outlets,there has 

been an increase in the number ofoutlets and network news services available in the 

smaller markets. However,since 1994,the radio industry in these smaller markets 

experienced a loss of79 network news services from 1994to 1998. 
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Summary Statistics from the MarketPerspective 

Atthe market level,the average number ofindividual media outlets increased 

from 8.3 in 1972 to 12.5 in 1998. Table A-6 provided the information regarding the 

number ofowners per marketby media type. While the average number ofnewspapers 

and newspaper owners decreased per market,the number oftelevision stations,television 

owners,radio stations and radio owners increased. One ofthe interesting findings 

indicated that the number ofradio owners peaked in 1994 when there was an average of 

6.07 owners per market. By 1998,the average number had decreased to 5.65. 

Asshown in Table A-7,the data for the different types ofowners per market 

indicated the strong growth in the number ofabsentee owners. The average number of 

absentee owners for newspapers,television and radio stations increased from 1972to 

1998. Local ownership for newspapers decreased while the average number oflocal 

owners for television showed a small increase between 1972 and 1998. For radio,the 

average number oflocal radio owners appeared to peak in 1994 and then decrease 

through 1998. On the other hand,the number ofowners with interests in other markets 

increased for all three media types. This finding suggested that larger companies were 

buying into the smaller markets. 

From a content perspective,the average number ofnews outlets and network 

news wire services within each marketshowed some growth for each media type. Table 

A-8 provided the information for each media type by market. On average,there were 

approximately five news outlets per market in 1972. By 1998,the average number of 

news outlets had only increased by only two. Most ofthe increase came from the local 
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radio industry where the news/talk format developed during the 1980s and provided more 

opportunities for news directors. 

The Research Questions 

The overriding research questions ofthis dissertation asked about the trends of 

ownership diversity within the smaller media markets. Graphically,the data suggested 

significant linear trends for the number ofoverall media,owners and absentee owners. In 

order to explain these trends,linear regression was used to estimate whether the increases 

and decreases were attributable to a general trend or the policy shiftfrom regulation to 

deregulation. First,simple linear regression was used to estimate whether or not the 

number ofmedia,owners and other dependent variables exhibited a general trend. The 

regression technique analyzed the relationship between a time variable, year,and the 

various dependent variables. Multiple regression analysis was used to model the impact 

oftwo different sets ofvariables-the change in policies and the market environment. It 

analyzed the trends ofthe dependent variables controlling for other factors and provided 

estimates regarding the specific impacts ofthose factors. 

Overall,several simple linear regression models estimated the relationship 

between a time independent variable, year,and several dependent variables. For most of 

the models,the value ofR-Square suggested some degree ofrelationship between the 

time variable and the dependent variables. The regression models,illustrated in Table A-

9,indicated significant, positive relationships between year and the number ofmedia, 

owners,absentee newspaper owners,television stations,television owners,absentee 

television owners,radio stations,radio owners,local radio owners,absentee radio 

owners,non-commercial outlets,the total number ofabsentee owners,news outlets,news 
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wires,voice diversity and newspaper diversity. The models estimated a significant, 

negative relationship between year and the total number ofnewspapers,newspaper 

owners,local newspaper owners,and the amountofradio ownership diversity. 

The results ofthe regression models indicated an overall linear trend in the total 

number ofmedia and owners within the smaller markets. Specifically,the regression 

analysis with the number ofmedia as the dependent variable indicated an increase of.16 

per year. Atthe same time,there were similar significant linear trends in the number of 

radio stations(B=.135)and the number ofabsentee owners(B=.114). The regression 

analyses underscored the decline in the number ofdaily newspapers and newspaper 

owners in small markets. In addition,the results highlighted the slight and moderate 

increases in the number oftelevision and radio stations in small markets. In terms of 

voice diversity,the regression analysis did not explain much ofthe variance(R^=.007) 

and it showed only a slight positive trend(B ==.001). These results indicated that time 

did have a moderate impact on various market structure factors in smaller markets. 

From a content perspective,the regression analysis showed a strong,significant 

linear trend for the number ofnews wires in smaller media markets(B=.248). An 

interesting finding from the regression models was the lack ofevidence ofa decrease in 

the number oflocal television and local radio owners. The regression modelsshowed a 

significant decrease in the number oflocal newspaper owners butshowed no significant 

relationship between year and the number oflocal television owners. The small market 

local radio industry experienced small increases in the number oflocal radio owners. 

From a content perspective,the data indicated a positive trend between year and the 

number ofnews outlets and news wires in smaller markets. 
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Overall,the results clarified the trends ofsource and content diversity within 

smaller media markets. Combined,these simple linear regression analyses appeared to 

confirm that the passage oftime had a significant impacton the dependent variables. In 

order to ascertain the impact ofderegulation policies, it was necessary to control for the 

time variable ofyear. 

Although the simple linear regression models provided some insight into the 

relationship between the time variable ofyear and the dependent variables, multiple 

regression models highlighted the impact or lack ofimpact ofmarket economics and 

regulatory policy changes. To accomplish this goal,two sets ofmultiple regression 

analysis were used. The first analysis sought to analyze the effects ofeconomic variables 

including population size,total retail sales and total personal income because these types 

ofvariables are related to the presence ofmedia outlets(Turpin,1974;Bates, 1993; 

Smith,1995;Bates&Chambers,1996). A second multiple regression analysis was 

needed to determine the impact ofderegulation policies on small media markets 

controlling for the economic factors. This second analysis provided the basis for the 

hypothesis tests. Both multiple regression analyses provided interesting results related to 

the economic and policyimpacton the structure ofthe media outlets in smaller markets. 

For all buttwo ofthe dependent variables,the multiple regression analysis with 

year,population size ofthe market,total retail sales ofthe market and average total 

personalincome for the market as the independent variables,showed significant 

prediction equations. The two equations that were not successful were associated with 

the number oflocal television owners and the total number oflocal owners in small 

markets. Table A-10summarized the beta coefficients from the multiple regression 
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analyses. Based on the results, it appeared necessary to include these economic factors as 

control variables to determine the independent effects ofderegulation. 

In order to test the impactofspecific deregulation ownership policies,dummy 

variables were created from the year variable. Specifically,a dummy variable was 

created to measure the effect ofthe overall policy change from regulation to deregulation. 

For the years 1972to 1988,a"0"was assigned; 1992 through 1998 were assigned a"1." 

A second dummy variable was created to measure the effect ofthe Telecommunications 

Act of1996. For the years 1972 to 1995,a"0" was assigned; 1996 through 1998 were 

assigned a"1." Using these dummy variables, multiple regression analyses modeled the 

impact oftime and policy changes on the various measures for source and content 

diversity in smaller markets,controlling for economic factors such as population size, 

retail sales and total personal income. For each ofthe analyses,the collinearity 

diagnostic tests did not indicate substantial evidence ofmulticollinearity. 

Hypothesis Tests 

The general hypothesis governing this dissertation was that government • 

deregulation had a detrimental effect on the level ofsource and content diversity within 

small markets. Therefore,the hypothesis tests used the dummy variables created for the 

regressions to represent the time periods ofregulation(1972to 1988)and deregulation 

(1992 to 1998). The regulation time frame included the regulatory period before the FCC 

decided to loosen the restrictions regarding radio duopolies in 1992. The deregulation 

period included the years from 1992to 1998. This time frame incorporated the radio 

duopoly rules,the allowance oftelevision local marketing agreements and the ownership 

deregulation policies in the Telecommunications Act of1996. In addition,the 1996Act 
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contained provisions that had the potential to dramatically restructure local radio markets 

and impact the level ofdiversity in smaller markets. Therefore,it wasimportant tojudge 

the hypotheses based on the effect ofthis period of'hyper'-deregulation-from 1996 to 

1998. A new variable was created to measure the impactofthe Telecommunications Act. 

It included two categories-one prior to the Act,1972-1995 and one after the Act,1996 

-1998. 

Hypothesis 1 TestResults 

Based on the trends ofoutlet growth and ownership growth from 1972to 1998,it 

did not appear that much ofa difference existed in the amountofvoice diversity across 

the markets. The first hypothesis predicted that since deregulation,there would be a 

decrease in the number ofmedia owners in smaller markets. A multiple regression 

analysis indicated mixed results for the hypothesis. Controlling for year,population, 

retail sales and total personal income,the overall equation(R^=.153,F= 18.617,p= 

.000)predicted a relationship between deregulation policies and the number ofmedia 

owners in the small markets. The model accounted for 15 percent ofthe variance. As 

reported in Table A-11,the overall switch from regulation to deregulation failed to have a 

significant contribution to the equation. On the other hand,the analysis showed that 

since the passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996there has been a significant 

decrease in the number ofowners in small markets. In fact,the analysis revealed a 

decrease ofabout one owner per year since the passage ofthe 1996Act. 

The mixed results ofthe multiple regression analysis suggested that there was 

only partial supportfor the first hypothesis. Both ofthe unstandardized regression 

coefficients for the two time periods indicated a decrease in the number ofowners in 
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smaller markets;however,the only significant contribution occurred with the dummy 

variable representing the passage ofthe TelecommunicationsAct of1996. Therefore,the 

results suggested mixed support the first hypothesis. 

Hypothesis Two TestResults 

The second hypothesis predicted that there would be a difference in the proportion 

ofvoices to outlets in small markets. To test this hypothesis,a new variable,voice 

diversity,was created by dividing the number ofowners bythe number ofoutlets. This 

proportion ofmedia owners to media outlets provided a measure ofvoice diversity within 

small markets. The resulting number would range from 0,indicating no diversity,to 1, 

indicating total diversity. For example,in a media market where there were ten total 

media outlets and seven owners ofthose outlets,the voice diversity proportion would 

equal .7. Since the number ofmedia outlets and owners in smaller markets were based 

on specific counts,it was assumed that the distributions would be somewhat normal. 

Table A-12 provided the results ofthe multiple regression analysis estimating the impact 

ofderegulation policies on the level ofvoice diversity controlling for year,population, 

retail sales and total personal income. 

The results ofthe analysis indicated that the independent variables did not account 

for much ofthe variance in the level ofvoice diversity(R^=.052,F=5.686,p=.000). 

Overall,the results revealed different directions for the unstandardized coefficients. 

Specifically,the overall switch in the regulatory philosophy appeared to have provided a 

slight increase in the level ofvoice diversity while the passage ofthe 

Telecommunications Actof1996had a distinct negativeimpacton the level ofvoice 

diversity in small markets. In the equation,the passage ofthe Telecommunications Act 
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provided the only significant contribution to the equation.The changes to the radio 

ownership rules included in the Act had a negative impact on the level ofvoice diversity 

in smaller markets. This result corresponded with recent research related to the 

consolidation in the radio industry(Drushel,1998)and the television industry(Howard, 

1998). Based on these results,there was mixed supportfor the second hypothesis. 

Hypothesis Three Test Results 

The third hypothesis predicted a decrease in the number ofnon-commercial 

outlets in smaller markets. A multiple regression analysis explored the relationship 

between the policies ofderegulation and the number ofnon-commercial outlets in smaller 

markets. The model accounted for some ofthe variance and suggested that there was a 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables(R^=.151,F= 18.301,p= 

.000). Both unstandardized regression coefficients, as reported in Table A-13 indicated a 

negative relationship between deregulation and the number ofnon-commercial outlets. 

Despite finding the appropriate directions for the coefficients,neither could be considered 

as making a significant contribution to the overall equation. These results failed to 

support the third hypothesis. 

HypothesisFour TestResults 

Another area related to the number ofnon-commercial outlets was the proportion 

ofnon-commercial media outlets to commercial outlets in smaller markets. The fourth 

hypothesis predicted that there would be a decrease in the proportion ofnon-commercial 

to commercial outlets in small markets. In other words,the concentration ofmedia 

ownership would result in less competition,higher entry barriers and other non-

competitive results that would favor the development ofcommercial outlets. To create 
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this new measure ofnon-commercial diversity,the total number ofnon-commercial 

outlets was divided by the total number ofcommercial outlets for each market. Using 

actual counts ofnon-commercial and commercial outlets,each market would have a non 

commercial diversity number ranging from0to 1 where a number closer to one indicated 

a higher degree ofnon-commercial diversity. Assuming normality,multiple regression 

analysis was used to measure the impact ofderegulation on the level ofnon-commercial 

diversity. The results ofthe analysis suggested an equation with little predictive power 

because it failed to account for much ofthe variance(R^=.048,F=5.197,p=.000). 

Overall,both ofthe unstandardized regression coefficients did not make significant 

contributions to the equation. Table A-14 detailed the results for both sets oftime 

periods. According to the results,the fourth hypothesis was not supported. 

HypothesisFive TestResults 

The final area related to source diversity in smaller markets wasthe exploration of 

ownership types. Overall,this set ofhypotheses dealt with the general notion that there 

would be decreases in the number oflocal owners and increases in the number of 

absentee owners. The fifth hypothesis stated that since deregulation,there would be a 

decrease in the number oflocal owners in smaller markets. Controlling for the economic 

factors,a multiple regression analysis modeled the contribution ofderegulation policies 

on the number oflocal media owners in small markets. This model accounted for only 

two percent ofthe total variance(R^=.023,F=2.404,p=.026). As highlighted in 

Table A-15,the regression coefficients for the two time periods indicated that there was a 

decrease in the number oflocal owners in the small markets. In particular,the 

Telecommunications Actof1996had a dramatic impact on the number oflocal owners in 
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small markets. The unstandardized coefficient showed that there was a decrease of.782 

owners per market per year since the passage ofthe 1996Act. On the other hand,the 

coefficient for,the overall effect ofderegulation failed to make a significant contribution 

to the model. Therefore,there was mixed support for the fifth hypothesis. 

Hypothesis Six TestResults 

The sixth hypothesis predicted an increase in the number ofabsentee owners in 

smaller markets. This hypothesis worked on the assumption that there would be an 

inverse relationship between local and absentee owners in small markets. The model 

developed for this hypothesis sought to explain the effect ofderegulation on the number 

ofabsentee owners controlling for time and economic factors. Based on the results as 

reported in Table A-16,the equation accounted for almost26 percent ofthe variance(R^ 

=.257,F=35.479,p=.000). Despite the soundness ofthe model,the data failed to 

support the sixth hj'pothesis. Both ofthe regression coefficients were in the wrong 

direction and neither made a significant contribution to the equation. 

Hypothesis Seven Test Results 

Although the data suggested support for the notion that the number oflocal 

owners was decreasing and the number ofabsentee owners was increasing,the seventh 

hypothesis predicted that there would be a decrease in the proportion oflocal owners to 

absentee owners in smaller markets. The result ofthe proportion provided a number that 

could be used to evaluate the scope oflocal ownership in small markets. After 

calculating the proportion for each market,a local owner diversity variable was created 

and used as a dependent variable in a model where the deregulation policy time periods 

and economic factors were used as independent variables. The information in Table A-
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17 provided the results for the multiple regression analysis. The model accounted for 

almost 15 percent ofthe variance(R^=.143,F=15.626,p=.000). According to the 

results,neither ofthe deregulation time periods made a significant contribution to the 

model. In other words,the overall switch from regulation to neither deregulation nor the 

passage ofthe Telecommunications Actof1996had a significant impact on the amountof 

local owner diversity in small markets. There was no support for the seventh hypothesis. 

For the hypothesis tests related to the diversity ofsources within the small 

markets,the results indicated mixed results. Overall,there was not a difference in the 

level ofvoice diversity between 1972-1988 and 1992-1998. However,since the passage 

ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996,there was a significant decrease in the level of 

voice diversity in the smaller markets. In addition,there has been a decrease in the 

number oflocal owners in small markets since 1996. 

Although these results indicated some losses in the level ofownership diversity in 

the smaller markets in general,a better indicator might be found using a market-by-

market analysis. In order to analyze the data at this level, markets were classified under 

three different categories ofownership diversity. A market could be classified as existing 

in a state ofhigh,moderate orlow ownership diversity based on the voice diversity 

measure calculated as the proportion ofowner voices to media outlets. A market 

classified as a high diversity market had a proportion ofowner voices to media outlets 

and had a voice diversity measure equal to or greater than .75. A moderate diversity 

market included markets with a voice diversity measure ranging from .66 to .74. A low 

diversity market included markets where the voice diversity measure was.65 or less. 

Although these categories were selected arbitrarily,the categories provided a logical 
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classification scheme. Under this classification scheme,markets categorized with high 

voice diversity would be representative ofa market operating with publie interest 

efficieney-the number ofowners would almost equal the number ofoutlets. At the 

other end ofthe spectrum,markets marked with low levels ofvoice diversity would be 

representative ofa market operating with publie interest inefficiency~fewer owners or 

voices controlling the same amount or more media outlets. Ifa market had 10 media 

properties,a high diversity market would include 7.5 owners per market. In other words, 

the voice diversity measure for a marketincreased with the addition ofseparate media 

owners to the overall market. 

Based on this classification scheme.Table A-18 detailed the number and 

percentage ofmarkets in each category by each regulatory philosophy. According to the 

information in Table A-18,it was apparent that since deregulation there has been an 

inerease in the number ofmarkets classified as high diversity markets. Prior to 

deregulation,only 17 percent ofthe markets were classified as high diversity markets. 

During the 1992 to 1998 time period representing deregulation,almost a quarter ofthe 

markets was classified as high diversity markets. These changes were not statistically 

significant(X^=3.965,df=2,sig.:.135). Under these categories,one ofthe interesting 

findings was the fact that 75 percent ofthe markets were classified existing as moderate 

or low voice diversity markets. Based on these results, deregulation has failed to move 

more markets into the moderate or high diversity categories. 

The accelerated ownership deregulation policies enacted by the 

Telecommunications Actof1996suggested that there could have been changes in the 

amountofvoice diversity in small markets. Therefore,the markets were classified into 
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the three voice diversity categories using the time periods before(1972 to 1995)and after 

(1996 to 1998)the passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996. The results, as 

shown in Table A-19,indicated some significant shifts between the number ofmarkets 

characterized as existing in moderate and low voice diversity(X^=8.398,df=2, 

sig.:.015). Before the Telecommunications Actof1996,22percent ofsmall markets 

existed in a situation where there was alow degree ofvoice diversity. Between 1996 and 

1998,one third ofthe small markets were classified aslow voice diversity markets. 

A different approach used to measure the degree ofownership diversity in small 

markets was the analysis ofthe proportion ofabsentee owners to local owners in a small 

market. Like voice diversity,this measure oflocalism provided a valid measure ofthe 

difference between the number ofabsentee and local media owners in small markets. 

After calculating the localism measure for each market,the proportion was categorized 

using the same low,moderate and high classification scheme. 

Unlike voice diversity,the number ofabsentee owners at the market level 

increased dramatically. In Table A-20,the results indicated significant differences in the 

degree oflocalism under the different categories(X^=56.344,df=2,sig.:.000). According 

to the Table A-20,the percentage ofmarkets classified aslow diversity was only9 

percent during the regulatorytime period. For the deregulation time period,the number 

ofmarkets classified as low diversity markets increased to 21 percent with a 

corresponding decrease in the number ofhigh diversity markets. Based on these results, 

one can assume that the number ofabsentee owners has grown since the passage of 

deregulation policies. 
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Since the passage ofthe Telecommunications Act of1996,there might have been 

a significant decrease in the degree oflocalism in small markets. The results ofthe 

analysis were reported in Table A^21. Before the 1996Act,a majority ofthe small 

markets existed in a state ofhigh localism. During this time,manyofthe small markets 

had a situation where there were more local owners than absentee owners. After the 

passage ofthe 1996Act however,there has been a significant decrease in the number of 

markets classified as high diversity markets and an increase in the number ofmarkets 

classified as low diversity markets(X^=22.054,df=2,sig.:.000). 

HypothesisEight TestResults 

While source diversity was an important variable in this study,measuring the 

diversity ofcontent in smaller markets would provide an insight into the relationship 

between market structure and market performance. The eighth hypothesis predicted an 

increase in the number ofnews outlets in small markets between the periods ofregulation 

and deregulation. Multiple regression analysis was used to modelthe effects of 

deregulation on the number ofnews outlets in small markets. In particular,the number of 

news outlets was calculated as the number ofnewspapers,television stations with a news 

director and radio stations with a news director or news,format. The model for both time 

periods was reported in Table A-22. According to the results,the model accounted for 16 

percent ofthe variance. The regression coefficients did not make a significant 

contribution to the equation. However,it appeared as ifthere was an increase in the 

number ofnews outlets since deregulation and a decrease in the number ofnews outlets 

since the passage ofthe Telecommunications Actof1996. There was no support for the 

eighth hypothesis. 
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Hypothesis Nine TestResults 

Another aspect ofnews content diversity wasthe use ofnetwork news services 

such as television networks,news wire services and radio networks. Hypothesis nine 

predicted an increase in the numberofnetwork news services in small markets. After 

controlling for time and the economic factors,the results ofthe multiple regression 

analysis indicated a significant contribution from the Telecommunications Actof1996on 

the number ofnetwork news services. In particular,there has been a decrease oftwo 

network news services per year since the 1996Act. The model accounted for almost27 

percent ofthe variance. The findings reported in Table A-23 showed the negative 

coefficients for both dummy variables representing deregulation. In light ofthese 

findings,there wasno support for hypothesis nine. 

Overall,the hypothesis tests related to content diversity suggested little impactin 

the levels ofdiversity. According to the results, deregulation did not have an impact on 

the level ofcontent diversity in terms ofthe number ofnews outlets. There wassome 

impact on the number ofnetwork news wire services based,on the passage ofthe 

Telecommunications Act. These decreases in some aspects ofcontent diversity 

combined with the loss ofsome aspects ofownership diversity suggested that 

deregulation has had a negative rather than positive impacton the public interest 

standards related to media ownership in small markets. 

Hypotheses Ten,Eleven and Twelve TestResults 

The final set ofhypotheses predicted positive relationships between the 

population,total personalincome and total retail sales in a market and the level ofsource 

diversity within the smaller markets. According to Pearson's correlation tests,there were 
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statistically significant positive relationships between population size,total personal 

income and total retail sales in a market and the number oftotal media,the owners,and 

absentee ownersin a market. For the number oflocal owners,there were statistically 

significant positive relationships with population and total personalincome in a market. 

According to the results provided in Table A-24,the correlation between the level of 

voice diversity and population size,retail sales and income was negative.The significant 

inverse relationships were between voice diversity and the amountofretail sales and 

income. The correlation suggested that as retail sales and personal income increase in the 

market,the level ofvoice diversity decreased. In the smaller markets,it appeared as if 

the larger owners were expanding the number oftheir media properties. Advertising 

revenue and audience demographics could explain the reason fewer owners are buying 

into these markets. 
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CHAPTER5 

CONCLUSION 

The goal ofthis dissertation wasto determine whether or not the policies of 

ownership deregulation have increased or decreased the level ofsource and content 

diversity in smaller media markets. The shift in broadcast regulation philosophy from the 

public trustee approach to the marketplace approach had several different types ofeffects 

on the ownership structure ofthe traditional media in small metropolitan statistical areas. 

This philosophical shift provided an opportunity to test the assumptions ofderegulation 

and make meaningful comparisons concerning the types ofsource and content diversity 

within media marketplaces. Overall,policymakers shifted the theoretical focus away 

from classic themes ofownership regulation towards the unproven ideals ofmarket 

performance outcomes. In the present case,this dissertation tested the effects of 

deregulation in small media markets and found mixed results related to the overall 

diversity ofmedia ownership and its effect on the marketplace ofideas. 

To better understand the implications ofthe results,this concluding chapter 

analyzes the results in terms ofthe theoretical and normative implications ofmedia 

ownership deregulation policies in small markets,provides policy recommendations 

related to future ownership rules and regulations and plans for future research studies 

focusing on smaller media markets. 

The theoretical basis ofderegulation relied on the assumptions ofan open-market 

approach to broadcast ownership regulations. Restrictions on the number and type of 

broadcast media owners were relaxed with the idea that free market competition would 

provide the basis for meeting the public interest standards related to the amountofboth 
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media voice and media content diversity. On the surface,the arguments in favor of 

deregulation are appealing. First,the actual public would determine the public interest by 

allocating time spentreading,watching or listening to the newspaper,television station or 

radio station. Second,new media technologies have provided the public with additional 

outlets ofinformation. Cable,direct broadcast satellites and the Internet have brought 

new options ofinformation into the marketplace ofideas. Despite these compelling 

arguments for deregulation,the benchmark for the evaluation ofderegulation policies 

should be focused on the core values ofthe public interest: localism and competition. 

In theory,localism is a concept rooted in the political ideals ofdemocracy. The 

media outlet,a newspaper,television or radio station,provides local access to 

information. Theoretically,every newspaper,television station and radio station in a 

market is a local medium. According to this type offramework,the number ofowners in 

a rharket helps determine the degree ofvoice diversity. Each media owner is a local 

voice within the marketplace ofideas. Under the managed structure paradigm of 

broadcast ownership regulation,this interpretation oflocalism was guaranteed with the 

regulations restricting the consolidation ofbroadcast properties and the cross-ownership 

ofnewspaper and broadcast properties. Local consolidation ofproperties changes the 

degree ofvoice diversity by decreasing the number ofvoices within a marketplace. The 

policies ofderegulation have loosened these restrictions and created an atmosphere 

conducive to the developmentoflocal clusters ofproperties. 

The results ofthis dissertation highlighted the loss ofvoices within the local 

marketplace ofideas. Initially,the findings reflected the nature ofmanaging the number 

ofbroadcast properties within local markets. On average,each market started with a 
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newspaper,a television station and about six radio stations in 1972. From an ownership 

perspective,there was one newspaper owner,one television owner and four radio station 

owners in 1972. By 1998,each market maintained one newspaper,two television 

stations and nine radio stations. There were two television station owners,one 

newspaper owner and five radio owners. Despite the five-station increase in the overall 

number ofradio stations per market,there was only an increase ofone radio owner -

between 1972 and 1998. Multiple regression analysis confirmed the difference between 

the period ofregulation and deregulation hyshowing a decrease in the overall number of 

owners in small markets with a significant decrease ofalmost one owner per market since 

the passage ofthe Telecommunications Actof1996. 

The loss ofa media owner will have a negative impacton the degree ofvoice 

diversity within the marketplace ofideas. Recent decisions by the FCC related to the 

local television industry will exacerbate the trend oflocal consolidation and the loss of 

media voices within the television news marketplace(McClellan,2000). As television 

owners embrace the relaxation ofduopoly rules in large markets and the economies of 

scale produced by shared service agreements in smaller markets,stations will begin to 

share management,news programming and facilities(Chambers,2000). Likewise,there 

is growing concern that the recent consolidation oflocal radio properties will continue. 

According to Rathbun(2000),Clear Channel Communications wants to lower the local 

radio ownership restrictions further. "IfMays[Lowry Mayes,CEO Clear Channel 

Communications]had his way,he would toss aside the concept ofclusters and own every 

radio station in a market"(Rathbun,2000,p. 7). These trends will continue to have a 

negative impact on the nature oflocalism within small markets. 
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At a deeper theoretical level,localism has a rich history in the type ofowners 

within a market. In the past,licensing procedures required owners to be involved in the 

managementand operation ofbroadcast stations(Creech,1993). It would be difficult for 

an owner with dozens,hundreds or even thousands ofproperties to be involved in the 

daily operation ofa local media property. In the time ofregulation,FCC regulations 

encouraged local ownership ofproperties bylimiting the number ofproperties one group 

could own at the national level. Under the policies ofderegulation,the nature of 

ownership changed with the development ofcompanies controlling hundreds ofradio 

stations,television stations and/or newspapers. The results ofthis study indicated the 

type ofownership changes for the daily newspaper,radio and television industries. 

The types ofmedia owners in smaller metropolitan statistical areas appeared to 

classify into two stages as a result ofthe paradigmatic shift in broadcast regulation 

philosophy. It appeared as ifthe 1984changes to the Multiple Ownership Rules affected 

the type ofownerfound within the small media markets. The changes to the Multiple 

Ownership Rules allowed owners to increase the number ofproperties controlled at the 

national level from seven to twelve AM,FM and TV. Beginning in 1972,each industry 

experienced increases in the total number ofabsentee owners in small metropolitan 

statistical areas. Between 1972 and 1988,there was a75 percent increase for 

newspapers,a 36 percent increase for television,and a63 percent increase for the radio 

industries in the number ofowners with media interests in other markets. Although local 

ownership for radio and television increased some during this time period,the number of 

local owners for small market newspapers dropped from 53 in 1972to 15 in 1988. 
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During the open-market approach to regulation with policies ofderegulation such 

as the relaxation ofradio duopoly rules and the TelecommunicationsActof1996,the 

growth ofabsentee ownership slowed for each ofthe industries. Although the number of 

absentee owners for the radio industryjumped from 55 in 1988 to 113 in 1998,the 

majority ofthe increase came after the passage ofthe 1996Act. Absentee ownership in 

the local television industryjumped from 68 to 80between 1988 and 1992 and then 

increased byseven in 1998. In the newspaper industry,the level ofabsentee ownership 

increased byjust three owners between 1988 and 1998. 

Overall,the regression analyses,controlling for time and economic factors, 

confirmed only that the Telecommunications Actof1996had a significant negative effect 

on the number oflocal owners within small markets. This finding indicated the loss of 

almost one local owner per year per market since the passage ofthe 1996Act. Although 

the regression analysis failed to support the hypothesis that there was a significant 

increase in the number ofabsentee owners in small markets,the findings suggested that 

absentee owners could have been consolidating the number oftheir local properties 

within these markets. 

Another core concept ofthe public interest wasthe notion ofcompetition. Like 

localism,the FCC managed competition in all markets by allocating the number and 

types ofbroadcast outlets. In theory,markets existing in a state ofcompetition are 

markets filled with a large number ofcompetitors. For local media,competition refers to 

a diverse number ofinformation providers. Policies such as the duopoly rule attempted 

to preserve this ideal ofcompetition diversity. Deregulation policies allowing radio 

duopoly and consolidation changed the structure ofmedia competition at the local level. 
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Large clusters oflocal radio properties can now provide advertisers with a broad range of 

audience choices. Based on the results ofthis study,there have been changes in the 

overall structure ofthe media marketplace in small metropolitan areas. 

Under the period ofFCC regulation,the trends ofmedia ownership suggested 

positive growth in terms ofmedia outlets and owners with the exception ofnewspapers. 

Both the television and radio industries in the small metropolitan statistical areas 

experienced substantial increases in the number ofstations and owners. The newspaper 

industry in these markets lost afternoon/evening editions ofpapers and/or individual 

newspapers. 

The trends in the data indicated the changes to the ownership structure ofsmall 

markets during the open-market approach from 1992to 1998. Under the open-market 

approach,the growth in the number ofmedia outlets and owners failed to increase at the 

same rate. In fact,the television and radio industries in small markets increased by a total 

ofsix and 42,respectively. Although the local newspaper industry continued to lose 

newspapers,it was not at the same rate as the previous stage. Instead oflosing twelve 

newspapers,the small markets lostjust 3 papers from 1992 to 1998. Compared to the 

dramatic increases found in the first stage,this,low growth rate accompanied the most 

substantial ownership deregulation policies included in the Telecommunications Actof 

1996. 

From a competition perspective,the mostimportant issue might be the provision 

ofcontent. Past research has supported the idea that a competitive market leads to 

program duplication(Steiner, 1952). More recent research has argued that competition at 

the media voice level increases the production ofnew content(Powers,1993). In a 
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recent case study about radio consolidation, Williams(1998)reported that radio clusters 

increased the program diversity within a radio market. Ifthejustifications for 

deregulation,the media outlets within a media market would be providing diverse 

programming. In particular,news content should have increased since the passage of 

deregulation. One ofthe disturbing findings ofthis study was the lack ofsupport for the 

hypothesis that deregulation would stimulate the provision ofnews content. In fact,the 

regression analysis indicated no significant contribution from the overall period of 

deregulation or the Telecommunications Act of1996. In addition,the results pointed to 

the decline in the number ofnetwork news wire services in small markets. Since the 

Telecommunications Act of1996,there has been a significant decrease oftwo wire 

services per market. This finding suggested that owners were dropping additional 

sources ofinformation within smaller markets. 

From both a localism and competition perspective,ownership ofsmall market 

media outlets failed to follow the trends ofoutlet growth. In particular,the results 

indicated that despite growth in the number ofoutlets there was a decrease in the number 

oflocal owners. Coupled with the decline in overall voice diversity and the loss ofsome 

types ofnews content since the passage ofthe Telecommunications Act of1996,these 

results have implications for policymakers and the future ofderegulation. The problem 

for policymakers is finding the balance between the ideals ofmarketplace theory and the 

realities ofeconomic competition. 

Normative Implications 

Ifthe marketplace ofideas in small metropolitan areas were on a continuum,the 

pendulum would have moved from a point ofhigh media diversity toward the point of 
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low media diversity between 1972and 1998. The problem with interpreting the findings 

is attempting to determine where the pendulum started to begin with. The public interest 

is a difficult concept to define,much less evaluate. Opponents ofderegulation often base 

their arguments on the idea that there wassome point in time when the public interest 

was being satisfied. Proponents ofderegulation argue that free market economics can 

provide the core values ofthe public interest. Which ofthese positions is correct? 

According to the results,there was not a significant difference among the number 

ofmarkets classified as existing in low,medium or high voice diversity for the time 

periods ofregulation and deregulation. Before the passage ofownership deregulation 

only 17 percent ofthe markets in this study were classified as existing in a state of"high" 

voice diversity where for every 10 media outlets there were about eight media owners. 

Mostofthe markets were classified as existing in states ofmoderate or low diversity. 

After 1992,almost a quarter ofthe markets could have been classified as existing in a 

state ofhigh diversity. But,the lack ofstatistical significance among the groups implies 

that the ideals ofthe public interest maynot have been as rampant as previously believed. 

On the other hand,the passage ofthe TelecommunicationsActof1996has 

brought about a significant change in the number ofmarkets being classified as low 

diversity markets. In these markets,the proportion ofowners to outlets is less than .65. 

After the Telecommunications Act,one-third ofthe markets were classified as existing in 

low voice diversity. This finding implied that the accelerated deregulation ofthe 

Telecommunications Act had a tremendous impact on the level ofvoice diversity in small 

markets. In addition,the results clearly showed that there was a significant increase in 

the number ofmarkets where absentee owners dominated the marketplace. These types 
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ofchanges providejustification for the argument that deregulation has changed the 

degree oflocalism and competition within small media markets. 

For supporters ofderegulation,the overall growth in the number ofowners and 

outlets and the contribution ofthe economic factors suggest that the policies allowing 

open market competition to determine the public interest standards ofownership have 

worked to some degree. For opponents ofderegulation,the results articulate the 

shrinking number ofmedia providers coupled with the loss oflocalism and competition. 

Altogether,the findings favor the camp against deregulation. It appears as ifthe 

pendulum was placed along the marketplace ofideas continuum in a position where the 

balance would favor a larger number ofabsentee owners providing the content in a small 

market. 

The primary goal ofderegulation was to determine ifeconomic forces ofthe 

marketplace determine the public interest standards ofsource and content diversity. Until 

1992,the local structure ofmedia markets was strictly controlled byFCC regulations. 

Since 1992,various FCC regulations slowly deregulated the ownership ndes for radio 

and television. In 1996,Congress passed the Telecommunications Actof1996that 

further loosened radio and television ownership rules. Overall,these policy changes had 

different impacts on the structural and content diversity in small media markets that 

required deeper analysis regarding the factors related to performance issues. 

The final area ofstudy was related to the effect ofthe economic marketplace on 

the level ofdiversity within small markets. There was a positive relationship with the 

economic factors ofpopulation size,retail sales and total personal income. One ofthe 

striking relationships was between the number ofabsentee owners and the amount of 
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retail sales and total personal income. The new players in the local media industry are 

interested in profits; therefore,the smaller markets mustbe providing a satisfactory 

amountofadvertising revenues. In addition,the content diversity variables showed a 

positive relationship with the economic factors. From the open-market perspective, 

proponents ofderegulation can be satisfied that economic factors,not government 

regulation,appears to be stimulating the provision ofnews contentin smaller markets. 

On the other hand,the results indicated significant,negative relationships between 

the amountofretail sales and the total personalincome and the level ofvoice diversity in 

a small market. The inverse relationships stressed the value ofeconomic success to 

absentee owners. As retail sales and personal income increased in a market,there was a 

decrease in the level ofvoice diversity. From an advertising perspective,one could 

assume that as the amountofretailsales increases,there would be an increase in the 

amount ofavailable advertising revenue. Ifa market,regardless ofsize,contained a large 

supply ofadvertising revenue,then absentee media owners,who survive through the sale 

ofadvertising, would wantto expand into that marketplace. Likewise,one could assume 

that markets with an audience base composed ofpersons with higher amounts ofpersonal 

income were more attractive than markets with an audience base composed ofpersons 

with lower amounts ofpersonalincome. 

The mixed results regarding source and content diversity,combined with the 

intervening economic factors,emphasized the positive and negative effects related to 

undifferentiated policymaking with no regard for the unique characteristics ofindividual 

markets. In the positive category,the results showed that the gradual transition from 

regulation to deregulation did not have a detrimental impacton the level ofsource 
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diversity in small markets. From a negative perspective,the results pointed to the 

'survival ofthe fittest'philosophy. The trends in the media ownership structure ofsmall 

markets showed increases in the level ofabsentee ownership;owners that could realize 

the benefits related to the economies ofscale. In addition to the impactofgovernment 

regulation or deregulation,each market has unique economic characteristics that 

appeared to have an impacton the measures ofdiversity. Asa result,the policies of 

deregulation provided an atmosphere conducive to the local,independent media owners 

with ties to the communityofservice being replaced by the absentee owner with few ties 

to the community. The changes in broadcast ownership policies resulted in significant 
/ 

decreases in the level ofsmall market media diversity. 

In sum,policies related to the deregulation ofbroadcast ownership seemed to 

have had mixed effects on media structure and content diversity in smaller metropolitan 

statistical areas. Overall,the results indicated that since the passage ofthe 

Telecommunications Act of1996,there has been a loss in the number oflocal owners,a 

decrease in the level ofvoice diversity and a loss in the number ofnetwork news wire 

services. These drastic changes require re-evaluating the governing assumptions that ^ 

justified broadcast deregulation and,specifically,the passage ofthe Telecommunications 

Actof1996. 

The major problem with evaluating the policies ofregulation and deregulation is 

the dual nature ofdiversity. There are two levels ofdiversity: source and content. Since 

the FCC's investigation into the issues ofchain broadcasting,there has always been a 

link between the diversity ofvoices and the diversity ofcontent. Both approaches to 

regulation claimed to achieve the goal ofcompetition. The difference between the two 
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regulatory philosophies was the theoretical method for achieving this goal. For 

regulation,the philosophy relied on a numerical diversity ofvoices. Deregulation 

philosophy grounded its approach in the idea that the free market,not government 

regulation,would provide the numerical diversity ofvoices. 

By quantifjdng media diversity at the ownership level,the FCC administered 

policies restricting the development oflocal monopoly control ofmedia information at 

the inter- or intra-industry level. Despite regulatory managementofdiversity,the data 

analysis characterized the majority ofthe small media markets in this study as existing in 

moderate diversity. Given the government's role in broadcast spectrum management, 

one would have assumed that there would have been more markets categorized as high 

diversity. Since deregulation. Congress instructed the FCC to relax the rules related to 

local ownership ofradio properties. With the radio changes,there has been an impact on 

the overall level ofowners within markets. 

The regulatory philosophy shift to the marketplace approach to broadcast 

regulation was grounded on the assumption that media markets would maintain the public 

interest standards better than government policies. One ofthe goals ofthis study was to 

explore the nature and range ofanyimperfections in the ownership structure ofsmall 

markets. From a theoretical perspective,marketimperfections have always existed in 

broadcast markets. 

These socio-economic imperfections are linked to the core values ofthe public 

interest-localism,competition and diversity~ as defined bythe FCC Chairman 

Kennard(1998,p.2)and scholars such as Besen et al.(1984),the number ofmarket 

imperfections has increased since 1996 in the small markets. Atthe structure level,the 
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results indicated both a decrease in the level ofcompetition and diversity. More markets 

contained fewer and,less diverse owners. These types ofmarketimperfections should 

force the FCC to re-consider the ownership deregulation policies. 

Policy Recommendations 

Localism,competition and diversity are noble goals to pursue in the area of 

telecommunications policy. In the current deregulatory environment,these goals will be 

difficult to achieve and maintain. Atthe ownership level, deregulation will continue for 

both the radio and television industry(FCC,1999a). TheFCC will also re-consider the 

rules related to cross-media ownership in local markets(FCC,1998a). Despite the trends 

ofderegulation. Congress,the FCC and other government agencies such as the Justice 

Department and the Federal Trade Commission can develop new policies aimed at 

preserving the level ofcompetition within local media markets without sacrificing the 

intent offree market economics. 

In particular,one policyrecommendation area the FCC might consider is the 

developmentofrules related the limitation oflocal audience reach by broadcast stations 

in small markets. This type ofpolicy would prevent properties at the local level from 

developing market power and preventing new competitors from entering the market. At 

the national level,theFCC prohibits a group oftelevision stations from reaching a 

potential audience ofmore than 35 percent ofthe national audience. In the past,the 

Commission set audience caps within local markets. Although this type ofpolicy would 

set standards limiting the developmentofmonopoly power,the potential economic 

inefficiencies might outweigh the public interest benefits. 
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A.second policyrecommendation area for the FCC and Congress to consider is 

the maintenance oflocal ownership through various types ofincentives. One method of 

incentive would be to encourage local ownership ofbroadcast properties through tax 

reduction incentives. Instead ofproviding federal grants or loans,Congress could 

provide any local ownerofa media property a reduction or a policy ofno taxes for local 

owners. Congress would need to set strict parameters to this type ofpolicy;in particular, 

the policy would need to limit local owners to those with properties injust one market. 

A final policyrecommendation would he to cap current initiatives aimed at 

relaxing ownership rules for local television and radio stations and maintain the 

prohibition on cross-media ownership. Currently,the FCC allows television duopoly in 

the largest television markets(FCC,1999a). In the small markets,a television duopoly 

would accelerate the decrease ofmedia voices. Recent research has already indicated 

that television stations in smaller television markets are sharing news programming; 

thereby decreasing the number ofvoices in both the television and overall news market 

(Chambers,et al,2000). Like television duopoly,an allowance ofa newspaper and 

broadcast station combination would be detrimental to media voice diversity in small 

markets. 

Overall,policy decisions that might work in larger markets due to the number of 

competitors are difficult to apply across markets. The economics ofsmall markets 

highlight the need to maintain as much voice diversity in terms ofthe marketplace of 

ideas as possible. Based on the results ofthis study,the average number ofoutlets in 

small markets increased while the number ofowners ofthese outlets decreased. 

Theoretically,competition does produce diverse programming(Bates&Chambers, 
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1999). Realistically,competition exists when there are a diverse number ofcompetitors. 

Ifthe trends as reported in this dissertation continue,competition will cease to exist for 

local media owners in small markets. There mightbe competition among a handful of 

absentee owners;however,local ties to local information will be lost. 

Limitations 

Some ofthe problem areas ofthis dissertation included the issues related to the 

validity and reliability ofsecondary information. From a validity perspective,the 

information provided in the yearbooks might not represent the actual ownership structure 

ofa market. For example,the yearbook might not have included current information 

about the ownership status ofa property. In this study,each property was checked with 

other yearbooks to attempt to gain valid and valuable information. Atthe same time,one 

would need to consider the reliability ofinformation provided to the yearbook. In most 

cases,the media properties voluntarily submitinformation to the yearbook. Some ofthe 

information might be out-of-date or incorrect. Every attempt was made to check the 

validity and reliability ofthe information. Despite these types ofproblems,this 

dissertation and its results provide an insightand hopefully a benchmark to future 

research in the economics ofsmall market media. 

Future Research 

Based on this dissertation,future research studies can expand the scope ofthe data 

set to include more markets and more issues related to the structure,conduct and 

performance ofsmall-market media. Overall,the results suggested decreases to source 

and content diversity. One area offuture research should focus on the conduct of 

individual media properties in small markets and how the conduct affects the overall 
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performance ofthe market. Recentresearch in the area oflocal televisionjoint ventures 

illustrated the potential negative consequences ofcollective newsgathering techniques 

(Chambers,et al. 2000). In their study,Chambers et al.found initial evidence that 

television stations involved in ajoint venture in their news departments used the same 

stories,reporters,and footage for newscasts on the separate stations. In smaller 

metropolitan areas where there might only be three television stations with a newscast, 

the combination ofa news department would resultin the loss ofa media voice ~ifthe 

same content aired on both stations. 

A second area offuture research should concentrate on broadening the scope of 

this dissertation to include new media technologies such as the cable,telephone,direct 

broadcast satellite and Internet Service Provider industries. Each ofthese industries 

interacts with the audience in small markets. Related to this area ofresearch would be to 

re-think the nature ofconcentration research. Napoli(1997)suggested using an 

audience-centered approach when exploring the issues related to concentration and 

program diversity. Byfocusing on the time^spent with mediainstead ofaudience shares, 

media economists can fruitfully make valid comparisons among media. 

In conclusion,the data provided a benchmark for future studies related to the 

media economics ofsmall markets. In study after study,including this dissertation, 

diversity proved to be a difficult variable to analyze. However,in this case,the 

restriction ofthe definition ofdiversity to specific variables concerning the structure and 
t 

performance ofsmall media markets indicated the number oflocal owners was shrinking 

and the number ofnetwork news sources was decreasing as well. Although the ideals of 

localism,competition and diversity exist in the deregulation policies,there has been a 
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negative impacton overall media diversity in small markets. Policymakers should learn 

from the examples set bythe daily newspaper industry. In the beginning,the daily 

newspaper industry was competitive. Free market economics and the protection ofthe 

First Amendmenthelped to create local daily newspaper monopolies. Policymakers 

could also leam from the lessons taught by the introduction oflarge department stores 

into small communities. Although the chain stores made positive contributions to the 

community withjobs and stimulating the local economy,the loss oflocally-owned'mom 

and pop'stores decreased the diversity ofproducts available found in that community. 

The marketplace ofideas in small markets is an important commodity that 

demands careful scrutiny when considering policies related to the structure oflocal 

media. Daily newspapers,television stations and radio stations play an important role in 

informing the citizens ofthe market. Ifthe trends ofsmall market media diversity 

continue,content will be controlled by a small number ofowners distributing the same 

product across markets. 
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Table A-1. MajorFCC Ownership Policy Changes Since 1970 
Year Media Decision 

1970 Radio/TV/Cable One-to-a-Market 

1975 Radio/TV/Newspaper Cross-ownership Ban 
1985 Radio/TV 12-12-12 Rule 

1989 Radio/TV One-to-a-Market modified 

1992 Radio DuopolyDecision,National Ownership Cap Increased 
1994 Radio National Cap Increased 
1996 Radio/TV Local and National CapsIncreased 
Source: McConnell,B.(1998,November 16). FCC moving,cautiously,on ownership. 

Broadcasting& Cable,p.27. 
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Table A-2. Average number ofnewspaper,television and radio outlets and owners 
in small markets,1972-1998 

Year Newspaper Newspaper Owner TVOwner Radio Radio Owner 

1972 74 64 62 60 299 213 

1976 72 61 72 70 328 227 

1980 73 61 78 76 358 249 

1984 70 60 86 84 374 256 

1988 66 59 104 102 415 286 

1992 62 59 106 103 441 308 

1993 61 59 107 104 441 306 

1994 61 59 109 106 449 316 

1995 61 59 108 105 462 313 

1996 59 57 109 106 470 313 

1997 59 58 112 108 474 296 

1998 59 58 112 107 483 294 
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Table A-3. Types ofnewspaper,television and radio owners in small markets,1972-
1998 

Year Local 

Newspaper 
1972 53 

1976 47 

1980 27 

1984 21 

1988 15 

1992 14 

1993 15 

1994 15 

1995 13 

1996 12 

1997 11 

1998 11 

Absentee 

Newspaper 
11 

14 

34 

39 

44 

45 

44 

44 

46 

45 

47 

47 

LocalTV 

17 

17 

23 

31 

34 

23 

24 

26 

17 

16 

19 

• 21 

Absentee 

TV 

43 

53 

53 

53 

68 

80 

80 

80 

88 

90 

90 

87 

Local Absentee 

Radio Radio 

193 20 

177 50 

199 50 

203 55 

231 55 

227 82 

224 82 

233 83 

231 82 

224 82 

199 90 

181 113 
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Table A-4. The growth ofnon-commercial media outlets in small markets,1972-
1998 

Year Non-commercialmedia 

mi 32 

1976 54 

1980 64 

1984 68 

1988 80 

1992 90 

1993 91 

1994 90 

1995 92 

1996 97 

1997 96 

1998 103 

CommercialMedia 

403 

418 

445 

462 

505 

519 

518 

529 

539 

541 

549 

551 
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Table A-8a. Average number ofnews outlets in small markets,1972-1998 

Year Newspaper TVNews Radio News 

Outlet Outlet 

1972 1 423077 0.961538 3.211538 

1976 1 384615 0.865385 2.903846 

1980 1 403846 0.961538 3.230769 

1984 1 346154 1.096154 3.365385 

1988 1 269231 1.192308 3.807692 

1992 1 192308 1.230769 4.788462 

1993 1 173077 1.269231 4.730769 

1994 1 173077 1.25 4.730769 

1995 1 173077 1.173077 4.75 

1996 1 134615 1.211538 4.903846 

1997 1 134615 1.25 5.019231 

1998 1 134615 1.230769 4.942308 
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Table A-8b. Average number ofnetwork news services in small markets,1972-1998 

Year Newspaper TVNews Radio News 

Wires Wires Wires 

1972 1.596154 1.538462 2.615385 

1976 1.346154 2.461538 3.576923 

1980 1.711538 2.5 4.634615 

1984 1.769231 2.769231 5.288462 

1988 1.884615 2.788462 6.346154 

1992 1.942308 2.846154 7.326923 

1993 2.019231 2.865385 7.596154 

1994 2.076923 2.923077 7.634615 

1995 2.038462 3 7.326923 

1996 1.826923 3.019231 7.557692 

1997 2.038462 2.961538 7.384615 

1998 2.076923 3.192308 6.115385 
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Table A-9. Regression Models For Dependent Variables on Year 

Dependent Variable F-Test P< B Beta 

NumberofMedia .096 65.696 .000 .16 .309 

NumberofOwners .098 67.215 .000 .115 .312 

NumberofNewspapers .052 33.833 .000 -.012 -.227 

NumberofNewspaper Owners .007 4.309 .038 -.003 -.083 

NumberofLocalNewspaper .206 160.74 .000 -.02 -.453 

Owners 

NumberofAbsentee Newspaper .151 110.17 .000 .025 .388 

Owners 

Number ofTVStations .047 30.716 .000 .038 .217 

Number ofTV Owners .047 30.439 .000 .036 .216 

NumberofLocalTVOwners .000 .007 .934 .0002 .003 

NumberofAbsentee TV Owners .055 36.271 .000 .036 .235 

Number ofRadio Stations .115 81.159 .000 .135 .34 

NumberofRadio Owners .083 56.354 .000 .074 .288 

NumberofLocalRadio Owners .008 5.045 .025 .021 .09 

NumberofAbsentee Radio .15 109.89 .000 .051 .387 

Owners 

NumberofNon-Commercial .075 50.450 .000 .045 .274 

Outlets 

Sum ofLocal Owners .001 .522 .470 -.007 -.029 

Sum ofAbsentee Owners .173 129.53 .000 .114 .415 

Number ofNews Outlets .066 44.194 .000 .091 .258 

NumberofNews Wires .183 137.48 .000 .248 .428 

Voice Diversity .007 4.07 .044 .001 .081 

Radio Diversity .013 8.06 .005 -.001 -.113 

TVDiversity .000 .013 .91 -.0004 -.005 

Newspaper Diversity .069 39.864 .000 .004 .264 

*AllF-Tests have df=622 
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Table A-10. Effect ofDeregulation Policies on Dependent Variables Controlling for 
Year,Population,Retail Sales and Total PersonalIncome. 
Variable r' F-Test F-Sig. Year Dereg T96 PopuL Retail Income 
»of .183 23.025 .000 -.072 -.062 -.065 -.019 .511** .060 
Media 

#of .153 18.617 .000 .043 -.027 -.13** -.004 .359** .080 
Owners 

#NP .076 8.467 .000 -.276** -.on -.005 • .092* -.159 .275** 
fNP .022 2.325 .031 -.26* .035 .000 .020 -.127 .291** 
Owners 

#Local .241 32.688 .000 -.551** .276** .11** -.014 -.142 -.102 
NP Own 

it Absent .201 25.802 .000 .37** -.246** -.107* .026 .057 .287** 
NP Own 

#TV .092 10.403 .000 .014 -.063 -.073 -.045 .451** -.079 
Stations 

it ofTV .108 12.471 .000 -.026 -.075 -.088 -.037 .516** -.076 
Owners 

#Local .027 2.825 .01 292** -.253** -.091 .03 -.176 .149 
TVOwn 

#Absent .138 16.45 .000 -.164 .041 -.046 -.054 .637** -.154 
TV Own 

#Radio .20 25.783 .000 -.066 -.042 -.051 -.018 489** .080 
Stations 

#Radio .133 15.751 .000 .020 .010 -.133 .021 .293** .101 
Owners 

#Local .043 4.586 .000 -.001 -.026 -.173** .039 .164 .079 
Radio0 

it Absent .192 24.40 .000 .028 .053 .003 -.030 .367** .014 
Radio0 

it Non- .151 18.301 .000 -.119 -.073 -.046 -.062 .187 .401** 
Comml. 

Non- .048 5.197 .000 -.002 -.062 .001 -.070 -.264** .487** 
Comml 

Diversity 
Local .023 2.404 .026 -.054 -.on - 151** .040 .059 .091 
Owners 

Absent .257 35.479 .000 -.001 -.011 -.047 -.040 .546** .006 
Owners 

Local to .143 15.626 .000 -.052 -.087 .000 .025 -.266* -.003 
Absentee 

ttof .161 19.657 .000 -.194 .101 -.065 -.016 .668** -.181 
News 

Outlets 

ttof .268 37.159 .000 .218* -.066 -.182** -.009 .586** -.135 
News 

Wires 

Voice .052 5.686 .000 .309** • .092 -.141** .035 -.321** .036 
Divy. 
Radio .078 8.662 .000 .126 .135 . _ 23** .117** -.411** .041 
Divy. 
TV Divy .037 3.150 .005 -.155 -.058 -.092 .060 .33** -.038 
NPDhy. .083 9.245 .000 .125 .156 .005 -.124** .098 -.091 
*p<.05 **p<.01 
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Table A-11. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofOwners Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales and Total 
PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

-.171 

-.925 

Beta 

-mi 

-.13 

t-test 

-.347 

-2.828 

P< 

.729 

.005 

R^=.153 
F=18.617 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-12. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Level ofVoice Diversity Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales and Total 
PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

.0194 

-.033 

Beta 

.092 

-.141 

t-test 

1.106 

-2.903 

P< 

.269 

.004 

R'=.052 
F=5.686 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-13. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofNon-Commercial Outlets Controlling for Year,Population,Retail 
Sales and Total PersonalIncome 

TimePeriod B Beta t-test P< 
Regulation v. Deregulation -.209 -.073 -.932 .352 

Before v. After96Act -.15 -.046 -1.013 .311 

R'=.151 
F=18.301 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-14. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Level ofNon-Commercial Diversity Controlling for Year,Population,Retail 
Sales and Total PersonalIncome 

TimePeriod B Beta t-test P< 
Regulation v. Deregulation -.025 -.062 -.742 .458 

Before v. After96Act .0003 .001 .014 .989 

R^=.048 
F=5.197 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-15. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofLocal Owners Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales and 
Total PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

-.124 

-.782 

Beta 

-.027 

-.151 

t-test 

-.323 

-3.066 

P< 

.747 

.002 

R^-.023 
F=2.404 

sig.=.026 
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Table A-16. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofAbsentee Owners Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales and 
Total PersonalIncome 

TimePeriod 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

-.05 

-.249 

Beta 

-.011 

-.047 

t-test 

-.147 

-1.09 

P< 
.883 

.274 

R^=.257 
F=35.479 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-17. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Level ofLocal Owner Diversity Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales 
and Total PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Be-fore v. After96Act 
R'=.143 

B 

-.288 

-.0003 

Beta 

-.087 

.000 

t-test 

-1.057 

-.002 

P< 

.291 

.999 

F= 15.626 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-18. Voice diversity category by regulatory philosophy,1972-1998 

RegulatoryPhilosophy Low Diversity ModerateDiversity High Diversity 
<=.65 .66-.74 >=.75 

voice diversity voice diversity voice diversity 
Regulation Paradigm 70 146 44 

1972-1988 (26.9%) (56.2%) (16.9%) 
Deregulation Paradigm 86 193 85 

1992-1998 (23.6%) (53%) (23.4%) 
X^=3.965 df=2 sig.:.138 
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Table A-19. Voice diversity by market before and after the TelecommunicationsAct 

RegulatoryPhilosophy 

Before Telecommunications 
Act, 1972-1995 

1972-1988 . 

After Telecommunications 
Act, 1996-1998 

Low Diversity 
<=.65 

voice diversity 
104 

(22.2%) 

52 

(33.3%) 

X'=8.338 

ModerateDiversity High Diversity 
.66-.74 >=.75 

voice diversity voice diversity 
267 97 

(57.1%) (20.7%) 

76 32 

(46.2%) (20.5%) 
df=2 sig.:.015 
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Table A-20. Absentee owner diversity category by regulatory philosophy,1972-1998 

RegulatoryPhilosophy Low Diversity ModerateDiversity High Diversity 
<=.65 .66-.74 >=.75 

voice diversity voice diversity voice diversity 
Regulation Paradigm 24 91 145 

1972-1988 (9.2%) (35%) (55.8) 
Deregulation Paradigm 78 188 97 

1992-1998 (21.5%) (51.8%) (26.7%) 
X^=56.344 df=2 sig.:.000 
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Table A-21. Absentee owner diversity by market before and after the 
TelecommunicationsActof1996 

RegulatoryPhilosophy Low Diversity ModerateDiversity High Diversity 
<=.65 .66-.74 >=.75 

voice diversity voice diversity voice diversity 
Before Telecommunications 63 201 204 

Act, 1972-1995 (13.5%) (42.9%) (43.6%) 
1972-1988 

After Telecommunications 39 78 38 

Act, 1996-1998 ^ (25.2%) (50.3%) (24.5%) 
X^=22.054 df=2 sig.:.000 
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Table A-22. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofNews Outlets Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales and 
Total PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

.604 

-.447 

Beta 

.101 

-.065 

t-test 

1.288 

-1.435 

P< 

.198 

.152 

R'=.161 
F=19.657 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-23. Multiple Regression Explaining the Effect ofDeregulation Policies on 
the Number ofNews Wire Services Controlling for Year,Population,Retail Sales 
and Total PersonalIncome 

Time Period 

Regulation v. Deregulation 
Before v. After96Act 

B 

-.646 

-2.035 

Beta 

-.066 

-.182 

t-test 

-.898 

-4.256 

P< 
.369 

.000 

R'=.268 
F=37.159 

sig.=.000 
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Table A-24. Correlation Matrix for Population,Retail Sales and Total Personal 
Income by Dependent Variables 

Dependent Variable Population RetailSales TotalPersonalIncome 

#Media .081** .305*** 237*** 

#Owners .069** 223*** .189*** 

Voice Diversity -.023 _ - 099*** 

#Absentee Owners .059* 2^2*** .222*** 

#Local Owners .056* .058 .073** 

#Non-Commercial .049 239*** 277*** 

#News Outlets .063* 299*** .166*** 

#News Wires .065* 272*** .160*** 

*=p<.10 
**=p<.05 
***=p<.01 
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Appendix B 
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Figure B-1. Media outlets and owners in small markets,1972-1998 
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Figure B-2. Average number ofnewspaper owners and outlets in small markets, 
1972-1998 
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Figure B-3. Average number oftelevision outlets and owners in small markets, 
1972-1998 
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Figure B-4. Average number ofradio outlets and owners in small markets,1972-
1998 
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Figure B-5. Average number ofnews outlets and news wires in small markets,1972-
1998 
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Appendix C 
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Market ID Year #Media #Owners #NP mPOwn #TV #TVOwn #Radio #Radown 

Abilene, 228 1972 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 6 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1976 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1980 14 11 2 1 3 3 9 7 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1984 14 10 2 1 3 3 9 6 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1988 17 13 1 1 4 4 12 8 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1992 17 13 1 1 3 3 13 9 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1993 18 14 1 1 3 3 14 10 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1994 17 14 1 1 3 3 13 10 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1995 17 14 1 1 3 3 13 10 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1996 17 14 1 1 3 3 13 10 

Texas 

Abilene, 228 1997 18 13 1 1 3 3 14 9 
Texas 

Abilene, 228 1998 18 12 1 1 3 3 14 8 

Texas 

Albany, 236 1972 9 5 1 1 1 1 7 4 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1976 9 5 1 1 1 1 7 4 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1980 9 6 1 1 1 1 7 5 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1984 10 7 1 1 2 2 7 5 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1988 10 6 1 1 2 2 7 4 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1992 13 9 1 1 2 2 10 7 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1993 13 9 1 1 2 2 10 7 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1994 13 9 1 1 2 2 10 7 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1995 13 9 1 1 2 2 10 7 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1996 13 9 2 2 10 7 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1997 14 8 1 1 2 2 11 6 

Georgia 
Albany, 236 1998 14 8 1 1 2 2 11 5 

Georgia 
Anniston, 239 1972 6 

o 

1 1 1 1 4 3 
Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1976 6 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 

Alabama 
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Anniston, 239 1980 6 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1984 6 5 1 1 1 1 4 3 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1988 6 5 1 1 1 1 4 3 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1992 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1993 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1994 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1995 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1996 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1997 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 5 

Alabama 

Anniston, 239 1998 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 5 

Alabama 

Bangor,Maine 262 1972 11 6 1 1 3 3 7 5 

Bangor,Maine 262 1976 11 8 1 1 3 3 7 6 

Bangor,Maine 262 1980 14 11 1 1 3 3 10 7 

Bangor,Maine 262 1984 15 11 1 1 3 3 11 9 

Bangor,Maine 262 1988 17 13 1 1 3 3 13 10 

Bangor,Maine 262 1992 20 15 1 1 3 3 16 12 

Bangor,Maine 262 1993 20 14 1 1 3 3 16 11 

Bangor,Maine 262 1994 20 14 1 1 3 3 16 11 

Bangor,Maine 262 1995 20 13 1 1 3 3 16 10 

Bangor,Maine 262 1996 20 13 1 1 3 3 16 10 

Bangor,Maine 262 1997 19 12 1 1 3 3 15 9 

Bangor,Maine 262 1998 18 11 1 1 3 3 14 7 

Bismarck, 259 1972 8 5 1 1 2 2 5 3 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1976 8 5 1 1 2 2 5 3 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1980 9 7 1 1 3 3 5 3 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1984 11 7 1 1 4 4 6 4 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1988 12 7 1 1 4 4 7 4 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1992 12 7 1 1 4 4 7 4 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1993 12 7 1 1 4 4 7 4 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1994 12 7 1 1 4 4 7 4 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1995 14 8 1 1 4 4 9 5 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1996 14 8 1 1 4 4 9 5 

North Dakota 

Bismarck, 259 1997 15 8 1 1 4 4 10 5 

North Dakota 
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Bismarck, 259 1998 15 8 1 1 4 4 10 4 

North Dakota 

Bloomington, 237 1972 7 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1976 6 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1980 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1984 7 5 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1988 9 7 1 1 4 4 4 3 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1992 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1993 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1994 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1995 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1996 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1997 10 8 1 1 4 4 5 4 

Indiana 

Bloomington, 237 1998 9 7 1 1 3 3 5 4 

Indiana 

Casper- 272 1972 10 8 2 2 2 2 6 5 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1976 10 8 2 2 , 2 2 6 5 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1980 14 9 2 2 3 3 9 6 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1984 18 13 2 2 4 4 12 9 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1988 20 16 2 2 4 4 14 11 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1992 21 16 2 2 4 3 15 11 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1993 20 16 2 2 4 3 14 11 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1994 19 15 2 2 4 3 13 10 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1995 19 14 2 2 4 3 13 9 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1996 19 14 2 2 4 3 13 9 

Riverton, 
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Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1997 20 13 2 2 4 3 14 8 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Casper- 272 1998 24 14 2 2 6 4 16 9 

Riverton, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1972 16 10 3 2 3 2 10 7 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne-. 269 1976 16 10 3 2 3 2 10 7 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1980 17 12 3 2 3 2 11 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1984 18 13 3 2 4 3 11 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1988 20 14 3 2 5 4 12 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1992 20 13 3 2 5 4 12 7 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1993 19 14 2 2 5 4 12 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyemie- 269 1994 19 14 2 2 5 4 12 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1995 19 14 2 2 5 4 12 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1996 20 15 2 2 5 4 13 9 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1997 22 14 2 2 5 4 15 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cheyenne- 269 1998 22 14 2 2 5 4 15 8 

Scottsbluff, 
Wyoming 
Cumberland, 252 1972 7 4 2 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1976 7 4 2 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1980 7 4 2 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1984 7 4 2 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1988 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1992 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
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Cumberland, 252 1993 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1994 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1995 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1996 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1997 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Cumberland, 252 1998 6 4 1 0 0 5 3 

Maryland 
Danville, 244 1972 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1976 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1980 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1984 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1988 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1992 6 5 1 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1993 6 5 0 0 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1994 7 6 1 1 1 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1995 7 6 1 1 1 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1996 7 6 1 1 1 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1997 7 6 1 1 1 5 4 

Virginia 
Danville, 244 1998 8 7 1 1 1 6 5 

Virginia 
Decatiir, 238 1972 6 3 2 1 1 3 2 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1976 8 5 2 1 1 5 4 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1980 8 6 2 1 1 5 4 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1984 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1988 8 6 1 2 2 5 3 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1992 8 6 1 2 2 5 3 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1993 8 6 1 2 2 5 3 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1994 8 6 1 2 2 5 3 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1995 9 7 1 2 2 6 4 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1996 9 7 1 2 2 6 4 
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Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1997 9 7 1 1 2 2 6 4 

Illinois 

Decatur, 238 1998 9 7 1 1 2 2 6 4 

Illinois 

Dover, 226 1972 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1976 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1980 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1984 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1988 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1992 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1993 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1994 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1995 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1996 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1997 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dover, 226 1998 8 6 1 1 0 0 7 5 

Delaware 

Dubuque, 263 1972 6 3 1 1 1 1 4 2 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1976 6 3 1 1 1 1 4 2 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1980 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa / 

Dubuque, 263 1984 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 
Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1988 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1992 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1993 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 
Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1994 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa , 

Dubuque, 263 1995 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1996 7 4 1 1 1 1 5 3 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1997 7 3 1 1 5 2 

Iowa 

Dubuque, 263 1998 7 3 1 1 1 1 5 2 

Iowa 

Elmira,New 257 1972 11 8 1 1 2 2 8 5 
York 
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Elmira,New 257 1976 11 7 1 2 2 8 5 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1980 11 7 1 2 2 8 5 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1984 11 7 1 2 2 8 5 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1988 12 8 1 2 2 9 6 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1992 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1993 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1994 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1995 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1996 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1997 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Elmira,New 257 1998 13 9 1 2 2 10 7 

York 

Enid, 273 1972 5 3 2 0 0 3 2 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1976 5 3 2 0 0 3 2 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1980 5 3 2 0 0 3 2 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1984 7 4 2 0 0 5 3 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1988 8 5 2 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1992 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1993 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1994 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1995 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1996 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1997 7 4 1 0 0 6 3 

Oklahoma 

Enid, 273 1998 7 4 1 0 0 6 3 

Oklahoma 

Flagstaff, 235 1972 7 6 1 1 1 5 4 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1976 8 7 1 1 1 6 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1980 8 7 1 1 1 6 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1984 8 7 1 1 1 6 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1988 9 7 1 1 1 7 5 
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Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1992 9 7 1 1 1 1 7 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1993 11 8 1 1 2 2 8 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1994 11 8 1 1 2 2 8 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1995 11 7 1 1 2 2 8 4 
Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1996 12 8 1 1 2 2 9 5 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1997 11 7 1 1 2 2 8 4 

Arizona 

Flagstaff, 235 1998 • 11 7 1 1 2 2 8 4 
Arizona 

Florence, 223 1972 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1976 8 7 1 1 2 2 5 4 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1980 10 8 1 1 3 3 6 4 
South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1984 10 8 1 1 3 3 6 4 
South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1988 10 8 1 1 3 3 6 4 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1992 10 7 1 1 3 3 6 3 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1993 10 8 1 1 3 3 6 4 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1994 14 12 1 1 4 4 9 7 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1995 14 11 1 1 4 4 9 6 
South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1996 15 11 1 1 4 4 10 6 
South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1997 15 10 1 1 4 4 10 5 

South Carolina 

Florence, 223 1998 15 9 1 1 4 4 10 4 

South Carolina 

Gadsden, 250 1972 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1976 6 5 1 1 0 0 5 4 
Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1980 6 5 1 1 0 0 5 4 
Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1984 6 5 1 1 0 0 5 4 

Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1988 9 8 1 1 2 2 6 5 

Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1992 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 6 
Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1993 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 6 
Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1994 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 
Alabama 
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Gadsden, 250 1995 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1996 11 10 1 1 2 2 8 7 

Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1997 11 10 1 1 2 2 8 7 

Alabama 

Gadsden, 250 1998 11 10 1 1 2 2 8 7 

Alabama 

Glens Falls, 225 1972 5 3 1 1 0 0 4 2 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1976 5 3 1 1 0 0 4 2 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1980 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 
New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1984 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1988 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1992 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1993 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1994 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

New York f 

Glens Falls, 225 1995 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1996 7 4 1 1 0 0 6 3 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1997 7 4 1 1 0 0 6 3 

New York 

Glens Falls, 225 1998 7 4 1 1 0 0 6 3 

New York 

Goldsboro, 241 1972 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1976 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1980 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1984 7 5 1 1 0 0 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1988 8 6 1 1 1 1 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1992 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 5 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1993 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 5 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1994 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 5 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1995 8 6 1 1 1 1 6 4 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1996 8 5 1 1 1 1 6 3 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1997 8 5 1 1 1 1 6 3 

North Carolina 

Goldsboro, 241 1998 9 6 1 1 1 1 7 4 
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North Carolina 

Grand Forks, 248 1972 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1976 16 11 1 1 3 3 12 7 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1980 18 13 1 1 3 3 14 9 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1984 17 12 1 1 3 3 13 8 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1988 18 13 1 1 3 3 14 9 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1992 19 14 1 1 3 3 15 10 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1993 19 14 1 1 3 3 15 10 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1994 19 14 1 1 3 3 15 10 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1995 20 14 1 1 3 3 16 10 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1996 20 14 1 1 3 3 16 10 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1997 20 10 1 1 3 3 16 6 

North Dakota 

Grand Forks, 248 1998 20 10 1 1 3 3 16 6 

North Dakota 

Grand 245 1972 10 7 2 2 2 1 6 5 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1976 13 8 2 2 2 1 9 6 

Junction, , 

Colorado 

Grand 245 1980 16 11 2 2 3 2 11 8 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1984 18 13 2 2 3 2 13 10 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1988 19 14 2 2 3 2 14 10 

Junction, 

Colorado 

Grand 245 1992 19 14 2 2 3 2 14 10 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1993 19 14 2 2 3 2 14 10 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1994 19 13 2 2 3 2 14 9 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1995 20 13 2 2 3 2 15 9 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1996 22 15 2 2 4 3 16 10 

Junction, 
Colorado 
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Grand 245 1997 22 13 2 2 4 3 16 9 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Grand 245 1998 24 15 2 2 5 4 17 9 

Junction, 
Colorado 

Great Falls, 268 1972 10 8 1 1 2 2 7 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1976 10 8 1 1 2 2 7 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1980 10 8 1 1 2 2 7 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1984 11 8 1 1 2 2 8 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1988 13 9 1 1 3 3 9 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1992 13 9 1 1 3 3 9 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1993 13 9 1 1 3 3 9 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1994 13 9 1 1 3 3 9 5 

Montana 

GreatFalls, 268 1995 13 9 1 1 3 3 9 5 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1996 14 10 1 1 3 3 10 6 
Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1997 14 10 1 1 3 3 10 6 

Montana 

Great Falls, 268 1998 14 10 1 3 3 10 6 

Montana 

Greenville, 233 1972 9 7 1 1 3 3 5 4 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1976 11 8 1 1 4 4 6 4 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1980 11 8 1 1 4 4 6 4 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1984 12 9 1 1 4 4 7 5 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1988 12 10 1 1 4 4 7 6 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1992 12 10 1 1 5 5 6 5 
North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1993 12 11 1 1 5 5 6 5 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1994 12 10 1 1 5 5 6 5 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1995 13 11 1 1 5 5 7 6 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1996 13 11 1 1 5 5 7 6 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1997 12 11 1 1 5 5 6 5 

North Carolina 

Greenville, 233 1998 13 12 1 1 5 5 7 6 

North Carolina 

Hattiesburg- 246 1972 14 11 2 2 1 1 11 8 
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Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1976 15 12 2 2 I I 12 9 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1980 15 12 2 2 I I 12 9 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1984 16 12 2 2 I I 13 9 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1988 19 14 2 2 2 2 15 10 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1992 21 16 2 2 2 2 17 12 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1993 20 15 2 2 2 2 16 II 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1994 20 15 2 2 2 2 16 II 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1995 20 15 2 2 2 2 16 II 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1996 20 15 2 2 2 2 16 II 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1997 20 15 2 2 2 2 16 II 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg- 246 1998 20 14 2 2 2 2 16 10 

Laurel, 
Mississippi 
Idaho Falls- 271 1972 15 II 2 2 3 3 10 8 

Pocatello,' 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1976 18 13 2 2 4 4 12 9 

Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1980 20 12 3 2 4 4 13 9 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1984 19 12 2 2 4 4 13 8 

Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1988 20 13 2 2 4 4 14 8 

Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1992 20 14 2 2 4 4 14 9 

Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1993 20 13 2 2 4 4 14 8 

Pocatello, 
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Idaho Falls- 271 1994 21 13 2 2 4 4 15 8 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1995 21 13 2 2 4 4 15 8 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1996 21 13 2 2 4 4 15 8 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1997 21 13 2 2 4 4 15 8 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Idaho Falls- 271 1998 21 II 2 2 4 4 15 6 
Pocatello, 
Idaho 

Iowa City, 251 1972 7 4 2 2 I I 4 2 

Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1976 7 4 I I I I 5 3 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1980 8 6 I I I I 6 4 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1984 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1988 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1992 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1993 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1994 9 7 I I I I 7 5 

Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1995 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1996 9 7 I I I I 7 5 
Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1997 9 7 I I I I 7 5 

Iowa 

Iowa City, 251 1998 9 7 I I I I 7 5 

Iowa 

Jackson, 255 1972 6 4 1 I 1 I 4 3 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1976 6 5 I I I I 4 3 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1980 7 6 I I I I 5 4 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1984 7 5 I I I I 5 3 
Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1988 8 7 I I 2 2 5 4 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1992 9 7 I I 2 2 6 4 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1993 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 
Tennessee 
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Jackson, 255 1994 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1995 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1996 12 10 I I 2 2 9 7 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1997 12 10 I I 2 2 9 7 

Tennessee 

Jackson, 255 1998 12 9 I I 2 2 9 6 

Tennessee 

Jonesboro, 270 1972 7 6 I I I I 5 4 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1976 8 7 I I 2 2 5 4 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1980 9 8 I I 2 2 6 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1984 9 8 I I 2 2 6 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1988 10 9 I I 2 2 7 6 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1992 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1993 10 7 I I 2 2 7 4 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1994 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1995 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1996 10 8 I I 2 2 7 5 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1997 10 7 I I 2 2 7 4 

Arkansas 

Jonesboro, 270 1998 II 8 I I 3 3 7 4 

Arkansas 

Kokomo, 254 1972 5 4 I I I I 3 2 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1976 5 4 I I I I 3 2 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1980 6 5 I I I I 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1984 6 5 I I I I 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1988 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1992 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1993 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1994 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1995 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1996 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1997 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 
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Indiana 

Kokomo, 254 1998 7 6 I I 2 2 4 3 

Indiana 

La Crosse, 230 1972 9 8 I I 2 2 6 5 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1976 II 7 I I 3 3 7 4 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1980 II 7 I I 3 3 7 4 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1984 II 7 I I 3 3 7 4 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1988 13 9 I I 4 4 8 5 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1992 15 II I I 4 4 10 7 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1993 15 II I I 4 4 10 7 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1994 16 12 I " I 4 4 II 8 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1995 16 12 I I 4 4 II 8 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1996 16 II 1 I 4 4 II 7 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1997 16 10 I I 4 4 II 6 

Wisconsin 

La Crosse, 230 1998 16 10 I I 4 4 II 6 

Wisconsin 

Lawrence, 260 1972 6 4 I I 0 0 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1976 7 4 I I 0 0 6 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1980 7 4 I I 0 0 6 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1984 7 4 I I 0 0 6 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1988 8 5 I I I I 6 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1992 8 5 I I I I 6 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1993 8 5 I I I I 6 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1994 7 5 I I I I 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1995 7 5 I I I I 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1996 7 5 I I I I 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1997 7 5 I I I I 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawrence, 260 1998 7 5 I I I I 5 3 

Kansas 

Lawton, 242 1972 7 4 2 I I I 4 3 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1976 7 4 2 I I I 4 3 

Oklahoma 
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Lawton, 242 1980 7 4 2 1 1 4 3 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1984 8 5 2 2 2 4 3 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1988 9 6 2 1 1 6 5 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1992 11 9 1 1 1 9 8 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1993 12 10 1 1 1 10 9 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1994 12 10 1 1 1 10 9 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1995 12 10 1 1 1 10 9 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1996 12 9 1 1 1 10 8 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1997 12 9 1 1 1 10 8 

Oklahoma 

Lawton, 242 1998 12 10 1 1 1 10 8 

Oklahoma 

Lewiston- 261 1972 7 5 2 0 0 5 4 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 i976 8 6 2 0 0 6 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1980 9 6 2 0 0 7 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1984 9 6 2 0 0 7 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1988 9 6 2 0 0 7 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1992 7 6 1 0 0 6 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1993 7 6 1 0 0 6 5 

Auburn, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1994 7 6 1 0 0 6 5 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1995 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1996 7 5 1 0 0 6 4 

Aubum, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1997 8 6 1 1 1 6 4 

Auburn, 
Maine 

Lewiston- 261 1998 8 7 1 1 1 6 5 

Aubum, 
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Maine 

Muncie, 234 1972 8 6 2 1 1 5 4 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1976 8 5 2 1 1 5 4 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1980 9 6 2 1 1 6 5 

Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1984 9 6 2 1 1 6 5 

Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1988 11 8 2 1 1 8 7 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1992 11 8 2 1 1 8 7 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1993 11 7 2 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1994 11 7 2 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1995 11 7 2 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1996 11 7 2 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1997 10 7 1 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Muncie, 234 1998 10 7 1 1 1 8 6 
Indiana 

Ovvensboro, 258 1972 5 2 1 0 0 4 2 

Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1976 5 2 1 0 0 4 2 

Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1980 6 3 1 1 1 4 2 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1984 7 4 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1988 8 5 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1992 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1993 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1994 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1995 7 5 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1996 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1997 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Ovvensboro, 258 1998 7 5 1 1 1 5 3 
Kentucky 
Pine Bluff, 266 1972 8 6 1 0 0 7 5 
Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1976 8 6 1 0 0 7 5 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1980 8 6 1 0 0 7 5 

Arkansas 
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Pine Bluff, 266 1984 9 6 1 1 0 0 8 5 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1988 11 8 1 1 2 2 8 5 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1992 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1993 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1994 12 10 1 1 2 2 9 7 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1995 12 9 1 1 2 2 9 6 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1996 12 9 1 1 2 2 9 6 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1997 12 10 1 1 2 2 9 7 

Arkansas 

Pine Bluff, 266 1998 11 9 1 1 2 2 8 6 

Arkansas 

Pittsfield, 265 1972 10 7 2 2 0 0 8 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1976 11 7 2 2 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1980 12 8 2 2 0 0 10 6 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1984 12 8 2 2 0 0 10 6 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1988 12 8 2 2 0 0 10 6 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1992 12 8 2 2 0 0 10 6 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1993 11 7 2 2 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1994 11 7 2 2 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1995 11 7 2 2 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1996 9 5 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1997 11 6 2 1 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Pittsfield, 265 1998 11 6 2 1 0 0 9 5 

Massachusetts 

Rapid City, 264 1972 11 8 1 1 3 3 7 5 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1976 11 9 1 1 3 3 7 6 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1980 12 9 1 1 3 3 8 6 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1984 12 9 1 1 3 3 8 6 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1988 16 11 1 1 4 4 11 8 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1992 17 11 1 1 4 4 12 8 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1993 17 11 1 1 4 4 12 8 
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South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1994 17 11 1 4 4 12 8 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1995 18 12 1 4 4 13 9 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1996 18 10 1 4 4 13 7 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1997 18 10 1 4 4 13 7 

South Dakota 

Rapid City, 264 1998 18 10 1 4 4 13 7 

South Dakota 

Rochester, 240 1972 9 5 1 1 1 7 4 

Mirmesota 

Rochester, 240 1976 9 6 1 1 1 7 4 
Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1980 9 6 1 1 1 7 4 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1984 10 7 1 2 2 7 4 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1988 13 10 1 2 2 10 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1992 14 10 1 2 2 11 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1993 14 10 1 2 2 11 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1994 14 10 1 2 2 11 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1995 14 10 2 2 11 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1996 14 10 1 2 2 11 7 

Minnesota 

Rochester, 240 1997 14 10 1 2 2 11 7 

Mirmesota 

Rochester, 240 1998 15 11 1 2 2 12 8 

Minnesota 

San Angelo, 249 1972 10 9 1 2 2 7 6 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1976 11 8 2 2 2 7 5 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1980 12 9 2 2 2 8 6 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1984 13 9 2 3 3 8 5 
Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1988 14 11 1 3 3 10 7 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1992 14 11 1 3 3 10 7 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1993 13 10 1 3 3 9 6 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1994 13 11 1 3 3 9 7 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1995 14 11 1 3 3 10 7 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1996 16 12 1 3 3 12 8 
Texas 
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San Angelo, 249 1997 16 12 1 1 3 3 12 8 

Texas 

San Angelo, 249 1998 16 12 1 1 3 3 12 8 

Texas 

Sharon, 227 1972 12 9 2 2 0 0 10 7 

Peimsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1976 13 10 2 2 0 0 11 8 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1980 13 9 2 2 0 0 11 7 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1984 13 9 2 2 0 0 11 7 

Peimsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1988 14 10 2 2 0 0 12 8 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1992 14 10 2 2 0 0 12 8 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1993 14 10 2 2 0 0 12 8 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1994 14 11 2 2 0 0 12 9 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 199.5 14 9 2 2 0 0 12 7 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1996 14 8 2 2 0 0 12 6 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1997 14 8 2 2 0 0 12 6 

Pennsylvania 
Sharon, 227 1998 15 9 2 2 0 0 13 7 

Pennsylvania 
Sheboygan, 243 1972 4 3 1 1 0 0 3 2 

Wisconsin 

Sheboygan, 243 1976 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 

Wisconsin 

Sheboygan, 243 1980 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 

Wisconsin 

Sheboygan, 243 1984 ■5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1988 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1992 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1993 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1994 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1995 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1996 5 4 1 1 0 ' 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1997 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 
Wisconsin 
Sheboygan, 243 1998 6 4 1 1 0 0 5 3 
Wisconsin 
Sherman- 253 1972 10 9 3 3 1 1 6 5 
Denison, 
Texas 
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Sherman- 253 1976 9 8 2 2 1 I 6 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1980 9 7 2 2 1 1 6 4 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1984 10 8 2 2 1 1 7 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1988 9 6 2 1 1 1 6 4 
Denison, 
Texas * 

Sherman- 253 1992 10 7 2 1 1 1 7 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1993 10 7 2 1 1 1 7 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Shemian- 253 1994 10 7 2 1 1 1 7 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1995 10 6 2 1 1 1 7 4 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1996 8 6 2 1 1 1 5 4 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sherraan- 253 1997 7 7 1 1 1 1 5 5 

Denison, 
Texas 

Sherman- 253 1998 7 7 1 1 1 1 5 5 
Denison, 
Texas 

Sioux City, 231 1972 9 9 1 1 3 3 5 5 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1976 11 10 1 1 4 4 6 5 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1980 13 12 1 1 4 4 8 7 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1984 13 12 1 1 4 4 8 7 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1988 13 11 1 1 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1992 13 11 1 1 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1993 13 11 1 I 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1994 13 11 1 1 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1995 13 11 1 1 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1996 13 11 1 1 4 4 8 6 
Iowa 

Sioux City, 231 1997 13 10 1 1 4 4 8 5 
Iowa 
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Sioux City, 231 1998 13 10 1 1 4 4 8 5 

Iowa 

St. Joseph, 256 1972 7 5 2 1 1 1 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1976 7 5 2 1 1 1 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1980 7 5 2 1 1 1 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1984 7 5 2 1 1 1 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1988 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1992 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1993 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1994 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1995 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1996 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1997 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

St. Joseph, 256 1998 7 6 1 1 2 2 4 3 

Missouri 

Sumter,South 247 1972 5 4 1 1 0 0 4 3 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1976 7 5 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1980 7 5 1 1 1 1 5 4 . 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1984 7 5 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1988 7 5 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1992 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 5 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1993 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 5 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1994 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 5 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1995 8 7 1 1 1 1 6 6 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1996 8 7 ' 1 1 1 1 6 6 

Carolina . 

Sumter,South 247 ,1997 9 7 1 1 2 1 6 6 

Carolina 

Sumter,South 247 1998 9 8 1 1 2 6 6 

Carolina 

Texarkana, 222 1972 12 - 5 1 1 1 1 9 5 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1976 12 5 2 1 1 1 9 5 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1980 10 5 1 1 1 1 8 5 
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Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1984 10 6 1 1 1 1 8 5 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1988 11 7 1 1 1 1 9 6 
Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1992 , 12 7 1 1 1 1 10 7 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1993 12 7 1 1 1 1 10 7 
Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1994 12 7 1 1 1 1 10 7 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1995 14 9 1 1 1 1 12 9 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1996 14 9 1 1 1 1 12 9 
Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1997 14 7 1 1 1 1 12 7 

Texas 

Texarkana, 222 1998 16 8 1 1 1 1 14 8 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1972 5 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1976 6 4 1 1 1 1 4 2 

Texas 

Victoria, 267' 1980 7 6 1 1 1 1 5 4 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1984 8 7 1 1 2 2 5 4 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1988 9 8 1 1 2 2 6 5 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1992 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 6 
Texas 

Victoria, 267 1993 10 9 1 1 2 2 7 6 
Texas 

Victoria, 267 1994 12 11 1 1 2 2 9 8 
Texas 

Victoria, 267 1995 13 12 1 1 2 2 10 9 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1996 13 12 1 1 2 2 10 9 

Texas 

Victoria, 267 1997 13 12 1 1 2 2 10 9 
Texas 

Victoria, 267 1998 13 10 1 1 2 1 10 8 
Texas 

Wasau, 229 1972 10 6 1 1 3 3 6 4 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1976 11 7 1 1 4 4 6 4 
Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1980 11 9 1 1 4 4 6 4 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1984 12 8 1 1 4 4 7 4 
Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1988 14 10 1 1 4 4 9 6 
Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 , 1992 13 9 1 1 4 4 8 5 

Wisconsin 
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Wasau, 229 1993 13 9 1 1 4 4 8 5 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1994 13 9 1 1 4 4 8 5 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1995 14 9 1 1 4 4 9 5 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1996 15 9 1 1 4 4 10 5 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1997 15 9 1 1 4 4 10 5 

Wisconsin 

Wasau, 229 1998 14 8 1 1 3 3 10 5 

Wisconsin 

Waterloo- 224 1972 14 10 2 2 3 3 9 6 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1976 16 12 2 2 4 4 10 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1980 17 13 2 2 4 4 11 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1984 16 12 1 1 4 4 11 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1988 16 11 1 1 4 4 11 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1992 18 13 1 1 7 7 lb 6 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1993 17 12 1 1 6 6 10 6 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1994 19 14 1 1 6 6 12 8 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1995 18 13 1 1 5 5 12 8 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1996 18 12 1 1 5 5 12 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1997 19 13 1 1 6 6 12 7 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Waterloo- 224 1998 18 13 1 1 4 4 13 9 

Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 

Williamsport, 232 1972 8 5 1 1 0 0 7 4 

Pennsylvania' 
Williamsport, 232 1976 9 6 1 1 0 0 8 5 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1980 10 7 1 1 0 0 9 6 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1984 10 7 1 1 0 0 9 6 
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Pennsylvania 

Williamsport, 232 1988 13 9 1 1 0 0 12 8 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1992 15 10 1 r 0 0 14 9 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1993 16 11 1 1 1 1 14 9 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1994 16 .11 1 1 1 1 14 9 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1995 16 10 1 1 1 1 , 14 8 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1996 16 10 1 1 1 1 14 8 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1997 16 10 1 1 1 1 14 8 

Pennsylvania 
Williamsport, 232 1998 15 10 1 1 1 1 13 8 -

Pennsylvania 
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